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23 Known Dead, Many
Injured As a Result
of Series of Storms

15, 1922.
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This Kentucky Feud Is Causing
More Lives Instead of Deaths
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which were 1,000 children barely Senate Is Divided Almost on
5S4S
'o' t
escaped the path of the storm.
Party Lines; Foes MarAged Negro Killed.
An aged negro man was killei
shal 26 Democratic and 4
and several negroes wero slightly
were
of
score
houses
a
and
Republican Votes.
injured
nadoes in Places.
destroyed at Arkansas City, Ark.,
!
early today.
NEARLY AlTTsSUES
ALL COMMUNICATION
Only meager details are available from the sections visited by the
t
OF FIGHT REVIVED
LINES ARE DAMAGED storm on account of the damage
to wire communication, and it is
4
Senators of Both
feared the death toll will be great2
J
It Is Feared the Death Toll ly increased
4
when more informain
Prophecies
Indulge
i
effort
tion
is
Little
has
available.
i
Will Be Greatly Increased
been made to estimate the propWhat May Happen,
4
When More Information erly damage which, in addition to
4
an ;
buildand
s
homes
Become
other
pacts
destroyed
Sf
Is Available.
ings, includes damage to crops and
destruction of livestock
(By The Anndnlfd Tr
The storm was accompanied by
.fter
(Bj The AmirlBtrd Pre.)
Washington, March
At the usual freaks, the most outNew Orleans, March 14.
another stormy debate, li. which
,4
was
of
which
and
killed
were
27
reported
standing
least
persons
possible political consequences of
ft.
Kennet, Ark., where a
many others were seriously Injured from
program
administration
treaty
tho
old infant was blown from a bed
as a result of a series of storms, on which
it was lying, across thi' were discussed from several
at places reaching the proportion yard, where its clothing held it
the t.nate late today rejected
of tornadoes, which visited Isolated suspended to a picket fence until
a division utmost on party lines,
by
r
storm
abated.
sections of Louisiana, Mississippi, tho
tho first two of the proposed
Arkansas and Oklahoma last night
to the
amendments
X
Pacific pact.
and early today.
1
I
At the peak of their strength
S
4
The heaviest loss of life reportmem1
fr
full
of
the
with eleven short
f
ed was at Gowcn, Okla., a village
bership present and voting, the
4
15 miles east of McAlester, where
marshaled
to
the
treaty
opposition
12 persons were killed when a
26 democratic and four republican
ARE
tornado swept through the foreign
within two of a third of th'j
votes,
section of tho villago last night.
i I
full senate membership, but three
were
Many others
slightly inju.ed
less than enough to upset the
Trail of Wreckage.
needed for final ratification
Six negroes were killed when
if all senators participated In this
storm
the
passed
through
Leaders on both sides convote.
jhe
northeestern section of Jefferceded, however, that at best the
son county
and
the southdivision was hut a poor index to
eastern section of Lonoke coun- PrOClamatlOn
AddreSSed tO senate sentiment on tho Question
ty, Arkansas, early today. The
iihcu.
storm in this section left a trail of
Labor Calls oi raimcniiun
Roliins-oii'Amendment.
Organized
wrecked buildings for 20 miles.
two amendments
of
tho
Tho
first
for Committee Meetings acted
At Sulphur, Okla., two persons
upon was offered by Senator
Were killed lato yesterday and 19
to
Be Held at Once.
Robinson, democrat, Arkansas, and
were seriously
others
injured.
provided that the four power
I &
at
estimated
is
'
Property damage
should refrain from aggression
(By Thi AMnrlntrd lrem.)
$100,000.
Fifty buildings wero
as well as
Me.
14.
March
against
Washington,
completely demolished and 200 Ings immediately of lotal
r
signatory nntions, and that all in' 3
people wero left homeless.
tercsted nations, whether signatortisan
imm!ttes
campaign
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at
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be
should
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to
its
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United
treaty
States
the
Sunrise, a village two miles north throughout
to any conference over a
?
preparations for ti e invited
of Baton Rouge, and a negro wom- "begin activewere
The proposal
called for today Pacific controversy.
primaries,"
an and her child were killed. Four In
r
similar
30
a
65.
to
was
Later
lost,
orto
a proclamation addressed
others wero slightly injured, there-earlwas
ganized labor by the executive amendment in different form demtoday.
committee of the American Feder- presented by Senator Walsh,
Twenty persons were injured, a
ocrat, Montana, and was voted The principals in the feud. Upper photo shows Joseph Lenahan, Mrs. Lenahan and their family of eleven
number seriously, when the storm ation of Labor's
down, 27 to 50.
campaign committee.
children. Lower pnoto show Charles Lenahan wite ana tneir family of eleven.
struck Corinth, Miss., today. More
On both roll calls four republi
local organizations have
Kentucky, the land of the dead Louisville, are conuiicting a races Mrs. Charles Lenahan have the
than 150 homes were leveled. The notWhere
or laano, jonnson oi
Koran
cans,
since
in
remained
existence,
for the distinction of having the same number.
The two brother
storm swept a path more than 100 tho last
election, formation of sew Californ!a, France of Maryland ly feuds, now has the strangest largest family. The arrival
of tho and the children are enjoying good
feet wide lazing every building In committees
There are no eleventh child in tho home of
la urged so that planR;and LaKollette of Wisconsin, votel feud in its history.
Johealth
and
fathers
the
aren't worIts path. A school building In
may bo made quickly "for a most n the affirmative, while an equal casualties in it.
Joseph an-- seph and his wife recently made ried a bit about the high cost of
Intensive campaign of education of number of democrats, Pomerene of Charles
'
of
Lenahan, brothers,
tho human race" a tie, as Mr. anil shoes, clothes and foodstuffs.
not only members of trade unions Ohio. Ransdell of Louisiana, Unbut of the great masses of the derwood of Alabama, and Williams
people," and for placing candi- of Mississippi, joined the opposi
dates in the field where neither tion.
I.enroot Warns nemocnits.
party puts up a candidate regarded
In the debate preceding the first
as "representative of the peopl 's
vote nearly all tho Issues of the
Interests."
treaty flaht wore revived and both
Kvery state federation of lab
and repub'.icans In- saya the announcement,
"every democrats
p MnNNtMa JOURNAL
(PtClAl OIBPATCH
create
should
central
dulged In prophecies of what might
city
body
fl Santa Vo. March i t. At the
political
campaign happen it me arms conference
close or the sewwion of the Santa
committees.
Every local union treaties became an Issue between
Vc county grand Jury today,
and democratic
should appoint committees to co- the republican
there were rrpoi-tmat W. V.
Senator Lenroot, repuboperate with the state and central parties.
21 -- Story Office
Building
G'ano, head or the accounting
bodies.
lican, Wisconsin, warned the dem RAILWAYS
"SLIGHT" ERROR MADE
firm that audited the work of
"The present camprign in the ccratic side of tho chamber that
Manuand
Several
Small
dethe educational
pact be
primaries and in the fall elections should the
department
IN
ESTIMATING
COST
Plants
offer opportunities which may not feated, President Harding might
during tho term nf Jonathan
facturing
If. Wagner, would Iks called
come again in a decade to redress withdraw the other treaties from
OF SOLDIERS' BONUS
Up By Flames.
before the grand jury to subHAVE
wrongs and attain Justice," the the senate and ask the country for
TO
mit any evidence relative to
a verdict at the polls in November.
proclamation says.
A
14.
March
Washington,
(By The Afwnrinfrcl Pres. )
conduct
that lie
The announcement also declares
Wagner's
By Senator McCumber, republiclerical error resulted In an
nik'lit have to offer.
that "no genuine
constructi.o can, North Dakota, also a supportCHICAGO, March 15. Fire
over
treasestimate
from
the
tiano's firm audited the demeasure has been enacted by con- er of the treaty, the pres cient was
covered on entire city block,
In the
ury of $167,000,000,000
invited to H,y what had become
gress since March 4, 1919."
partment privately for the Apossible cost of the land settleoffice
Including a
means
secure
o
to
of
legMorningmil.
.'our
used
the
plei-lbuquerque
republican campaign
"Every
ment provision of the soldiers
building and Severn small
Tho result of the audit has
islation that will aid in relieving for 1920 for an "association of nabonus
house
and
the
bill,
ways
never been made public. Cnrl
manufacturing plants, caused
unemployment has been met with tions." which should embrace all Clifford
means committee was told toThome, Shippers' day
C Mngee, editor of the Jourthe principal powers of the world.
n loss estimated enrly today
rebuff," it states.
F. McCoy, the
by
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for
before
McCumber
Senator
said
a
the
for
smaller
nal, appeared
"Only appeals
grand
at $5,000,000.
actuary.
Spokesman, Asserts That government
jury this morning at its
ship owners, railroaos and other "association" had been formed by
to
In the letter written
One fireman was fatally Inthe
Interests find listeners," It says,
Carriers' Earnings Will Chairman
treaty, but argued
Fordney and made
jured when a wall collapsed
thnt Hermany and Austrin. among
last
public
Sunday, Secretary
Stand Reduction.
and another flremnn
was
others, should be brought into a
Mellon was made to say that if
similar compact, because an inThe fire
seriously
veterans
all
Injured.
the
the
accepted
(II) Th Aniiirlated Frrs.)
complete combination "only would
still burning furiously at S
land settlement option the ultiRailbe a trouble breeder." He put Into
Washington, March 14.
mate cost to the government
a. m, nnd practically nil availtho record a plan of his own for roads constitute the only great inwould be approximately $ 1
able fire apparatus In the city
such a world "association."
The secretary was
dustry in the country which has
had been summoned. Only a
Treaty of Versailles.
about this before
questioned
laws
the
not
been
"compelled
by
for the Robinson
few pieces of apparatus were
Arguing
the committee today and Mr.
amendment. Senator Walsh, demo- of commerce and Industry to releft to guard outlying districts.
McCoy explained that the total
crat, Montana, announced that he duce prices and reduce cost?," ac
0
should have been $18,000,000,-00could not support the treaty unless cording to a brief filed with the
in round figures.
some such quotation were adopteJ Interstate Commerce commission
CHICAGO, March 15. Fire
in tho Austin buildand likened the present contest to by Clifford Thome, spokesman fo"
starting
At-ten150
d that which was waged over the
shippers, In closing the general ining at South C'unal street
into
treaty of Versailles. Sponsors of vestigation
transportation COAL
nnd AA'est Jackson boulevard
Be
FOR
the present treaty program, he rates.
shortly after midnight spread
were
the
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of commodities
Wholesale
following
footsteps
prices
Co- of President Wilson by endanger- have dropped DO per cent and Inrapidly nnd at 1:30 a. in. the
entire block hounded
ing the result in order to preserve terest rates on money 25 per cent
by
their handiwork intact.
since 1920, when the last general
COST
Canal, A'an Bnren and Clln-- v
Both Senators Lodge, republiadvances' were put on railroad
ton
streets and Jackson
can, Massachusetts, the
service charges, the brief asserted,
boulevard was reported burn
With the dining room at the printed on the back of the menu leader, and Underwood, republican
democrat. "and the time has come when that
:
Masonic temple crowded to capac- cards, and which have already Alabama, tho democrat
leader, advance must be removed."
SAYS lng.Tho flames were fanned
been started by .the reorganized argur against the amendments
on
"If all of It cannot bo taken off
ity with 370 Albuquerque boosters, chamber.
the ground that they would neces- at one time," the brief continued,
An hour
men and women, the annual
by a lilgli wind.
Tho Year's Program.
sitate
the negotiations "then let us in good faith elimafter the fire started culls
Chamber of Commerce
cliTo
advertise
Albuquerque's
When Senator Walsh suggested inate a third or a half of it, remov
for special apparatus still
banquet last night proved mate to twenty million people.
wero liclng rung In. The disthat the American
would ing In substantial amounts the Operators Should Be Conto be probably the most enthusiTo bring not less than one million not be satisfied with people
an- ex
trict is largely made up of
such
astic civic meeting ever held In tho dollars
burdens resting up
transportation
Price
Cut
investsistent
and
here
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of
capital
wholesale
houses and loft
planatlon, Senator Lodge retorted, on these basic necessities of life
city. More than 150 members who ment In Albuquerque
property.
"wo'll risk that."
As Pay
buildings,
wished to attend the dinner wero
which are essential to our wel
Proportionately
To
drainage.
promote
T.
Shirley
unable to be provided seats at the
fare."
High, city flro
Charges ToUtles.
To promote harmony and a
Is Cut, Unionist Claims.
Politics on both sides of the
attorney, said the flro gave
banquet as they did not get their
Competition has forced other Inspirit, at home.
Indications
of
Versailboth
the
tho worst
chamber,
reservations made before the closto
dustries
being
during
standards,
yield price
Extend the city limits.
in Chicago in years.
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ing time. Many of these, however,
To assist In getting another rail- les treaty fight and the present Mr. Thorne said, and in transpor
Re
attended the meeting following the road.
Denver, Colo., March 14.
The heat broke the, windows
tation, "where , we have s'mply
(t'ontiniiea on Hage Two
dinner and heard the snappy talks
substituted government regulation duction of wages of coal miners at In the Mercantile Trust & SavTo secure a great national sanawhich outlined the plan for "a torium.
commission
for .,competition,"
e
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ings bank and a special guard
this time would be unreasonab
.
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l ..
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of policemen protected the InstiTo extend paving.
of
The program was opened by
nnn, ) n,,r midst. and unwarranted, James C. Bulger, tution. A series of gas explosions
".nrt
.ncrrf
buildsecure
more
To
apartment
Robert 13. Putney, president of tho ings.
Immune from fundamental laws of president of the Colorado StaU and others of undetermined na- Federation of Labor, told members ture scattered burning material
Chamber of Commerce, who adsociety and commerce," free from of
To lay the foundation for a perMine Workers over
vised
and expansion, manent state fair.
firemen. One of tho firenecessity to lower charges for serv- of district 15, atUnited
their second bien- men the
America,
and called attention to the 12 obices as other prices declined unless
was injured when a wall of
with city officials In
nial
which
convention,
opened
of
Chamber
of
Commerce
Has little Mary ever had the "public regulation Is to becmio a here
the Burlington building fell. Origjectives
clean-u- p
campaign.
today.
activities for tho year, which were
farce."
of the fire was unknown two
In a
mumps? The American School
The public has been misled, he in
In
his
Mr.
ownhours after It started.
Association
Thorne,
prehas
assist
and
Hygiene
asserting
property
campaign
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to
coal
which
the
said,
wages
ers in selection of trees best adaptpared an elaborate booklet brief that railroad earnings would miners are receiving. They have
Traffic within a mile radius
stand the reduction, fixing them been led to believe that the miners was halted and neither elevated
which will enable mothers and
ed to different localities.
bilone
more
rate
"at
the
to
of
than
teachers
Women Are Praised.
i
recognize the sympget the fixed wage continuously, nor surface lines operatod. The
toms of 40 different ailments lion dollars annually during the and
O. N. Marron, who was schedat Adams and
forget that the miners mall terminal
I
last few months," declared thnl work they
to which school children are
uled to talk on the subject of comhalf time, or less, he declared. Clinton streets was threatened
"fewer miles of railroads wero In
was sick and
exposed.
and
munity
postal
hurriedly
employes
also
said
that the operaBulger
FORECAST.
his place was filled by his law
This valuable booklet Is for the hands of receivers niz year tors "should be consistent" and re- carried out all mall. The flames
Denver, Colo., March 14. New partner, F. E. Wood, who changed
nnd
than
since
1012,'
were
year
any
from
east to west
free distribution. Send names,
duce the price of coal proportionspreading
Mexico:
Partly cloudy Wednesday the
to community service address, and two cents In asked the commission to contrast ately as the
driven by the high wind. The
of
miners
the
wages
and Thursday, probably snow or and subject
'
this situation with that In generil are reduced. He declared that the Burlington building is 21 stories
expressed his great satisfacstamps for return postage.
rain northwest portion; colde.' tion at
Write plainly on the lines of industry, which,' he said, sho- el cost of coal at the mine In Colohigh.
seeing that tho women of
northwest
Thursday
portion.
were
"profound Industrial depression, rado ' will average
Interested
The flames were visible within
Albsquerque
the coupon.
about $1.10
Arizona:
Unsettled Wedntssday enough
thousands of factories closed down whilo
In the city to attend the
radius ' of more than 20 miles
a
same
tho
sell
the
operators
and Thursday, probably snow or dinner in
or
in hands of receivers, millions coal at prices around $10.
and
thousands of spectators
large numbers.
rain north portion Wednesday aTml
of
Industries
Idle
few
we
men have held
"Heretofore
and
people
FREDERIC J. RASKIN,
thronged about the burning area.
in northeast portion Thursday; not these pep
able
to
meet
Mr.
Wood
expenses."
Firemen
at 2:30 a. m. said they
operating
meetings,"
Director,
much change in temperature.
Actions of the railroad labor LAS VEGAS RECEIVES
believed the fire would be held
said, "and we have decided to do
InThe
Journal
Albuquerque
board, he said, had been attacked
the one block boundary.
great things, but when we got
Washformation
'
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Bureau,
REPORT.
home we did as our wives wante
by "studied propaganda" on the
A number of spectators were
" Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
ington, I). C:
allowed
not
It
us.
that
women
had
bacw
Now
are
the
ground
that
struck
by burning pieces of wood
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, of a
I enclose herewith two cent in
Las Vegas, N. M., March 14.
railroads to cut costs, but its deGreater Albuquerque and will
and broken glass, but none aprecorded by the university:
on
three-streareturn
(or
age
new
post
cisions "contributed twice as much The
stamps
with us In service, nothparently was seriously Injured.
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a free copy of "Tho School
Highest temperature
toward bringing things back ta
can Btop us."
pump and truck reTho blaze reached a number of
32 ingMr. Wood
Lowest
Child's Health."
,
In
the
on
normal
railroads
for
efthe
all
the
outlined
the
purchased
cently
two
by
and three story office and
city
great
32
Range
Thla the East Las A'egas fire depart- flat buildings
United
done."
have
States
on
which
forts
been
Van Buren
in
made
the
had
Mean
Name
4i past and which have resulted in
v
was true, he added, because tho ment, has arrived and is being street at the south end of the
61
Humidity at 6 a. in..
l
AmerK-aad
rereadiness
in
bill
The
roads
for
of
wage
use.'
put
block near Canal street, and fireStreet
19 the; present Albuquerque.
I
in
been cut S400.000.000 annually hv duction In insurance rates granted men said they would be destroyed
fumidity it p,
Among the
accomplishments
None
the
all
the
board
because
while
the
of
since
1920,
the
were
before control could be obtained.
listed
which
city
he
erection
the
purchase
City
Wind velocity
18
rate - reductions allowed by the of the truck will more than pay Fire Attorney. High Immediately
Direction of wind
.South of the Chamber of Commerce
in the same time only for the equipment In the next few called a number of his aides and
Stnto
railroads
Character of day
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(CouUuued on Pate Two.)
cost them $186,000,000 in revenue. years.
started an investigation.

Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma Swept;
Reach Proportions of Tor-

N

j

CITY
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Washington, March 14. A faon
tho long controvorable report
verted soldiers' bonus bill was or
dered today by the house ways nnd
means committee by a vote of ''
to 5.
Chairman Fordney plans to submit his formal report tomorrow or
Thursday, but said the t'me of
calling the ? ensure up In the
houso would not bo fixed definitely until after the return hero of
Speaker fiillett, who Is in Florida
with President .larding.
Representative Fordney paid he
did not expect Speaker C!ll!ett to
bring any message on the bonus
bill from tho executive and tlia'
subject of the conference with th'
speaker would be tho question .if
calling up ihe bill next Mond.i)
under a suspension of the rules.
Some members of the hons,.
however, expressed the belief that
Mr. Oillett would bo prepared to
give the president's vews on the
comprom'se bill.
Experts Questioned.
The vote
the measure today
was taken ten mlnt.tes after SecMellon,
retary
Comptroller of the
Currency Crlsslnger and flovernor
Harding of tho federal reserve
board, had been questlono' for
two hours in open session as to
their .de.- - i of the bank loan
certificate plan. The five
members voting against a favorable report wero Garner of Texas.
Kitehin of North Cnrollna, and
Collier of Mississippi, dem .crats:
and Treadway o Massachusetts
and Tilson of Connecticut, repub
of the comlicans. All memb
mittee were present with the exception of Mr. Kitehin nnd Representative Chandler, republican, of
Oklahoma, whe e votes were cast
by proxy.
Before the fln..l vote the committee rejected. 19 to 5. an amendment
offered by Representative
Biichar ch. republican, Neve Jer
sey, to Impose for a perlof of
three years, a 1 per cent tax en
wholesales, designed to raise
with whicl. to finance the
bonus.
Those
supporting this
amendment were all republicans
Longworth of Ohio, Hach.irach and
Mott of New York, Tilson and
Watson of Pennsylvania.
Amendment Adopted.
Under a.i amendment suggested
by Governor Harding and adopted
by unanimous vote, banks making
original loans in tho adjusted
certificates
could have
service
those certificates rediscoutited by
other hanks authorized to make
original loans on tiie certificates.
Governor Harding objected to having the certificates redlscounted by
(Continued on Page Two )
1
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OPERATORS REJECT
PARLEY PROPOSAL
U. M. W. A. Leader Asserts
Mine Owners Are "Play-

ing for Position" and
"Shooting Propaganda."
(Bv The Awtclntrfl

PrrH.)

Washington, March
Secretary of Labor
and John L. Lewis,
dent of the United
Workers, exchanged

Mine
views

assured

Davis

14.

Davis
presi-

today on the threatening
situation in the bituminous
coal industry and both were
said after their conference
to be of the opinion that a
national strike in the union
fields was inevitable. Mr.
Lewis

Mr.

again of the willingness of
the miners' union to open
negotiations for a new national wage contract, a proposition

which

mine oper-

ators are refusing to entertain.

loiter Mr. Lewis declared ths
cessation of work In the unio.i
mines after April 1 was "comlni
about automatically," and asserted
that "a bold commercial policy of
the operators for which the public
must pay," was in part responsible.
No Contract, No Coal Dug.
"If there is no conference between the miners' union and tho
operators," he added, referring to
tho bituminous
"theru
situation,
can be no wage contract drawn up.
If there is no wage contract thera
won't bo any coal dug after April
1 in union mines."
Mr. Lewis accused mine opera
whTCh
tors' 'awsociatrons
have
sought local conferences with thy
union, looking to the construction
of district contracts, of "playin ;
for position," and "shooting propaganda." Operators in cert" in districts, he insisted, "would like to
get an exclusive right to the coal,
market after April 1, when
all other mines are shut up,"
but
could
make
not
wage
contracts until the basis for
a national scale had been laid by
a wage contract into tho central
competitive field "which will de
termine the wages and costs of
their competitors have to meet an, I
fix the relationships
In the coal
market."

Officials Supported.
Meanwhile he
declared "coal
(Continued on page Two.)
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370 ALBUQUERQUE BOOSTERS AT

DtfiHER GIVEN BY C. OF C. AT THE

MASOfilC TEMPLE LAST NIGHT

More Than

Members Who Wanted to
Provided Seats;
Were Unable to
President Putney Delivers Address on
operation; Others Talk; Excellent Music.
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CODPLE HELD ON A CHARGE OF

RJORY

in CASE

OF JANITOR

AT VEGAS NORMAL UNIVERSITY
Mrs. Miera and Andres Barejo Are Bound
Over to the Grand Jury at Santa Fe for
Testimony Given in Case of Andres Polaco,
Alleged Liquor Law Violator.
(SPKCIAI. DISPATCH TO MOKN1NG JOrUNAf.)
Santa Fe, March 14. Mrs. Qui when the agents called at the
terla Miera and Andres Barejo house she did not tell them who
were given a hearing beforo United owned the still and whiskey.
"Where did you get the barStates Commissioner Archer this rels?"
Clancy asked.
afternoon at 3 o'clock on a charg."
"I had them to hold water."
of perjury. Both waived examina"WhBt was tho matter with your
tion and were bound over to tho pump?"
"It broke when It got cold." .
grand Jury under $1,000 bond.
"Who taught you how to malt
Mrs. Qulteria and Barejo were
witnesses for the government in tho mash?" she was asked.
the case of the United States
"Nobody. I Just henrd it."
"Where did the whiskey found
against Andres Polaco, Janitor a',
the New Mexico Normal university in your house come from?"
at Las Vegas, in the United States
"I bought It in Baton."
"Who from?"
district court here .his morning.
I'olaco had been charged with the
"I don't know his name."
The witness testlfi
thfct si. a
possession of liquor, the possession
of a still, and the ownership of a had brought a pint of whiskey In
couple of barrels of mash. Mrs. a bottle. Clancy asked her If tho
Qulter.a and Barejo staged a com- prohibition agents had not found
edy of errors an. suddenly found a, gallon Jug half full. She denied
that they- - had performed In the It. Kho admitted, however, that
wrong arena. Within a half hour she had poured the whiskey Into
after they had left the stand tliev the Jug so that people could not.
were charged with perjury anl see It. She neglected to mentlo-- i
within five hours were arraigned why she left the still and two baron the charge possibly a record rels of mash In plain sight.
of fast dealing In the administraHe
Barejo ws called.
tion of Justice.
He had been
equally stubborn.
8.
as
a
Prohibition
In
called
John
witness
the prelimAgents
Beaven and J. D. Hannah and inary hearing.
He claimed thst
United States Commissioner Oglj he did not testify and that he wan
of Las Vegas had Informed the not called to testify.
district attorney's office that Mrs
"What were you doing there!"
Miera and Barejo had testified at asked Clancy.
"1 was summoned," Barejo ana hearing in Las Vegas that Polaco
was tho owner of whiskey, still and nounced.
were
mash. The pair
'"Mdn't you say a word?" Clanpv
accordingly
summoned as government witnessdemanded, and the witr ss said.
es.
Ji. Jury
was Impaneled and "No."
Albert Clancy, government prose"You Just visited around?" asked
and the witness nodded.
cutor, called Mrs. Miera.
" 'e to make 'i.)
The usual preliminary questions
As it was imp
were asked. Then an Inquiry was witness state whether or not hi
made as to the whiskey, still and had admitted to prohibition i
mash. Mrs. Miera announced that
that Polaco ow . d th whte-kestill nnd mash, ftnncv dropthey belonged to her.
"Where did you get the still?" ped tho case against Polaco.
asked Clancy.
Mrs. Miera entered a plea Of
"I found it In an arroyo."
guilty to all that had been charged
She admitted that sho had been against Polaco.
Barejo settled
taken to Commissioner Ogle's of- back In bis cmur with satisfaction.
fice, but claimed that shb was not Pretty soon ha started out, but
put under oath. Clancy asked if found he was being held to anshe d'd not admit then In he pres- swer a chargj of perjury.
ence of Polaco that the still was his
Government officials predicted
I not hers. Her counsel objectthat the sudden arraignment ot
ed and the question was not al- the pair would have a good effect
lowed.
She a la 0 claimed that on future wltnessei.
tfi-ce-

y.
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Pace Two

COAL STRIKE NEXT
MONTH INEVITABLE,
IS THE OPINION

OUSE IN WHIG
BOONE

IS

GOING

Hi

BORN

10

RUI

Water, Windows Broken,
Floors Decaying; Estate
Uncared For.
(B.v

The Awsnrtiilcil

(Continued

from

rate

p

pion-,,ee-

'

make
a' lot ol
companies can
money," by refusing to enter conout
scares
strike
ferences,
"getting
PLOT and frightening
FOR
consumer
Into
paying high prices for coal." He
also Insisted that district organizations of the miners' union, except
Tears Come to Mrs. Oben-chain- 's in Illinois, were supporting their
national officials In
the
Eyes As She national settlement. demanding
Mr. Lewis came here today from
Listens to the Opening Illinois
and after his conference
with
Argument in Her Behalf. with Secretary Davisofleft
the national
representatives
union for New York, where the
(By The Amnclutcd t'reu.)
general scale committees of tr.e
Los Angeles, Calif., March 14.
union and tho anthracite operators
Tears came to tho eyes of MM are
in session to consider trfna of
Madalynno Obenchain toduy as she
a new wage contract.
listened to the opening argument in
the SUSPENSION SEEN IN
her behalf in her trial on
charge of murdering her sweeANTHHACITE FIELDS
theart, J. Helton Kennedy.
Alfred F. MacDumild, who mads
New
York, March 14. Anthracite
the argument, dwelt upon tho lovs
miners nnd operators will meet
which, according to testimony, ex- in Joint conference tomorrow with
isted between the defendant anl little prospect
of reaching an
she
Kennedy, declaring it showed Kenagreement on a wage scale before
had no motive for plotting
of the present co
the
expiration
nedy's death.
tract on March HI, which will
One of the three women on the mean a suspension of mining in the
read a
jury wept when MucDonald
Pennsylvania hard coal fields until
letter Kennedy wrote to Mrs. Obena satisfactory arrangement has
chain, containing the appeal: "Love
at.
The attorney de- been arrived the
me always."
opinion of operaclared the state's theory that Mrs. torsThisandwasminers
here tonight for
Obenchain was a "woman scorned" the
A
conference.
"it
had been disproved and that man would not mean a br.aksuspension
In negoanything, this was a case of a
tiations, because twice before In
scorned."
In
of
conferences
tho
wage
MacDonnld will resume his argu- thl history
industry operators and miners
ment tomorrow.
discussion of wage
continued
According to the announced pro- contracts tothea
satisfactory concluby Jud
gram, he will bo followed counsel,
colleries remained
while
the
sion
R. Rush, senior defenso
who will address the Jury for tho idle.
miners union Is not expected
lest of the dny. Asa Kcyes. deputy to The
make any announcement redistrict attorney, will make the
garding a suspension in advance of
final argument Thursday.
Charles W. Fricke, deputy dis- developmentscan Indicating that no
on
be reached
trict attorney, closed tho first ar- agreement
March 31.
gument for the state this afternoon
a
been
It has
generally agreed ly
the jury to render
appealing"Into accordance
with the both sides that the two weeks reverdict
before
the present
maining
evidence.",
agreement expires in too short
"Love nnil Affection."
out
work
a new contract
been
to
time
There probably never has
a case, MucDonald said, in which a in view of conditions existing In the
greater love and affection appear- industry.
While no official of the union
ed than tho present trial.
length
"If it hadn't been for the efforts would discuss the probable
of
the negotiations. It was believeJ
to
prevent
of Kennedy's parents
side
neither
some
that
In
"these
quarters
MacDonald
declared,
It,"
two souls would have been married would show a disposition to speed
is
considered
It
as
two
or
up negotiations,
today and probably had one
to wait and take adlittle ones running around this good policy
vantage of developments In the
court house."
Mr. MacDonald sprung a sur- soft coal fields.
h3
prise when he announced what
would do in his argument tomorrow. His lust words to the jury SOLDIER BONUS
today wore:
BILL IS READY
"I am going to show you In the
TO BE REPORTED
morning, out of the mouths of
own witnesses in this case,
that J. Belton Kennedy met his
(Continued from Page One.)
Olen nt the h.indi
dath In Beverly rtresHcd
men. just federal reserve banks, saying the
of two roughly
as Madalynno Obenchain said he
general economic effect would be
did."
When court convened today Mrs unfavorable.
Decision to call the federal reObenchain looked more as she did
trial. serve board governor. Secretary
during the first days of her
Apparently knowing that so far as Mellon and Comptroller Crissingcr
her personal efforts were concern- was reached by the committee at
ed, the trial was over, she came a morning secret session. The deminto court smiling. The tired Rn.l ocrats Insisted that they should
worried look she had worn since have opportunity to hear these oftaking the witness stand In. her ficials und they linally carried
own defenso had van'shed.
their point after a sharp debate,
'Tanned Statement."
the vote heing is to u, wim
his
mi. o,w iiiimmrtlnir the motion
today
argument
Resuming
Mr. Frlcke, for the state, referred and two democrats
opposing it.
to Mrs. Obenrhain's story as a The republicans were: Longworth.
i.'.,,.h!i,--wTreadwav.
Wat
asserted
"canned statement." nnd
tii,.
it was "made to order" nnd had son Young of North Dakota, and
been "planned." He told the jury the democrats were xaguo ol
that her "more than ordinary in- suchusetts and Carew of New York.
tellect" permitted her to have "nn
At this same session tne comexcuse for every bit of Incriminat- mittee rejected an amendment by
He also argued ,,,....,!ai(vo nirlflnld. democrat,
ing evidence."
that Mrs. Obenchain, "like any Arkansas, proposing to restore the
on
trial for a murder as original cash provision
place ot
person
i.unk limn amendment and to
brutal and cruel as this, wouldn't
,
- wio ..nn,i rtrrtfits
tax- as
convenient reimpuHu
hesitate in having
"w
i
lapses of memory."
a means or raising mo
Mrs. Obenchnln sent for Bureh. revenue.
Anotner aiuenuunnv i
Fricke said, because she realize! restore the war time maximum
she was In a "peculiar position,"
surtax rate of 65 per cent
having obtained a divorce and toll also was rejected.
friends of her love for Kennedy
Oppose Million and Mr. CrlsThe greatest thing In her mind.
Fricke declared, was to meet singer reiterated to the committee
,,.w,uiii,n tn the adjusts'!
Rurch at the train when he arrived
here in July, 1921. and fell him her cirtificate loan plan, but Uovernoi.'
aecnneu 10 cuimnnii.
After
with
troubles
Kennedy.
Harding
ri.,ienV,;iiti, nf hnnns legisla- Burch heard her story the greatest
eaV
purpose he had. Fricke mid, was tion at this time other than to
to watch every movement Kennedy that in his judgment tne dbiik wuh
,nni,i hulii the beneficiary.
..i.,
made.
iMnnnrd to Kill Kennedy.
but probably not the banks.
Mr. Fricke closed his argument
There is a aiuerence ui
hv declaring that the evidence ! .......... thcL iri5iurv secretary and
showed it was planned by Mrs. the comptroller of the currency
Obenchain nnd Burch to get Ken- to advising nanus nui w mono
service men on
nedy to Beverly Olen and there vunrps to former Mr.
Mellon said
kill him: that her story of the the certificates.
"luckv penny" was not true; and the treasury wouia not ieei
while Mr
that Mrs. Obenchain engaged Ken- upon to give such advice,
if nanedy in conversation while he was Crissinger reiteratedhisthat
opinion he
banks asked,
walking down the steps solely for tional
on
such
the purpose of permitting Burch, would advise against loans
who was hiding in the brush, tn security.
Much "Doumiurknow when Kennedy got In good
t
,,ininnir his nosition the
range for the fatal shot.
oalH thprn were many
did
no
time
At
Fricke ask that
the west and at the casi
the jury inflict the death penalty banks in an
"unbelievable" amount
lhat
. held
naDer
or nasi uun mw "innhtfnl
r
DONA ANA FARMERS TO and that such banks probably
me
not mane nliA nuiinw,
DISCUSS LAND TAXES could
i
from one to
HH1U il wui
five
years for the banks to work
(npcrlal I'orrenponiieiiro to in dnurnnl.) out the paper to which ne
Las Cruces, N. M., March 14.
Mellon exoressed the
Finding that this county pays 26
per cent of the agricultural land view that It would be better from
tax of the siato and produces only an economic standpoint
for the
6 per cent of Its agricultural prodto borrow in the first in
treasury
ucts, officers of the Dona Ana stance the I3UU,uuu,vuu wnica
..iMBtnrf fhA Vianks wn.llfl 1)0
county farm bureau have called a WHS CDUl"i"V
meeting of farmers nt the Temple called upon to advance upon tne
:
of Agriculture for the afternoon certificates in tne runt
of March 18 to discuss land taxes. from the effective date of the bllt.
subwere
The county commissioners and
All three witnesses
county assessor have been Invited jected to a cross fire of questions kniVi iovnnprn tn nnd remtblito attend the meeting with a view
to assist in reaching u fair and cans and at times several members
equitable assessment on agricul- of tho committee attempted to intural land as compared with other terrogate a witness simultaneously.
parte of New Mexico. The State There were several tilts, most ot
Tax commission, tn making a 20 them good humored, botween com
per cent reduction last year, In- mitteemen.
sisted that the matter of taxation
In Rona Ana county Is a local
GRONNA WANTS SEAT
problem and that it is up to the
farmers and tax offilcals to get toHELD BY M'CUMBER IN
gether and find a remedy.
UNITED STATES SENATE
A committee composed of H. H.
Brook, chairman; Moses B. Ste(Dy Til Anorlaled fH.)
E, Freudenthal, R. F.
vens,
N. D.. March 14. A. J.
Hare and Fred Hess, has made o n Lakota.
.
inflni, nnnnnnnail thnt hfl
study of land assessments with ft Is
a candidate for United States
view to bringing them more In line
and proportionate with the rest senntor to succeed rorter j. on
whose term expires
of the state, A plan has been prepared to perpetuate the 20 per cent March 4 next.
Mr. (Jronna represented TSortn
reduction granted last year and to
l.nla In ifA ItnllAt nllllBA for 12
add to it in some instances.
years and was defeated at the 1320
primaries by Dr. k. f. lAaa.
SENATOR A. A. JONES
Thomas Estill, the new territoSPENDING FEW DAYS AT
rial crmmnnder of the Salvation
HIS LAS VEGAS HOME Army for the esstern. states, hss
served successively ss territorial
(Special Correioiidenr
(i T'' ."nr..l chieftain In South Africa,and New
the
Las Vegas, N. M March 14.
Zealand, Holland. Japan,
ITnlted States Senator A. A. Jones western states.
is spending a few days at his home
In this city.
The senator said h"
Is not talking politics just now,
and that his visit Is purely for
fir. Otau has puiltlts
business purposes.
Asked nbout
the peace and disarmament trest- prunt he it all it to curt
les now before the senate, Senator tubtrculntlt by inhlUtl'.o
any ullmata.
Jones declared that there is no Id Fur
Information
to the disarmament addreaa further
opposition
THE T. V. (1LARI
program, but that there is much INHALANT CO.. UASOt
the niJII.IJINO. ICS A.VOU.
difference of opinion regiirdlng
LBS CALirOHMA.
four power l'scifiu pact.1"' " "

n,

4 - POWER PACT
BEATEN AFTER
HEATED DEBATE

lO

(Continued from l'age One.)
contest was charged by Senator
Williams, democrat,
Mississippi,
who also declared that it Great
Britain wero not a party to the
and
treaty
opposition" would
hnvo disappeared long ago. Bottl
.Senators P.oninsnn, democrat, Arkansas, and Stanley, democrat,
Kentucky, replied declaring resentment at tho injection of such a
suggestion' into the debate.
"Irish-Americ-

ELLIS L. GARRETS0N,
PROMINENT MASON AND
SHRINER, PASSES AWAY

s

Tncoma, Wash., March 14. Ellis
Lewis fiarretfinii, In 1920 imperial
potentate of the ..rder of the Mystic shrine nf North America, died
suddenly this morning at his suburban home here.
Mr. Oarretson was tho victim of
a sudden attack of tho heart. He
was at his office and In his usual
health yesterday.
Mr. Oarretson was born June 28,
1ST2, and he is survived by a wife
and daughter, parents and three
sl.st

He hnd been a resident of
for 35 years and was an attorney.
Mr. Oarretson was one of the
mopt prominent Masons in tho
:t

northwtst.
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Tami's

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
lias helped thousands to break the costly
tobacco habit.
Whenever you have a longing for a
mnolte or chew. Just place a harmless
tablet in your
'mouth instead.
All desire stops.
Shortly the habit is completely
broken, and you are better off
mentally,
physically,
financially.
Jt's so easy, so simple. Get a box
of
and If it doesn't
release you from all craving for
tobacco in any form, your druggist will refund your money wltii-'uquestion.
.

nerve-shttterl-

German-

-American

Ken-luck-

1

Fe.

convicted.
N. M., March

14.

member of a well
known Santa Fe family prominent
in politics, was convicted in the
I'nited States district court last
evening on four counts of violation
of the prohibition laws In selling
whiskey at a "soft drink parlor"
in this city. Lopez spent the night
In jail.
A motion frr a new trial
was made.
Lopez,

CAPITAL STOCK
INCREASED.
Santa Fe. March 14. The Joyce
Land nnd Cattle
corporation, a
Texas corporation
maintaining a
New Mexico office, has increa:ed
its capital stock from $100,000 t
$400,000.
Frank Ko.ll is president,
J. C. Mytlnger, secretary.
On nn average the blond flows
ICS miles through tho body In on?
clay.

CONCRETE
PERMANENCEn
FOR

,

--

Senator C. A. Culberson,
Senator C. A, Culberson of Texas, who has served 24 years In
is now a candidate for his
fifth term. During the war he
was the ranking member of the
senates on the democratic side. IJo
is a member of tho judiciary committee. This is his new campaign
pict ure.
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Uncle Sam

Flits Concrete
No one has better facilities for determining
the past performance of roads of all kinds
in aU parts of the country than the United

States Government.
The Government approves the types of construction to which it will lend its aid, and
in an overwhelming majority of instances it
has approved Concrete.
Cooperating with the states, tho Government
has approved in the past five years expenditures
totaling $229,000,000 for three kinds of pavement Concrete, brick and bituminous. Of this,
$184,000,000, or more than 80 per cent, has been

invested in Concrete. That represents79.3 per cent
of the mileage paved.
Any community that selects Concrete for its highways is fully sustained in its choice by the observation and experience of the Federal Government

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Ideal Building
DENVER, COLO.

cA National Organization to Improve and
Extend the Uses of Concrete
Offices In 23 Other Cities

'

TUBERCULOSIS

AND WOMEN AT DINNER
GIVEN BYTHE C. OF C.
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(Continued from Page One.)
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Rcadine, l'a.. March 14. Deteriorated by the elements it lias
withstood for 192 yours, the stone?
house in the foothills of Kxctev
township, Berks county, where
Daniel Boone, the Kentucky
was born, is slowly falling to
Until two
ruin from lack of eare.
years ago the hous- had been tentho
necessary repairs
anted and
made, but now It is deserted, the
cellar full of water, windows
broken, floors decaying nnd tht
ItiO acres of estate are uncared for.
The farm is situated about me
and a half miles from Stcnens-ville- .
The lane leading to the
jiremiscs is marked by a large
white rock placed by the Ilisturicji
Society of Berks county, on which
"One quarter
Is the inscription:
mile to the birthplace of Daniel
Bonne, October 22, 1733."
In this connection It may be said
lhat some authorities give17tho date
35, and
nf his birth as 1734 and
Ills birthplace Bucks county, T'a.
Boone
to history
According
stayed here until he was 17 years
to
went
when
ho
nf au'e,
Kentucky,
'Tradition has it that it was nearby
that he killed his first bear when
ho was 14 years old, and he was so
proud of his achievement that ho
carved an inscription on a tree
With his hunting knife, reading:
"D. Boffne killed a bar near here."
The house has four rooms on
the first floor, six on the second
Und an attic.
The original Boone
dwelling had two rooms on th
on the second,
and
three
floor
first
but an addition similar to the original in every respect was made
after the family migrated.
One of the original rooms contains a large fireplace made it
stones and itill in good condition.
Here it was on the mantlepiece,
according to tradition, that young
Boone carved a notch indicating
his height when he went to
und iron his return in middle age was interested to see how
much he had grown. However, tho
historic notch cannot bo discovered on the mantlepiece.
Tho shutters and doors of the
dwelling are hung on wrought-iro- n
hinges and still ute in good condition, but many of the windows are
broken, permitting rain and snow
to. enter and causing the floor to
decay.
Efforts have been made to have
the state purchase the house where
Ihe pioneer was born, and stl
4nor recently there have been revolts that the Historical Society of
I'larke county, Ky., has interested
itself in the possible purchase of
The farm for historical purposes
The farm is valued at $15,000, according to lato estimates.
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Is Deserted, Cellar is Full of
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March 15, 1022.

building, the help In getting the
which
mills here; the
brought the Santa Fe shops here
and the cmc prloj which was responsible for the Y. M. C. A., which
was erected at great cost.
"New demands of development
are facing Albuquerque," Mr. Wood
declared, "and it is only with and
community
through
and service that these can be met.
Let us bury all use of energy of
the tearing down type and use it
all in building." he urged.
Advertising Duko City.
"Albuquerque has one great and
glorious product to sell to the
world," declared II. B. llening in
his talk on advertising Albuquerque, "and that is climate. We have
the product and of the twenty-si- x
minions ot lamines in ins unueu
States there are at least three millions which have need of this climate to assist them in curing tuberculosis and kindred diseases.
"We have this many prospects
and continued systematic advertising, such as was started in the first
campulgn of the Chamber of Commerce last Sunday will obtain
and long before 19S0 we will
have a city of at least 30,000 happy prosperous citizens and boosters."
claimed that such a
Mr.
campaign, to be effective, would
cost at least $8,000 for the first
year and pointed out how tho first
assault last Sunday and the coming Sunday will reach more than
ten millions of newspaper readers.
estiPrevious to Mr. Hening'
mate, President Robert E. Putney
had stated that the directors hoped
to be able to use at least $16,000 in
advertising the city thle year.
Drainage Necessary.
"Drainage should be the subject
for a discussion or an address at
every meeting held between White
Rock canyon and San Marclal,"
exclaimed in
Capt. W. C, Reld on
the subject
opening his address
at the dinner last night.
la a
system
"Our irrigation
to
primitive one and is expensive
operate." he claimed, "and unless
drainit is changed and we have
age, this valley will be a dismal
swamp within the next fifteen
years."
Captain Reid pointed out the
fact that in the middle valley there
aro 160,000 acres ot land which
should be farming land, but that
of this amount only 40,000 is actually used and much of this only
about
produces, without drainage,
half a crop, which cuts the culti- 0
vated productiveness down to
acres. Ho also pointed out
one
i.
,1.
11,11., nrnnppln
llltS 1UII ihf
Jr.vK.- - drained,
acre of valley land is as productive
In
the
as two acres of the best land
middle west farm belt.
that
know
to
be
"You many
glad
todny plans were mado for a crew
of men to start accumulating data
to enable us to act tinder the
bill," he stated and in concluding alleged tna. drainage as
as
proposed was not too expensive an
it would only cost about $40 insystem,
acre for a complete
cluding a storage dam and. the
closing of tne present ditch mouths
and that this sum could be paid
Land
period.
through a
now worth from nothing up to $40
an acre would be worth a minimum of $150 an acre following
drainage he contended.
Albuquerque's Future.
vision,
Courage,
determination on the part of
are all that is necessary for Albuquerque to become
a city of great size and import-antaccording to Carl O. Magee.
who spoko of the future of the

Notice

to-MerchantsMl

Your last chance to buy all or any part of the
merchandise of "The Fashion Shop," now held by the
"Philadelphia Purchasing Co." All the balance of this
stock must go as we absolutely must move within the
next few days. "Don't Delay Act Now." Fill your
shelves with
merchandise at 50c on the dollar. This stock consists of Ladies' Ready-to-wea-r,
Millinery, Ladies', Men's, Misses' and Children's Shoes,
Men's Clothing and Furnishings; also about 2,500 feet
up-to-da-
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The Philadelphia Purchasing Co.
TERRY MeGOVERn, Referee

20,-00-

-

Mc-Na-

CtT

THIS OCT IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5c
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., writing
your name and address clearly. You
will receive in return a trial ai
containing Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in sides and b .ck; rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder
ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation,
biliousness, headaches, and sluggish
bowels. Sold everywhere.
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CCOUNITINQ
AUDITING, INCOIWIt -TAX

FINANCIAL

J'TATtMtNTJ'.
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Zan

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to run
your car TEN THOUSAND MILES
withcut a BLOWOUT?
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to get a

FEW THOUSAND MILES out of
casings you have thrown away?
You can do it with
Punctureless Inside
Tires.
Let us show you.
hCaT 0ttSTru
m
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
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J. D. Short & Co.
Distributors
220 West Gold Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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"We have these four requisites,
'So why
Mr.
Magee emui-ed- ,
s
Albuquer-queanshould we present-d- a
of fifty
a
of
city
speak
thousand inhabitants? With propand successful deer
velopment of many projects now
under way. I can easily see a city
within the next few
of 150,000
years.
"The future of Albuquerque is
with its citizens," he declared,
"And as a city it will become
only what its citizens want It to
become."
The statement was backed up
by a review of the development
as Denver and
of such cities
Kansas City. "They became Just
what their citizens wanted them
to become for there was no other
reason why they should have
experienced their great development," he added.
In closing, Mr. Magee urged the
the
with
closest
chamber of commerce in Fol-its
plans for future development. there
lowing the regular speeches,
were a number of short addresses given by other chamber officials and boosters of chamber activities.
Entertainment during the evenfurnished
by "Cnclo"
ing was viuin'H
Antertnlners who
I,
aiJ 1IUI lU
sevsang a number of solos andThose
eral quartette numbers.
who sang were Grace Stortz,
Hortense Swltzer, Maurice Klein
and Frank Darrow. The accompanists were Louis B. Thompson
and Mrs. Frank Darrow. The selections, which were sprinkled
through the speaking program,
were Introduced in a novel manner, each speaker ending his talk
in such a way that " it announced
the selection.

LIVESTOCK

MARKET

Chicago, March 14. Cattle Receipts 12,000. Market very slow,
weak to lower on all
undertone
classes; few early sales beef steers
and fat she stock ISc to 25c lower.
Bulk beef steers of Quality to sell,
8.25.

$7.40

'

Market
Receipts 23,000.
Hog
slow, mostly 26c lower than yesTop, $10.70
terday's average.
early; practical limit, (10.65; bulk,
10.
B0;
pigs
mostly 23c
(10.00
lower; bulk desirable 100 to

$9.009.35.

16,000.
Fat
Bheep Receipts
lambs opened weak to lower; fat
sheep 25c to 50c higher; shearing
lambs steady. Shorn lambs, (12.75
13.10; no fat wooled lumbs sr,:d
early;' wooled ewe top early, $.7C;
shorn ewes, (7.50;
good
shearing lambs to yard traders,
136-pou-

(14 50.

"cHICAOO PKOUVCE.
Butter-Ma- rket
March 14
Chtcr-go- ,
higher. Crermery extras,
8SH0374c; seconds,
38'c; firsts,standards.
31fi'S21,ic:
37ic
Eggs Market steady. Receipts
21 ft
cases.
22c;
Firsts.
16,967
ordinary flrstos, 19 20c; miscellaneous,
Fowls,
Poultry Alive higher.
27c; springs, 28c; roosters, 18c.
RePotatoes Market weak.
ceipts 45 cars. Total U. S. shipments, 805 cars. Wisconsin sacked
whites. $1.6501.80
cwt.;
round
sacked round whites,
Minnesota
(1.60 1.75. cwt; Minnesota sack:d
Red rivers, (1.90 1.95 cwt,; Idaho
and Russets,
saekd round whiles
(1.7501. 10 cwt. .

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

LtlMHKK
4 C. HAI.PKIIKIE
42f Soutli Flrat Slrert.
I'liun.

CO.
403.

W0BLD-W1D- E

BAHKIKG SERVICE
OPPORTUNITY
There IS "Opportunity" for the
THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
man or woman. Start that training NOW.

While this bank's activities are principally centered in local affairs, its facilities are not limited by. place or dis-

tance.

MAY & IIOSKIXG.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
snd Weldr.
1IM7-a

tlOO South BmooiI

St.

Tel.

Through our affiliation with leading
banks in other cities in this country and
abroad, we are prepared to give any.
service you may require at distant
points.

C. H.

CARNES

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
Phone 1057-107 S. Fourth.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

LUMBER

This convenience is at the disposal of
merchants and travelers who wish to
make use of our facilities in other cities
and countries.

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Bank'.
Combined Resources
Four and One-HaMillion Dollar
lf

PAINT

GLASS

CEMENT

PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

CITY DELIVERY OF

THE JOURNAL

Every paper for subscribers In the city of Albuquerque
should be delivered not later than 7:00 a. m. weekdays and
8 a. m. Sundays.
If any subscriber falls to receive his paper properly.' a
9:80 will bring
a new paper by
phone call before
MESSENGER
PHONES
13 or A6

'

THE JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Omera Lump ....$11.50
"From Our Own Mine"
Gallup Lump

..,.$11.00

Fancy Egg

$10.50

Split Cedar Wood

Albuquerque

DAILY STAGE
To Albuquerque
To Taos (Rend Down)
7:30 a.m..., Albuquerque
Leav.
Arrive
Arrive .. 10:30a.m...... Santa Fa .....Leave
Leave . 12:80 p.m
flanta F
Arrive
Arrive . 2:00 p.m
Arrive
Espnnola
Taos
Arrive . C:00 p.m..
l.cnve

...

2121c.

.......

Aztec Fuel Co.
,

Phone 251

L. JOE MILLER, Pres.

Taos

Santa Fe

,

.

(Read Up)
7:00 p.m.

4:00p.m.
. 12:45 p.m.
. 11:15a.m.
.

7:30 a.m.

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

March 15, 1922.

C. OF C.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
SERVES VISCOUNT
AS BEST MAN AT

i$ FUNDAMENTAL TO

GROWTH AFID PROSPERITY

0

Registration books for the
city election will close Thursday night at 6 o'clock. The
books for the various city districts have been opened in tho

ROYAL CEREMONY

ALBUQUERQUE, PUTSEY SAY

following places:
First Ward, District No. 1
Butt's Drug Store, corner First
street and Central avenue.
Second Ward, Districts Nos.
5 and (i
Alvarado pharmacy,
corner First Street and Oold
avenue.
Third Ward, Districts Nos. 7
and 8 Brlggs' drugstore, 400
West Central avenue.
Fourth Ward, Districts Nos.
2, 3 and 4
Kuppe's drugstore,
203 West Central avenue.

Organization Must Stand for the Spirit of Cooperation in This Community, for Unselfish
Efforts to Promote Public Welfare, President Declares at Dinner.
Preceding his address on
Mr. Putney
displayed a
picture, of two calves, tied together.
with a bucket of milk sitting
tween them, but as the calve. were
pulling against one another it was
impossible for either bovine to de
rive any benefit from the contents
of the bucket.
However, tbey
finally declared n truce, got to-

PEOI SEES

WHERE TO REGISTER.

to them,' our energy, our efforts
and our aspirations shall be of
no avail.
"We have Just had what was

'

1

!E

II

rage j nice.

SE

PLAN

TO SLASH ARMY

OF LORD

FILLED

10

ALBUQUERQUE. N.MCA.

REAR

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

reply

GUHzqirs

National Defense
Project Secretary for Foreign APut Through in 1920
ffairs Leaves a Sick Bed
Will Be Imperiled If Cut
to Answer Address of
Is Made, Declares.
Montagu Last Saturday.

(By The Asuorlutt'ri l'rcm.)
Washington, Match 14 (by the
London, March J 4 (by tho AssoAssociated Press). House approciated Press.) 'i'lio bouse of lori3
BALKS AT 6 MONTHS IN
known as 'Smile Week.' One dav
priation committee proposals to cut was crowded
this afternoon when
the regular army to 115,000 enduring that week one of our
TAKES
FE
SANTA
JAIL;
Marquis Curzon, secretary for for
salesmen ams in and pointed to
listed men. and
11,000
officers,
affairs, replied to tho address
me sign on me wan:
YEAR AT LEAVENWORTH aroused General Pershing today to eign
of Edwin S.
last Satur" 'This is smile week where
ft renewed
the day before Montagu,
declaration
that
his constituency at
is yours?' That was sufficient, and
(Spfi-luto The Jnuruul.j whole national defense project put Cambridge, Jn which he said the
Cor.enpoiidencft
I put one on, and made it from
Santa Fe, March 14. That he through in 11120 would be imperil- toreign secretary was aware of his
gether and drank the milk-- Mr. the
heart out, the best smile of
on
would rather spend a year and a ed it the slash recommended was having
this as
Putney commented
given permission to publish
I
which
am
I
Now
am
capable.
made by congress. Success of that tho Indian
showing the value of
day in the feceru: prtiun at Leaventelegram
to
'How
much
ask
is!
in
you:
going
cannot
to
be
made
"sound military policy and system which led togovernment's
that a city
worth, Kansas, than six months
grow
Mr.
resigwas the of rational defense," he said in a nation as secretaryMontagu's
unless its inhabitants pull to- your smile worth?'
the Santa Fo
of state for In
jail
"The designated
smile
week
statement mace y jlenry Soelman statement to tho Associated Press, dia. Lnrd Curzon left a sick bel
gether.
has paRsed for this year, but the
to Federal Judge Xeblett in fedeial depended upon adequate provision in the
Mr. Putney's address follows:
country In order to make a
court hero Monday. Soloinan and for the military establishment.
"I want to express my apprecia- spirit that inspired it should last
personal statement.
Theodore Harris had pleaded guilty
tion of the privilege of addressing us tnrougn an tiie coming weeks
Tested.
l'ibi'r
He began by saying Mr. Mon
Army's
in our
to a charge of violating the Mann
"The liber of tho regular army tagu's action had had a grave efyou tonight, at the first banquet of of the year. Sometimes
Alfred
Mackenzie.
Maj.
we
of
and
lose
act by bringing women from
Bight
hustle,
has been thoroughly tested," Gen- fect upon tho position of the Britthe Chamber of Commerce in the Worry
the fact that our faces may givo
Colo., to Albuqueruuo for eral Pershing said, "by the strains ish representatives at the forth
year 1922.
Maj. Alfred Mackenzie acted as alleged immoral
"The Chamber of Commerce is us a bad send-ofpurposes.
Judge
conference in Paris on th-placed upon it, not only in time of
Viscount Lascelles' best man whe.i Neblett sentenced
Asset in Schwab's Smile.
them to six war but in times of peace, when it coming
fundamental to the growth and
near eastern question. He said he
the
Viscount
Princess
and
"Charles
been
of
Schwab
has
in
months
in
where
' prosperity of the city of AlbuquerMary
Santa Fc,
has had to withstand the onjail
Mr. Montugu in a private conwith holding a million England were wed in the most bril- they had been for some time await- slaughts made upon It in the name told
que, and no institution is more credited asset
versation:
liant
he
in
his
smile.
dollar
If
has
trial.
witnessed
ing
vedding
of
to
who
of
welfare
all
Europe
or
"Of
course, you won't authorizo
important
tin,
economy
pacifism.
Upon being sentenced Soelman
live here. Whatever affects you, can own a million dollar smile, in centuries.
"it appears now, due to the de- publication of the government of
want
I
to
ask
'What
asked
not
could
Neblett
he
you
if
again,
affects the Chamber of Commerce,
Judge
mands for economy in our national India's telegrum without reference
go to leavenworth instead.
which is representative of Albu- is your smile worth?" Your smile
expenditures, another critical hour to the cabinet."
of your biggest assets, and
"I can not send you to Leavenfor
the
The foreign secretary said that I.
querque collectively. Its aim is to is one
and tho national decosts you little effort to keep
worth for less than one year and fense is army
; bo of service to the whole people, it
he (Curzon)
had regarded sus
at hand."
H
H.
N
on
Sure
the
failed
one
it
the
and
aptop.
janitor
duy," replied
to racp, creed or
Judge
without
to "tho
Referring
frequent pension of publication possible hi
to
biscuits
answer
and
the
steam,
get
up
' political regard
that
supposed
parently
affiliation.
slashes" in army strength made would have brought tho matter be
We, the
were
would prove final.
the car was late,
"Disturbed and
recognize the responsibill- - the tireburned,
by congress since the war. General fore the cabinet.
man
was
But
- ties
but.
flat
tho
Soelman
asked
alive,
longer Pershing
said "a
you placed upon us when you
vacillating dismayed at Mr. Montagu's action,''
.
sentence
of
Some
a
the
He
was
said
he
that
carry
why
grouch?
- elected
vote, to
course" with respect to army per- he continued, "I wrote a prlvat?
us, by popular
coal miner and suffered from asth- sonnel
direct the affairs of this organiza- - us ought, for our own sake, to
competent men letter deploring the action he had
ma, and asked that he bo sent to from discouraged
for the city's up- - have a movmi picture of our
; tion in its work
entering the service and low- taken and protesting against th"
Leavenworth as he thought he ered morale
arrival at the office. Joy has
and
building.
efficiency within repetition of a similar occurrence"
could get better medical attention the
;
Lord Curzon appeared to be un- "This dinner was called in t)io hoisted the white flag, and gloom
E
army until it was "difficult if
there.
der a strong emotional strain an
midst of a serious condition all is so thick that you could cut it
not
to
to
life
advantage
impossible
"Is
asked
with a knife. That's not the way
that the only reason?"
his voice shook with indignation
elections should bo regard
the judge as he recovered from his the services of even the best oi as he
' popular
start off tho day.
The galleries were
ed as serious when city commls-sioner- s to "Let
spoke.
such personnel."
us
gobelieve
tho
is
astonishment,
day
crowded with peeresses and mem- are to be ohosen to adminIt Will Not Quit.
FederaPresident
of
Local
be"Yes. sir. The onlv reason Is I
bo
to
us.
a
let
one,
ing
good
bers
for
of
houso
of commons.
the
ister the affairs of Albuquerque
"But
may see
I can
lieve the work will be a happy
get better medical fit to whateverthecongress
tion of Federal Employes think
another four years. In such elec- one,
chief of staff The Montagu affair still is ex
grant,"
us
treatment
let
believe
there."
month
will
the
tions there are differences of opin-- ; bo a prosperous one, let us be"the army will, as it always citing Intense interest in political
Presents Views in An "Are you aware that this cli added,
The Karl of Derby ws
ion, conflicts of interest which fre- - lieve the
mate of Santa Fe is considered ex- has, apply itself to giving the na- quarters.
will be better for
year
cnol
as much national defense as It expected to reach London tonlghi
quently preclude
judgment,
Interview.
cellent for asthma?" asked tho tion
from
and Is expected
the
Riviera,
"Ton did not elect us directors aus than we deserve. Ijet us make
can.
matter
no
not
It will
quit,
long, strong pull, altogether, deJudge.
leadir,
; to represent any political
immediately to consult
how badly crippled,
party, serve
we
were
But
statements
and
Tho
shook
Soelman
shall
success,
head.
He
his
it,
get
following
before
unionists
deciding whether
any religious belief, any faction; and feel rewarded because we de"Jt does ask, however, not
'
to
wanted
to
In- go
out
in
Leavenworth;
an
he
Interview
tho
offer
of
will
the
us
accept
given
yesterday
to give the served it."
but you did elect
through self interest but in tho in dian
even if his sentence
have to terests
of
, best that is in us for the benefit
secretaryship in succession to
of the country, that its mis
by H. F Robinson, president of tho be doubled. So hiswould
were
wishes
Mr. Montagu.
our splendid, growing little city,
Albuquerque local of the Federasions, its personnel and its means
tion of Federal employes, of which respected and he will leave for of accomplishing the missions be
destined, if we make a long pull, PRINCE WILL RENDER
Leavenworth
this
week.
mem1G0
local
are
and a strong pull, and a pull altothere
about
given some permanency, and thnt WILL LFAVES $50,000
HIS REPORT SHORTLY
bers:
gether, to become a big city.
it be permitted, through continuity
TO "FAITHFUL NURSE";
"Government employes in Albu- HARDING AND PARTY
"Just as a Navajo blanket is
of effort, to give the country a full
ON CANADIAN GHOST
known by its flaws to be genuine.
return for Its expenditures for naquerque," said Mr. Robinson, "were
END
HOUSEBOAT
TRIP;
; events of the past few weeks have
Associated
when
(HT The Attunrlntrd TreKR.)
vitally interested
tional defense."
(By The Asoclat-Frets.)
New York. March 14. A gift o
; shown, because of our defects and
General Pershing made no direct
HOME
FRIDAY
N. S., March 14. Dr Press dispatches from Washington
START
Halifax,
Louise Cleary or
shortcomings, that some of us are Walter Franklin Prince, the scien- on the 8th of March announced
Palm Beach, Fla.. March 14 (by reference to the propofal to slash jno.OOO to Mary Colorado
overseas garrisons, but in explain- Camp S'ratton,
very human.
tific ghost hunter from New York, that under an opinion of tho attor- tho Associated Press). President
described
Milestone.
to
as
of
the United States
"My faithful nurse
ney general
Important
and Mrs. Harding ended their ing the missions of the garrisons
tonight it would take tho
"I consider that this dinner Is announced
secretary of the interior, the houseboat crulso
he made it clear that tho war de- and friend," wns revealed today
to
hia
him
another
day
complete
in
waters
Florida
one of the Important milestones In
status of fully SO, 000 employes of here
does not believe that the when tho will of Adolph Norden
on the ghost of Antlgonish
expect to reac i partment
the history of this city. It Is going report
government had been so air St. today. They train
forces in Hawaii or Panama can who died in this city February 0
The
at length the
tomorrow
Augustine
by
inwas filed for probate.
to do much for the promotion of with thtireport, dealing
fected
not
be
that they could
mysterious fires and other
and to depart for Washington on be reduced with sufcty and that
Joseph and William Norden
harmony and good will and to manifestations that drove Alex. cluded in the retirement and penis no thought in the departthere
Friday.
; bring us all into step in the onward
ment of reducing tho Philippine nephews, of San Francisco, reMacDonald with his family from sion for civil employes made a law
The
two
rounds
president
played
; inarch of progress.
ceived $40,000 and $35,000,
last year.
their home in Caledonia Mills
of golf during the day and with garrison until the various treaties
"We are living in an era of great and
conwith
moot question of in "Tho attorney general's opinion, Mrs. Harding
mem- worked out by the Washington
and
tho
other
effort. Men are learn- whether Dr.the
holds
that
substance,
only thosj bers of tho
effective.
I'rince saw or did not
lunched at the ference becomes
now M0NTGOMERY-R0ONEing, as never before, that in union se-- the ghost probably will be employes who came into the serv- cottage of Mr.party
Outlining tho disposition
and Mrs. E. B,
ice of the federal government as
there is strength, and that the in- made public tomorrow, he said.
made
of
the
under thi auarmy
hosts.
their
NO
terests of the individual must be
a
tho
of
FIGHT
IS RULED
men and
competitive examithorization for
In the meantime Dr. Prince re- nationresult
were within the meaning of
subordinated to the principle of fuses to talk.
13,000
officers, which Secretary
'
BY
REFEREE
CONTEST
the term, 'classified civil service,'
the greatest. good to the greatest
Weeks has asked fur the coming
as used in the retirement i.et. Th's
number.
year, tho chief of staff said that
Moving Picture Funnies
The
Amarhlrd
removes from the benefit of the
"This chamber of commerce WOODEN BUFFER CAR IS
(By
I'rf.ii.)
"tho organized citizen soldiery is
Juarez, Mexico, March 21.
must stand for the spirit of conil persons who were covered
our main line of national defense."
PROPOSED IN BILL OF act
of D.'invllle, Kv., for
into the service by leg'slatlve enoperation in this community, for
"In time of war," he added, "be- - mer
Centre college fool hall star
unselfish effort to promote pubtVift. n.ifnnal Htti rf
HARRIS OF GEORGIA actment, or who, by executive
thj fat
of Winslnw , Ariz
We'd ay
lic welfare through intelligent co- !ml Jack. Kooney,
action, arn holding positions under
fesslonal
the
soldiers,
standing
met in a scheduled
ordination of the best thought and
the government, and were regardAets hei divs laced
The AK'tittd VreM.i
it must mobilize, complete heavyweights,
pitf
army,
ly
fifteen-roun- d
the best effort of the people of
fight here tonight
Its training and take the field.
Washington,' March 14. A bill ed as in the competitive classified
contest ended In the third
this city. We must approach our forbidding railroads tn iisn mru of service, but who did not enter such
I'lans for this organization and The
when
ruled the bout no
the
referee
work with that deep sense Of wnod mnstrnrtlnn IvPttvpon nr in service by competitive examinamobilization and training had been contest.
top.
amy mat snoum cnaractenzo tnoIront
of cars of steel or steel un-- tion.
General Pershing said, based
made,
forts of every religious organe
"Figures compiled by tho civil
not "upon our
construction, was intro- "sumption of a
Baseball was played in New Torv
jzauon Mien worn in me name dueed today by Senator Harris. service commission indate that
abre rattling attitude, as some as
of the Most High God
early an 842.
are
there
80.000
approximately
rvould have us believe, but upon
democrat, Georgia. The measure
Spirit of Good Will.
means with which to
provides a penalty of $100 to $50.1 federal employes heretofore re
the
having
"I don't know a great deal for each offense and a charge of garded as in tho classified civil
defend ourselves and meet force
:
about the Bible, but I do know $100 for each
with force, if necessary."
day the offenso is service, who, under tho opinion of
Cabbage and Sausages
that In it are great texts and continued.
tho attorney general, would no
Overhead Orgnni7atioti.
great lessons for the guidance of
Woman's Diet
of
longer have classified status. The
The "overhead" organization
men, and this text comes to my
civil service commission also esti
GinilOXS BESTS STOKES.
"I have doctored with tho best
the regular army was not only for
mind as particularly applicable to
mated that. 80 per cent, or about
Grand Forks, N. D., March 14.
its own administration but for the doctors in tho United States
this occasion, 'Except the Lord Mike Gibbons,
6,400 of the employes who are
Ht. Taul middle"whole military establishment, reg- Some said one thing and some
build the house, they labor in weight, decisively
now
would
Leo
reccving annuities,
ular, reserve and potential," Gen- another was ailing me and all
vain that build It.' Except we Stokes, of Fargo, in outpointed
under thia opinion, be held not
a
no
eral
Thorough wanted to cut me
open, but
Pershing said.
have good will, and tho spirit of decision bout here
classified.
had Mayr's Wonderful Kemedy saved
tonight.
study of the yrequirements
of the Golden Rule. The things
"Under tho opinion of the attor
overhead per- me, so now I eat cabbage, saufixed the neee..-arwhatsoever ye would that men
The emergency fleet corporation ney general," continued Mr. Robinsonnel, be added, at 2,300 officers sage and anything I want to.
should do to you, do ye even en, launched 2,312 hulls.
son, "his definition of the claasiCed
and 14.700 men to deal with "gen- Nothing hurts me." It Is a simcivil service would apply to a I
eral direction, administration and ple, harmless preparation that
matters affecting federal employes
the catarrhal mucus
supply," for the entire establish- removes
such as transfer, promotion, demo
this was from the intestinal tract and alment.
Supplementing
tion, preferment of charges, and
inflammation which
the nrmv school system designed lays the
dismissal, and have the effect or
to provido 1.600 officers for "high causes practically all stomach,
tho
withdrawing
protection of the
command and staff duties," which liver and intestinal ailments, incivil service from the approximateOne dose
would bo the number
required, cluding appendicitis.
ly 80,000 employes now on the roll')
Ceneral
Pershing said, "for the will convince or money refunded
hitherto hel to be classified, but
first mobilization in any national For sale by Briggs' Pharmacy and
who entered the service by other
The personnel re- druggists everywhere.
emergency."
means than by competitive examnow for the schools, he addquired
ination.
jfo ($1
ed, was 2,650 officers and 5,800
"In order to remedy without demen. Now assigned to organized
the
situation brought about by
lay
Pershing
Cut out the picture on all four reserve units. General
the attorney general's decision, the sides. Then carefully fold dotted said, were 1,000 officers and 1,800
secretary of the interior had the line 1 Its ntire length. Then dot- men and the numbers must be insolicitor of tho department draft ted line 2, and so on. Fold each creased as tho system developed to
AND OINTMENT
a bill construing the expression section underneath
accurately. at least 1,650 officers and 9,550
'all employes in the classified civil
coast
de
continental
men. In the
service of the United States' so as
Among American women who fenses placed along 12,800 miles of
'to include all persons who have have been honored with member coast line, 475 officers and 7,750 nmp.Ointmant.Tttam.ffs.aniTwbflr
Komamplw
been heretofore, or may hereafter ship in the various royal orders of men aro stationed, he added, sayt x tUlden.Mtn
he given a competitive status In Europe were Mrs. Lew Wallace,
ing:
'ho classified civil service, with or wife of the author of "Ben Hur,"
"Already many of the less Imvithout competitive
examination. and Mrs. "Sunset" Cox, wife of the portant defenses have been stripof
whom ped of their garrisons, the few ofy legislative enactment, or under New York statesman, both
'.ho civil service rules promulgated were decorated by the Sultan with ficers and men now available beSecretarial,
'iy the president, or by executive the Turkish order of Chefakat.
Bookkeeping
ing concentrated In tho more Imordors covering groups of omployes
portant defenses."
Shorthand,
with their positions into the comTypewriting.
classified
civil
or
petitive
service,
Civil Service
authorizing the appointment of in
U. S. EMPLOYE'S
dividuals to positions within such
and all
'
Commercial
,'
service,
IN NOTE
QUIZZED
"The civil service commission
Side-Ste- p
Subjects
WRITING SCANDAL
also prepared additional legislation
Day and Evening Sessions.
in tho shape of a general provision
extending the above construction
WKSTEIIN SCHOOL FOR
of the term 'classified civil service' Wliy rass t'p the Joy of Living
PUIVATK SECRETARIES
When Stuart's Dyspepsia Tabto every existing statute.
Eiglilb St.
Tljeras Ave. and 901-lets Can Be Had Wherever
"These drafts were submitted to
J
Telephone
There's a Druggist.
the chairman of the senate and
house committees respectively and
bills prepared and introduced In
both house and senate on the 9th.
"In view of the fact that the
purpose of the proposed legislation Is to cure a technical defect,
which, If permitted to continue,
'
would to a large extent nullify tho
existing retirement law, there Is
no reason to expect anything but n
speedy enactment into law of these
Roughly, there are
provisions.
two kinds of elec"In the meantime," concluded
tric vacuum cleanMr. Robinson, "the secretary of
ers which aro realthe Interior has directed that no
thosi-witly effective:
mmediate action be taken on any
motor driven
application for retirement pending
brushes and those
he enactment of the remedial leg
with brushes driven
islation. Payments of annuities to
IST!
by friction drive
FOR MEN
retired employes will not be
wheel. The Hamil
Many a man wanders aimlessly
ed, the secretary holding
ton
Beach we
t.
that unt'l the comptroller refuses at mcal time because he has
hTvi
n Mr . WUMtN AND
the leader in
to authorizo such payments tlvs
A Stuart's Dyspepsia Tabthe former class
Interior department will not dis- let would turn such a dyspeptic
CHILDREN AT
and the Torrlnitton
continue tho payment of the an- bnck Into hia old stride and lead
in the latter. Both
nuities. It Is confidently expected him promptly and straight Into
may be purchased
that tho whole matter will be ad- where he knows he wants to so
George E. Long.
at our e store on a
justed before the next, monthly but fears the result. Eat what you
u n q
payment
George E. Long, a clerk In the
like and as much as you want,
payments have to bo made,"
plan.
avoid gasslness, belching, heart bureati of insular affairs, has been
O'DOWl) WINS JUKCIStOX.
burn, drowsiness by Just the sim- questioned by Washington police In
Columbus,
Ohio, March 34.
ple process of following meals connection with the writing ol
Eddie o'Dowd, Columbus bantam- - with Stuart's D.vsuepsia Tablets. death threats to several prominent
301 NORTH FIRST STREET.
weight, won the decision over Wil Get a 60 cent box today of any capital women. lie is said to have
lie spencer, New York, in a twelve- - druggist and note the magio ef- made a statement
regarding the
0 round bout here tonight,
fect, of a
charges,
sign at ineal time,

You'll Be Surprised at the Wonderful Ske Values Offered for

$4.95 and $3.95

s,

f.

Pumps and Oxfords in brown suede, kid and calfskin ; light and heavy soles, Louis, baby Louis and
military heels, broken lots. Values to $12.50 for

'r

F.

DISCUSSES

'-

$4.95

OBI NSO

CIVIL

'

Women's Strap Slippers and
Oxfords

1

--

Calfskin and kid in brown and tan. Patent kid and
calfskin in black; Louis, military and
h
heels
not all sizes. Values to $9.50 for
one-inc-

'.

$3.95

'

cw

llany Empty Lamp Sockets
In Your Home?

Y

150,-OU-

LOOK THIS UP AND PHONE 76
WE DELIVER PROMPTLY

"

-

itr

ef

der-fram-

1

!D.

'

ten-rou-

'

lP

I

If

When Yqd Think Clothes

i1

Cuticura Soap
Clear the Skin

--

Inspect OnrSnrinr. 1922.

COLUMBIA MAZDA LAMPS
We are sole agents for this celebrated lamp. We
need to sell this month several hundred dollars'
worth of Mazda Lamps to keep up with 1921.
These lamps are as standard as bread and butter,
and won't you assist us to make up our sales quota
by buying the lamps you need today.
THE PRICES ARE:
10 to
40c
45c
70c
50-wa-

60-wa-

tt

75-wa-

tt

tt

...$1.00

100-wa- tt

Complete Line. Other styles and size3 ct regular

.price.

WHITNEY

HARDWARE

GO.

For Dyspeptics

fli

Who

Shewing,

I

'j

'j.

SHOES

ni

Vacuum

Iks

i

Cleaners

con-alde-

food-frigh-

.

1

Manufacturers Sales Shoe Store

grill

j

u--

i
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WE'D LIKE TO DO
ALL THE COAL BUSINESS
IN TOWN
why we are selling
You try it three days.
If you don't like it you get your
money back without a quibble and
the coal you used during the trial won't
cost you a cent.
We couldn't afford to do this with
ordinary coal. But we are well able to
with the kind we sell. It's a specially
selected quality of Canon City Coal in
two good sizes, lump and nut, and an
A-l Gallup lump. Next time you need
coal, call 333 you'll get your coal
promptly, and get a guarantee with it.
Coal Department of

THAT'S

Gibson-Fa-

Lumber Co.

w

402 North First Street.

Phone 333

na

JOURNAL WANT ADS fJRING QUICK, SURERESULTS

rL
Page Four.
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fill KERREBA WILL FffllSH
twmm today for Thursday

FRIENDLY! MIAMIANS AND CUBANS
RAPIDLY ARE BECOMING REAL PALS

LEE
'

Boxers Have Been Guaranteed Their
Purses By Dan Padilla, Who Is Managing
the Card for the Moose Lodge; Fans Still
Split cn Relative Ability of the Boys.

All

ticket

rcc. rds for advance

All

fchows

salts fur boxing

in

Allm-quem-

broken
wii'ii
yesterday
uio tickets for mo
uuliublo at
became
bout
itiiiKllnti iiroiliers.
"Xiio UcKct sjIo indicates that
AltuniuTiiUo fans are interested in
tiiu card Ulmrnday infill," lan
v.ho is manayiug the exhibition for the local Jluutt, slated yesterday, "but if no ihoru tickets arc
will get their
EOitl, the boxers
money and Uicro will bo no parsing
i l Uio
hat."
The crowd which witnessed Lee
and Uerrcra workout yesterd ay
at Moose hall was almost
as largo an on Sunday when probUUO
fans pushed their way into
ably
the hall.
Tho fans were not disappointed
yesterday, for Frank and Lee
their show of speed and the
three rounds between Al Smauld-inand Lee was worth the price cf
luimis.sien to any bout. The boys
got down to real earnest and lid
manager, J.nu to siow
West,
them it ;t fearing that I.eo might
thumb
again
hurt his broken
from Ills heavy punches, which,
however. Al had the ability to absorb with his usual smile but then
Al is nolcd as having an elephant
hide nnd he only weighs about
fortv pound" more than Lee.
Ilerrcra Riwws n w.rld of speed,
using both 'rights and lefts with
accuracy.
llirhtiilni? sneed and
Frank is a brainy fighter and con-

vteu

le-Ht-re-

Pa-diii- a,

cou-linu-

g

Ia-o'- s

1

(MviMifJV

his energy

PROGRESS IS MADE

aha

LjT

l

and measures
After watchthis time, those
of tho fans who have always believed that it was Frank's fist end
not Lee's broken thumb which
caused Lee to throw In the towel at
the opening m tho tenth round In
their last mill
here, are even
stronger in their belief that the
Trinidad boy can take anything
Lee hasi to offer and that he can
wear him down to the point where
a K. O. Is possible. '
However well founded this line
of reasoning, fully half of the fans
who talk about their favorite sport
hold to it that Frank really hasn't
a. chance with tho colored
lightweight champion and uphold this
idea with the nrRument that Ilerrera Has nothing on Johnny Kid
Mex, whom Lee gave a terrific
drubbing hero some time ago: the
Tact that I.ee had the best of the
first two rounds of their meet before he broke his thumb, and that
he was able to almost keep even
with Frank up until the time he
tossed in the towel, and the added
fact that he is known to possess a
knock-ou- t
in either mlt at any
time, while Frank apparently lacks
real K. O. steam.
Hut it will nil ho decided at the
Armory Thursday night and tho
boys will content themselves today
with a light last work-ou- t
at Moosn
hall starting at 2:30 o'clock.
serves

J
VJ6
s

t'aptau Jesus
It's a good

A. Jimine:

t

.

ki. p over plan

Fisher.

.

JUDGE BRICE WINS IN
CARDONER CASE SUIT

n,

(J. How docs the New VorL
Clcarii!!? House operate? 51. K.
A. The operations of the New

House ure exaetlv

Vork Clearing

the same in principle as those of a
with tho exbank clearing-housception that Btock certificates are
exchanged
(cleared) instead ot
checks and drafts. A sheet is mads
out by each member and presented
e,

BERNALILLO CO. MAN
every day beIS GRANTED PARDON to the cleurinR-hous- o
fore 7 p. m. On one side is entered
the list of stocks to be delivered
(Rprelnl Correponipnrn .0 Tee .In.miM.)
their full market value, and on
arta Fe, March 14. Pardon and
other side Is entered the list
has been granted by Gov. M. C. tho
of stocks to be received and theii
11

ft
"Buy your
Clothes In this
tsoro whore only
Good Clothes
are sold."

U.

-

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque
Journal Information Hureau, Frederic J. Has-kidirector, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to inThe bureau
formation.
cannot
give advice on legal, medical,
and financial matters. It does not
attempt to settle domestic troubles, nor to undertake exhaustive
research on any subject. Write
your question plainly and briefly,
(jive full name and address and
enclose two cents in stamps for
return postage. All replies are
sent direct to the inquirer.)

Mechcm to William It. Brown, who.
in
January, was sentenced bv
Judge M. K. Dickey of Albuquerque, to serve ninety days In .in
for contempt of court. The pardon
was recommended by Judge Hiekev
Brown having served fifty-fou- r
days of the sentence.

for a match with Carl

get tc playing
uba and the United States have just finished a series of
together,
games, tournaments and contests at Miami, Fla. Thee is now a night
t from Miami to Havana and prominent Cubans and Miamians visit
back and forth with ease. This picture shows Captain Jesus A, Jimenez, captain of th.- Cuban polo team, talking over plans with Carl G.
Fisher, the millionaire sportsman of Miami Beach, who appears at i'i
'
left in ! bathing suit.

Bj The Associated . rem.)

Pretoria, Souf Africa. March
Pressl
(by the Associated
Good progress has bee made in
suppressing tho revolt, according
to a long official communication
issued today.
Many new points
where loyal forces v":'e besieged
have been relieved and great num
bers or prisoners have been taken.
The police garrison
Ilrakpnn.
reoecunierl hv tlm
irni.fltn.nnni
forces, had been without food and
water j or inree nays. Tne railway
in the Pretoria Ptermlfctnn nrnq hfla
been cleared. The encircling movement of the government forces Is
complete and the situation Is well
in nana.
Only certain portions of the central .Iohanru.tlnrp- nron novo
communication, now require"

i i?

sifm of peace and harmony when nations

Answers to Questions.

.

r,

vi

CUTTING DOWN SOUTH
AFRICAN UPRISING

-t

third-packe-

v

IN

14

r.y xokmax r. imowx.
LOOK HLI OVER.
Mr. Andy High, rookie third
sacker with the Brooklyn Dodgers.
That's what Manager Robinson
Is doing. In tho absence of Jimmy
at
Johnston, veteran
the camp when tho Dodgers arrived there, Hobly put tho youngster at that position and the lad's
work has drawn nttention.
High came up from the Memphis club in the Southern league.
He compares with Heinle Groh. in
size and handles himself well. He
hit .300 In the Southern last season. He apparently isn't as fleet
on the bares as Johnston, however.
Andy stole only 14 hases in the
minors last year.
However, he
can be coached In this department.
thinks
Robby nlrcndy
enough of
the lad to give him the corner in
tho exhibition games.

J

L

.'

Ms distance! well.
ing him in training

Mpcriai

I'orrrsponnt-uc-

itit

to

Journal.

Santa Fe, March 14. Tho supreme court has affirmed the
judgment of the district court in
Bernalillo county in the case of
tho matter of the estate of Aline
Mathilda Julia Bouvard Cardoner,
Tt. Brice,
deceased, Charles
appellee, versus Joseph It. Wilson, as
executor of the estato ot Aline
Mathllde Julia Houvnrd Cardoner,
In the trial In
deceased, appellant.
tho district court Judge Brice secured a Judgment for $8G0.81 for
Madame
legal services rendered.
Cardcner, a resident of Spain, died
In Albuquerque in tho fall of 1918,
leaving a large estate. Numerous
suits affecting the estate have been
filed In the state and federal courts.
KYClfAVfiR IVCOTtPOHATES.
Santa Fe. March 14. The Southwestern
Educational exchange,
with main offices in Albuquerque,
has been incorporated with $10,000
of its capital stock subscribed. The
incorporators, all residents of Albuquerque, are: A. J. McClelland,
R. W. Crist,
$.1,100;
statutory
J. It. McCollum.
$4,600;
ncent,

March 15, 1922.

feMb,S,wt'

PROCLAMATION
Governor M. C. Mechem has issued the following proclamation
setting aside March 20 as American legion employment day;
"The national commander of tho
American legion has asked that
Monday, March 20, 1922, be set
aside as American legion employment day, for the purpose o
bringing before the employers in
the state the matter of giving emmen who
ployment to the
are seeking work.
"To give employment to an
man, or to assiBt him in
securing employment, should at no
time remain a matter of indifference with any citizen or group of
citizens in the state, as it la un
doubtedly a duty imposed upon us
by the circumstance ot war, ana
it appears to be a duty as yet only
slightly fulfilled. There should be
no need of detailing how these boy
were taken from their various avo
cations and means of earning h
livelihood, and went to the decna
of their country; and how they returned after one to two yeara ab
sence to find their positions filled
Many of these men
by others.
havo families and relatives de
pendent upun them for support.
"Over three years elapsed since
the war ended, and we still have in
soldier
nearly every community
boys out or employment,
it eaca
citizen will constitute himself a
committee of one to do his part in
lending a hand toward finding em
man of
ployment for an
his acquaintance, we shall soon be
able to set ourselves right on this
issue.
Now. therefore, I, Merrltt C. Me
chem, governor of the state of New
Mexico, do hereby designate Mon
day, March 20, 1922, as American
legion employment day and respectfully nsk that the newspapers of
tho state contribute their powerful
influence to this cause by placing
before the public the patriotic nemen;
cessity of assisting
that public and private business enor
in
vacancies
filling
terprise!),
securing additional employes, make
an effort to place these unemployed
soldiers.
"Tho home community of the
soldier boy should take caro of
him. He is not asking for charliy.
He is asking for means to earn a
livelihood. This ho was entitled ii
and received before he gave his
services and risked his life for his
home and stnto; it is therefore not
only a duty but a privilege to aid
the soldier to
himself
upon his return home.
"The soldier boy should not'b"
forced to leave his home to seek
employment. In the large cities and
far away industrial renters, whpre
labor 1s much of the time In a state
Tn New
of unrest and agitation.
Mexico espeelnlly, where we have
big mining, cattle, sheep and agricultural induptries, a big road
program opening up, no employer
ohotilfl go eiitcldo the afrit's for
man.
labor while a fingle
competent and willing tn do the
work. Is nut of employment.
"For detailed Information ns
organised effort, and procedur.';
mapped out for conducting the employment enmpnirrn on March ?1
respectfully refer you to the
of the adjutant, New Mexice
department- American legion. Santa
M."
N.
Fe,
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A complete line of sizes in Blacks, .Whites,
Navy Blues and

Cordovans.

We Will Be Pleased to Show You This Wonderful Line,
'3

Kt

Sir:

1

vrzv-7-

.'

I

I

:

fi

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

fi..AAiafc7

.

t,i

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
IinnlDfrs

Founders

Machinists.

Cnstlnirs In Iron, Ttross. ltronie. Aluminum.
Elfttrlo Mulurs. Oil Engines
I'umns mid Irrlgnttnn.
Wnrl
and Office Albunuernue.

LEGAL NOTICE
i;. Et TTKI X'S NOTICE.
In tho Probate Court of Bernalillo

BAM

fb

The Safest Suit
to Buy
Is the best Suit. The safest place to buy it is in
this store where nothing but the best Is sold and
carries the Meyer & Meyer guarantee.
You can't buy wrong here 20 year3 in the
business 8 years in Albuquerque that is your
guarantee that we know how to buy and know how
to tailor them to fit your individual form.
LET US MEASURE YOU FOR YOUR NEW
EASTER SUIT
And deliver it at your convenience. Suits made in
Albuquerque of the newest Spring goods.
Just received a beautiful line of Men's and
Suit3
Young Men's Ready-Mad- e

WE PAY

g

IHTEBE

Firt

$19.50, $26.50, $29.50, $33.50

es

n.

n.

n.

-

--

MW MEXICO

LOAN & MORTGAGE
COMPANY

n.

n.

n.

n.

).

--

I
'.J

t

l3

Kxe-cuti-

tT?

ilnfll ij

-

hole-proo-

ia

."V

.r-

Better Looking, Nicer
Fitting, More Economical
qualities that are essenf.
tially

p

SAVINGS

.... ....

m
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STATE TRUST

...J-- .-

PS

County, Now Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Peter
l' McCnnna. Deceased.
$300.
Notice is herchy given that the
was. on the twenty-thir- d
undersigned
The Duke of York, second son
The globe fish, nn tnhahltnnt. of
922. duly
day of Fehruary,
full market value.
of King George, has an official al- trnp'cnl waters, is said to be th appointed Executrix of the estate
Q. J)o wlro pcrfornicrs nfo t lowance o fifty thousand duliars nrdy member of the finny
tribe of Peter F. McCanna, deceased, hv
round wire or u uut wiro'.' J. it.
a year.
the Probate
Court of Hernalillo
that swims on its back.
A. The staye manager of a local
County, and having qualified as
vaudeville house says that Blaeis
such Executrix all persons having
wire tr tight wire artists never use
claims against the estate of said
NO. 42.
flat wire tor si.afjo penormanci s.
decedent are hereby notified and
KEPOHT OF CONDITION OF
How ir.nuy Catholic bishops
required to present the same to the
unu priests uro lucre In the Lulled
undersigned in the manner and
SUltta? 51. i).
within
the t.me prescribed by law.
RoAt Albuquerque In the State of New Mexico, at the close of busincrs
A. There ure ninety-thre- e
NELLIE McCANNA,
man Catholic bishops In the United on March 10, 1922.
Executrix.
atates and 21,013 clergy, including
RESOURCES
52iJhjTinjTr2!l, 192 2.
1. Loans
and discounts
$1,025,275.46 NOTICE
OF AD.Ml X ISTK ATOltS.
J. Were former President and 4. Bonds. Securities, Etc. (Other than IT.
In the Matter of the Estate of
.Mrs. Taft the first to celcbrute their
S. Bonds):
Sicilio
hilvcr wedding at the White llouftc'.'
d Other stocks (other than Federal Re(larcia. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that
serve Bank stock)
ii. V. 11.
$ 30,500.00
A. President and Mrs. Hayes
Aranda
do Garcia
and
Total Bonds, Stocks, Etc
30,Ti00.00
were tho first to celebrate a silver
B. Stock Federal Reserve
of
Bank
5,400.00 Nebarcs Garcia. Administrators
the
estato
Hicilio
of
7. Furniture and Fixtures
wedding anniversary in the
Garcia, de4,000.00
has
in
Mansion.
filed
ceased,
the
Probate
8. Other real estate owned
(other than
Court of Rernalillo
Q. Is tho quotation "Coiniwri-son- s
county New
House)
24,820.90
Mexico, their final report as such
nro odorous" to bo found in 9. NotBanking
amount due from banks and bankers
170,693.60 Administrators
V.
S.
Ii.
and the court has
10. Checks on other banks in same town
Miakopcarc?
A. The old proverb "Compari-son- t
as reporting bank
663.95 appointed Thursday, the 2.1rd day
of March, 1922, os the day for hearare odious" was used in Mucn 13. Coin and
currency
2,692.26
Ado About Nothing where in ect
ing objections, if any there be, to
111. Shakespeare
the approval of said final report
caused Dogberry
Total
.,
$1,264,036.26
to misquote U. and say "Compariand
the discharge of said AdminLIABILITIES
sons are odorous."
16. Capital stock paid in
$ 100,000.00 istrators.
the
tho
Witness my hand and the seal of
Q. How does
weight of
17.
fund
80,000.00 said
Probate Court this 17th day of
largest elephant compare Willi that 18. Surplus
Undivided profits
$ 14,247.24
of tho largest liorse'.' t'. C.
1922,
February,
22. Less current
interest
and
expenses,
inA. The bureaa of animal
FRED CROLLOTT,
taxes paid
10,819.13
3,428.11 (Seal)
some
are
there
that
Clerk of Said Probata Court.
dustry says
Demand Deposits:
Uelgian horses that weigh as mucii 24. Individual
NOTlCri
CONTRACTORS.
deposits (Including 28, 29,
as three tons. It is believed tha.
Sealed proposals will bo received
233.887.87
31, 82)
the largest elephant in this country 25. Cashier's
at
the
office
of
checks
the City Clerk of
6,292.20
is the one at the Buffalo zoo, which 26. Time certificates of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexdeposit due in 30
Is estimated to weigh about five
ico, until 2 o'clock p. m. on March
17.425.00
days
tons.
34. Total Demand Deposits
257.G04.57 ib, 1D22. for pavmpT, curbs, gutters,
Q. By what name did GeorRc Time
storm
30
sewers, grading and ail necDeposits (payable after
days, or
Washington address .Martha W ash.
essary Incidentals or appurtenances
subject to 30 days or more notice):
Jnjr? 1). B. A.
of deposit
thereto, on the following named
$ 87,128.23
A. Patsy was the name often 35. Certificates
streets In accordance with the proOther time deposits (Including 36).... 645,799.49
used by George Washington when 37.
visional orders of the City Com38.
Time
Total
732,927.72
Deposits
addressing his wife.
y
39.
14,075.86 mission of the City of Albuquerque,
Q. How lnrso Is the orangii 40. Rediscounts
dated December 14, 1921:
Bills payable, including obligations rep
growing Beotlon of California?
East Coal avenue from the west
'
76,000.00
resenting money borrowed
II. S.
property line of High street to a
A. Ninety per cent
of fie
Total
point 125 feet west of the west
$1,264,036.26
oranges of California are grown in
property line of Broadway; West
a strip ten miles wide and sixty State of NewB. Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
Coal
avenue from the east property
We, J.
Herndon, president, and John J. TIerney, cashier of
miles long at the foot of tho Blerra
of Fourth street to a point 29
lino
named
the
above
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
mountains in the aouthtrn part of
feet east of the east property line
is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
the state.
of Second street: South Third street
J. B. HERNDON, President
Q. Where does the state of Alafrom the north property line of
JOHN J. TIERNEY, Cashier.
bama rank in the production of
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of March, 1922. Silver nvenue to the north property
iron ore? P. 11. E.
line of Coal avenue; South Fourtn
LORETTA A. MORRISON, Notary Public.
A. In 1916, the latest date for (SEAL)
street from the north property line
which complete figures are avail- (My commission expires May 19, 1925.)
of
Silver avenue to the south propCORRECT Attest:
able, Alabama ranked third in the
South
erty line of Coal avenue;
j. b. herndon,
production of iron ore, although
Arno street from tho south proproy
Mcdonald,
the state produced only 8 per cent
erty line of Central avenue to the
o. a. kaseman,
of the total yield of the United
north property line of Coal avenue;
o. n. marron,
States.
North Edith street from the north
Directors.
Q. What was tho highest price
property line of Central avenue to
for cotton during the civil war
the north property line of Grand
period? O. A.
avenue: East Grand avenue from
A. In 1885 cotton sold at 43
the east property line of Edith
cents a pound, which is believed to
street to the west property line of
be the highest price established
High street; North High street
during the civil war period.
from the north property line of
Q. Has the .weather bureau ever
avenue to the north propCentral
been Included In the war departerty line of Grand avenue; South
ment? C. Ji.
High street from the south propA. The weather bureau was a
erty line of Central avenue to the
branch of the war department unsouth
property line of Coal avenue;
til 1891, when it was transferred
West Gold avenue from the east
to the newly organized department
property line of Sixth street to the
of agriculture.
east property line of Ninth street.
P,lds will be ucelved on the folOriginally the famous diamond
lowing types of pavements:
mines of Kimberley, now con
Real Estate Mort-SagGiving You
con-XI)
bitullthlc on
j
trolled by one group of capitalists, J
crete base
at Security for Your Money.
were worked as 3,238 separate
on
bitullthlc
(2)
claims, each 81 feet square with
concrete base
a seven-foroadway between every
(3) Topeka mix
pair of claims.
bitullthlc on 4 In.
(4)
black base.
WISHES HE HAD KNOWN IT
bitullthlc on 8',4-l(5)
SOON Kit
black base.
"I only wish I had discovered
concrete
reinforced
(6)
Foley's Honey and Tar 60 years
ago, as I have been the victim of,
plain concrete
attacks of influenza nd bad colds
' (7)
concrete
reinforced
(8)
until I found this wonderful relief,"
writes W. II. Gray, 854 Nowita PI.
(9)
plain concrete
Venice, Cal.
Foley's Honey and
(10) Car tracks of reinforced
Tar helps coughs and colds, bronconcrete,
chial and la grippe coughs, tickling
in.
(11) 114 in. bitullthlc on 2
THIRD find GOLD.
PHONE 142
throat and hoarseness. It is good
black base.
for croup and whooping cough.
Is
an estimate of
The following
Mr. Cray adds: "Worth its weight
the work to be done as compiled
In gold.
effective."
Marvelously
the City Engineer:
by
Sold everywhere,
86,219 square yards paving.
T

i

--

.r-.;

... L .is,.,

U,,wi--

ii.;

a

a.

513.7 lin. ft. curb.
513.7 lin. ft. gutter.
19,115 lin. ft. comb, curb

nue, said District No. 8 being
bounded on the east
the center
and line of Fifth Street, by
on the north
gutter.
center
the
by
line o Central Ave224 lin. ft. single track car line. nue, on the
118 lin. ft. double track car line. and on the south by the City limits
west
by the City limlta;
12.007 cu. yds. earth excavation.
Fourth Ward, District No.
9,813 sq. ft. cement sidewulks.
Place City Hail, Second
The total estimated cost Is
Street and TUeras Road, said Dis2 being bounded
No.
trict
as folOne hundred
weather lows:
twenty
the north by Mountain
working days will be allowed in Road, On
on the east by the A. T. jc
which to complete the whole of the S.
F. Ry. tracks, on the south by
above work.
the
center
line of Central Avenue
The city reserves the right to acand on the west by the center lino
cept or reject any or all bids.
Each bidder will be required to of Fourth Street:
District No. 3: Polling Place-Co- oper
deposit with tho City Clerk to the
Motor Company, 519 West
credit of tho City of Albuquerque,
Central
Avenue, said District No. 3
without
indorsement, a certified
check of deposit In the sum of being bounded as follows: On tho
Jf,000.00 as a guarantee that he north by Mountain Road, on the
will file all bonds required
and east by the center line of Fourth
enter into contract, if awarded to Street, on the 60uth by tho center
him, according to the terms of his line of Central Avenue and on tho
bid, within ten days after the cer- west by the center line of Eighth,
tification of the award.
Should Street;
District No. 4: Polling
the contractor fail to tile bonds in
an approved
Garage, 1212 West Tlje-ra- s
surety company or
Road, said District No. 4 being
enter into a contract v Ith the City
on
bounded
the north by Mountain
of Albuquerque, then the certified
check shall become forfeited as Road, on the east by center line ot
liquidation
the Eighth Street, on the south by cenand
damages,
money realized therefrom shall bu ter line of Cen.ral Avenue and on
turned Into the treasury of the City the west by the City limits.
The officials of tho election are
of Albuquerque.
as follows:
JAMES N. GLADDING,
First Ward Judges: P. Hanley,
Attest:
Citv Manager.
J. F. Sulzer, Manuel Paltenghe.
ADD1E W. McAVOT.
A. Montoya, Susan Stubbs.
Clerks:
City Clerk.
Second Ward, District No. 6
KI.F.CTION PROCLAMATION.
Judges: E. B, Crlf W. A. Guv,
Notico Is hereby given that on John Bonnell. Clerks: Mrs. A. C.
tho 4th day of April, A. D. 1922, a Stares, Lottie Lembke.
general election will be held in the
District No. 6 Judges: D. A.
City of .Albuquerque, County of Porterfield, J. A. Hammond, Mrs.
Bernalillo, State of New Mexico, for Henry G. Coora, Jr. Clerks: Mrs.
the purpose of electing the follow- P. O. Cornish. Sr., Annie G. Cristy.
ing officers:
Third Ward. District No. 7
no City Commissioner to suc- Judges:
M.
O'DonnclI, M. P.
ceed Commissioner Walter M.
Cler" :
l, Stamm, Marlon M. Lester.
to servo four years from and Mrs. John J. Tierney. Arthur C.
after April 4. 1922;
Culver.
One City Commissioner to sucMra.
District No. 8 Judges:
ceed Commissioner John M.
John G. Gould. H. E. Walters,
to serve four
from and Empson B. Hyde. Clerks: Anita
after April 4, 1922: yars
Hubbell, Mrs. M. O'Laughlln.
One City Commissioner to sucFourth Ward, District No. 2
ceed Commissioner John T. Mc- Judges:
Maurice
Klein, Harry
Laughlin, to serve four years from Braun, Don J. Rankin.
Clerks:
and after April 4. 1922.
Lloyd Sturges, Mrs. Dennis Chaves.
The following registration boards
District No. 3 Judges: O. W.
and plncea for registering voters of Bond, W. H. Burke, Mra. Eva
Said election hnvn hnon Hnu1vnatar1 Ilyre. Clerks: Mrs. N, J. Strum-quis- t,
as follows,
Mrs. A. D, Ogle.
First Ward A. Montoya. Marcus
District No. 4 Judges: Clark M.
P. Sawtelle. p. Hanley.
Carr, Mrs. N, G. McCroden. Mrs.
Second Ward George Roddy, J. W. R. Walton. Clerks: R. L. WootE. Elder. Sam Porterfield.
ton. John Baron Burg.
Third Ward James J. Heaney,
At the same time and. place
B. H. Briggs, Fred Croliott.
there will be held a special election
Fourth Ward R. L. Wootton, upon the following: questions:
B. Spitz, John Baron Burg.
(a) There shall be Issued nePlaces of registration are as gotiable bonds of the City of Alfollows:
buquerque to tho amount of 8115,-00First Ward, District No. 1
for the purpose of Improving
Butt's Drug Store, corner First tho sewerage system of said City
Street and Central Avenue.
by erecting a sewerage disposal
Second Ward, Districts Nos. 5 plant i said City.
6
and
Alvarado
corner
b) There shall be Issued negoFirst Street and Pharmacy,
Gold Avenue.
tiable coupon bonds of the City of
Third Ward, Districts Nos. 7 and Albuquerque to the amount of
R
Briggs" Drug Store, 400 West
for the purpose of making exCentral Avenue.
sewer systensions to the
Fourth Ward. Districts Nos. 2. 8 tem of said City.sanitary
and 4 Ruppe's Drug Store, 203
issued
be
negoshall
There
(c)
West Central Avenue.
, tiable bonds of the City of AlbuThe Judges and clerks and vot- querque to the amount
of $100,000,
ing places for said election shall be for th" purpose of constructing
as follows:
sto-sewers In said City,
First Ward, District No. 1: Pollii1) Thre shall be issued negoing Place Basement Central Ave- tiable bonds of the City of
nue Methodist CI. ireh. Arno Street
to the amount of $50,000,
and Central Avenue, said ward or for i ho purpose of improving the
district being botinde'd on tho north wntct works system of said City, by
by City limits, on the east by City the construction of a reservoir and
limits, on the south by center line the
water mains to conof Central Avenue, and on the west nect necessary
said reservoir with the water
by the A. T. & S. F. Ry. tracks;
works system of the City.
Secdnd Ward, District No. 5:
e) There shall be Issued nego-tlatl- a
Polling Place Stateson's garage,
bonds of the City of Alburear 301 South Walter street and querque to the amount
of $25,000,
District No. 5 being bounded on the for the
of constructing
north by the center line of Central water mainpurpose
extensions In said City.
avenue, on the west by the center
(f) There shall be Issued negoline of Edith street on the east tiable
bonds ot the City of Albutho city limits and on th j south by querque to the amount of $100, OCO,
the city limits.
for the purpose of making altera-t'-in- s
District No. 6: Polling Place
and Improvements to the Coal
Christian
church. Troadway and ' - nue Viaduct In said City.
Gold avenue, said district No. 6
The poll books for registration
'I be opened according to law
being bounded on the north by the
center line of Central avenue, on
the 6th day of March, 1922, and
the south by the city limits, on the
open for ten
east hv the renter linn tt lr.ntv. i i i each and everydays thereafter,
duly qualified
street and on the west by the A. T,
tcr of said City shall be entitled
t
h. v. Kauway tracks.
he registered in the manner pro-Third Ward, District No. 7: Poll'bed by law.
Hudson-Esse- x
ing Plnce
Agency
l'y order of the City Commis424 West Gold Avenue, said Dis- sioners of 4;e
City of Albuquerque,
trict No. 7 being bounded as fol- State of New Mexico,
this 4th day
lows: On the east by the A. T. & of March, A. D. 1922.
S. F. Ry. tracks, on the south by (Signed)
the City limits, on the north by
WALTER M. CONNELL,
the center line of Central Avenue Chairman, City Commission,
and
and on the west by the center line
Mayor, City of Alof Fifth Street;
buquerque,
District No. 8: Polling Place
Attest:
ADDIE W. McAVOT. City Clerk,
Wpman's Club. $18 West Gold Ave
$164,-994.0-
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Woman s Daily Magazine Page
BEAUTY CHATS

Social Calendar

PLiriG

Bj Edna Kent Forbes.
ANSWERED

LETTERS.

Jackie: If your hair becomes
too oily before it la time for the
regular shampoo, dust a little
powdered orris root through it
and let it remain for a few
min-nut-

while it absorbs some of
the oil, after which give the hair
a thorough shaking out in the
fresh air if that is possible.
Agnes C: A mark left from a
scald should not be difficult thing
to eradicate any more.
Consult
some doctor who specializes on
skin treatment or go to any of
the hospitals for advice. In this
same way you can obtain advice
the
crooked
regarding
finger
joint.
Auburn: You can regain that
auburn tint in your hair by using
henna in the shampoo.
If you
send a stamped addressed envelbe
shall
to
mail you
ope I
glad
directions.
Henry: Massage will remove
the pouch under the chin, which
should always be followed by an
astringent. With the palm of the
hand, begin at the base of the
throat and make an upward
Rtreke to the end of the chin.
The motion is somewhat like ironing.
Repeat it many times until
all the muscles have been thorThe astringent
oughly exercised.
following this may be merely an
ice rub or any reliable mixture
for contracting and hardening the
skin.
Reader: The
mixture
made
from honey and almonds will often agree with the skin when glycerine will not.
These ingredi

By JANE

The Good Cheer club will meet
ents are best for the hands and this afternoon with Miss Anson, at
1014
North Fifth street.
not for the complexion.
1
II. O.: I Bhall be glad to
mail you a formula for improvFRINGE ON SKIRTS
ing the lashes if you send me a
IS NEW FOR SPORTS
addressed
stamped
envelope.
Anxious: Cocoa butter will not
encourage a growth of hair on
the body as it BomctiniA does on
the face. However, if you prefer
not to use it try olive oil when
massaging any part of the body
to fill it out. It would be impossible to say how long it will
take your legs to fatten. The skin
will absorb the oil more quickly
if you use a vibrator with the

treatment.
Jack: You admit that you become excited first and then begin
to stutter, so to cure It you will
have to gain control over yourself. Teach yourself a new habit
just the same as you taught yourself the stuttering habit Following a loss of balance you become
solf conscious, then frightened or
as you put it "excited."
Before you begin to speak take
a deep breath, or several of them,
filling the lower part of the lungs
until you feci the ribs spreading.

M :itX
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, EARLY

achieve renown by calmly shooting some,
one down, aa do some folks dein
based; but I'm
my ways, and feel that shooting
other jays is not the best of taste.
Obscure, unknown I plod along,
and do not join the gaudy throng
who play tho murder game; they
shoot some pilgrims as they go,
and then, for seven years or so,
Their
they revel in their fame.
names are blazoned everywhere,
and from the publio prints they
stare, they're featured on tho
screen; they elbow out tho seer
and sage,' uplift the platform and
the stage, and gather In long
green. I'm tempted oft to shoot
ia hick, or fill him full of arsenic,

MISS

ml

mi

will oxygenize your blood
until you can feel the brain clearing and a glow over the whole
body through the quickened circulation. This will establish poise
and you should begin to speak
with ease taking pains to pronounce your words perfectly.
It
may seem a little awkward at first
but keep at it and breathe deeply
every time you feel any tendency
A course in eloto nervousness.
cution would also help.
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shouldn't one say they
We love each other.

are harpy!

3

Music Store Manager Dies
at Her Home on South
Third
Street: Funeral
Be Held Tomorrow.

e.

A. ti. Elmore

HERE

and T. M.

U. S. MINISTER AND
HIS BRIDE ARRIVE
Fryar,

district managers for "The praetorians," with their families,
In the city the other day

from Roswell and have established
an officn at 206
West Gold avenue. "The Praetorians" Is a fraternal Insurance order and they
have ten counties of this state under their Jurisdiction. They Intend
to make Albuquerque their headquarters and expect to have the
largest lodge of the ten counties
here in this city.

(By The

Aarlrd.14.Prom

New York, March
Hugh S
Olbson, United States minister to
Holland, and his bride, the daughter of a Belgian court official, were
passengers on the lied Star liner
Finland, which docked today. Thev
wore married In Brussels shortly
before sailing for America.
As

works

the humming

at

bird moth
night It is rarely seen.
--

i
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Thousands of men and women
have found relief from various
digestive disturbances by eating
Fleischmann's Yeast.
It ia human nature to want to
find out "why." So far as science
can tell us this is the reason:
Fleiscbmann's Yeast la a food
abundant in certain elements
which are necessary to health and
life itself. It promotes the flow of
bile and of pancreatic juice. It has
a remarkably beneficial effect on
the whole digestive process. It

anything better for breakfast or
THERE isn'ta dish
of
with cream

cleans a coated tongue.

Try Fleischmann's fresh yeast
in orange Juice or in milk. Men
like it in milk shakes and malted
milks. Women like it spread on
,

Keep your digestion In the pink
of condition and yourtongue clean
and healthy by eating 2 or 3 cakes

of Fleischmann's Yeast fresh
'
every day before or between meals.
Be sure it's Fleischmann's Yeast
il
the familiar
package with
the yellow label. Place a standing
order with yout grocer today.
tin-fo-

'

Tho Christian Easter was originally a sort ot thanksgiving
lasting eight days.

Journal Want Ads bring results,

HOUSE APRONS
Made of genuine Scout Percale, in full
cut styles. Both light and
dark. Each
WI DXF.SDAV

Go to your grocer today and order a package
of delicious Grape-Nut- s.
You will find that it
will digest more readily than most other cereals,
and it will "stay by" you longer because it's so

wfixi:siay
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MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS
Good grade of nainsook finished ma
terial. Priced equally low. 12
Handkerchiefs for

93c

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

IS

(Qn
iJV,

3c DAY.

PRETTY SUMMER BLOUSES

Arrived a fresh new shipment of these
charming Blouses, and at the price
quoted they are going to find ready acceptance by those who appre- - QQ

OC

date values. Each

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

MEN'S OVERALLS
Best known makes. 220 denim. One to
a customer.
vi:ixrsi)AY is one day.

1

American
to $1.75.
each

ALARM CLOCKS
Standard Alarm. Values up
::sday.

wi:dxksday is

93 c

c

MEN'S RIBBED UNION SUITS
Big lot, all sizes from 3G to 44. Values
up to $1.75. Wednesday,
UUK,
choice, each

f

WEDNESDAY

SPAN OF BRIDGE SWEPT
AWAY BY AN ICE GORGE

IS

!K'.c

All patterns. For today only,
314

yards for.

WEDNESDAY

AQ

tO

IS 9.1c DAY.

E. Z. UNION SUITS
Just received large shipment. We have
them in all sizes from 2 to 12. AO
Each
WEDNESDAY IS

j

k

OSc

QQ

VOL

for

12

ftO
UOC

Cuticura,
for
Cashmere Bouquet,
4 for

4

AO

VOC

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

DRESS GINGHAM
Good quality Ginghams in
checks and stripes.
4 yards for

tOl

DAY.

VALET AUTO STROP RAZOR
The Razor and Blades are packed in a
metal case. The strop is packed in an
individual carton; complete.
Each set

93c

WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM DRESSES
Novelty Dresses, good quality, latest
styles; sizes from 2 to 6.
Each
VOL

AO,

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

BLEACHED MUSLIN

Extra heavy standard quality.
6 yards for

TOPKIS ATHLETIC

H

PERCALE Fine Quality.
Light and dark patterns, for to- day only. 6 yards for

WEDNESDAY

QQ,
VOL

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

J. P. COATS'
MERCERIZED CROCHET COTTON
In all colors. On Sale today. Ten
d
balls. Each carton...
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

UNION SUITS

Perfect fitting, best quality Athletic
1 Union Suits;
fit loose, cool and comfortable. Full size and well made. All sizes
from 36 to 44.
QQ
Each garment
Ov

93c

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

175-yar-

.

plaids,

QQ
OC

DAY.

BEST GRADE OIL CLOTH

Pierre, S. D., March 14. One
span of the second bridge west of
i'Mltp, on the Northwestern railroad, where that road crosses the
Bad river, was carried out by an
ice gorge lato today. All traffic
has been tied up.
The ice In the Missouri river here
has not begun to move though
water is swirling over the surface.
There has been a rise of moro than
two feet In the last twenty-fou- r
hours.

TOILET SOAPS
Palmolive Soap,

day.

QQ,
JOt

RED DIAMOND DIAPERS
Aseptic Diaper Cloth; torn hem finish.
Ready for use; size 27x27 in.
Six diapers for

93c

IS 93c DAY.

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

Remember, You'll Always Do Better at Kahn's Groceteria

Big Oemosistrafien

en BEII UM COFFEE

Come in and Have a Cup cf
Strictly Fresh Eggs.
pound Estancia Creamery Butter.

2 dozen

2

1

1
1

This Assortment,

for Health

CHILDREN'S HOSE
Hose selected with the real value. All
grades and weights. Sizes from
C to 9. 6
UOL
pairs for
WEDNESDAY IS 03c DAY.

MEN'S SHIRTS
We are featuring Shirt values today,
and the low price on such high quality
shirts. Value we are offering.
Each

11

ncniy nourishing.

Grape-Nut- s

93c

IS 9l!c DAY.

MEN'S MUSLIN NIGHT GOWNS
Good quality, assorted sizes.
QiQ
Values up to $1.75. Each

well-balanc- ed

ACCEPTED AS JURORS
IN ARBUCKLE TRIAL
(Uy The Awocluted Weil.)
San Francisco, Calif., March 14.
Six jurors had been accepted
tentatively at the close of toaaya
session of the third manslaughter
trial of Rosooe C. (Fatty) Arbucklc,
Two of them were women. Only a
half day session of court was held
on account of the funeral of a Bis
ter of one of the prospective Jurors.
The prosecution attempted to ask
one of the women members of the
venire what she would do if it were
shown that Arbuckle had told three
different versions of events at a
party In his hotel apartment hera
September 6, which were followed
four days later by the dei.th of Miss
Virginia Itappo, but defense ob.
jection to the question waa

SERVICE, QUALITY, LOW PRICES
Get Acquainted With the Store

This delicious combination give9 you the elements of a
food. For it contains
not only the material needed to build tissue and
furnish energy, but it also supplies fruit acids,
that help keep the system in good order.

6 ARETENTATIVELY

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

We believe in true value giving. We never knowingly misrepresent or magnify a value. Never before has this store been able to
serve its patrons as at this time. Large assortments of seasonable
merchandise, first quality. Every article purchased at this store is
purchased with our guarantee, satisfactory, or your money back.
Come to KAHN'S Today. We offer ycu for today lots of Bargains' which we can safely say, are net to be duplicated, owing to
cash buying and cash selling.

1

m
Grape-Nut- s,

coated tongue

North First St.

EVERYTHING AS ADVERTISED

I wawked in the farler after
sitppir last nite and wat was
standing on the table but a little
wile candy bag with 5 chocklit
ciirmels in it, me thinking, G, O
boy. And 1 thawt, 1 wonder who
they belong to, I wonder if they
belong to enybody?
And I sed, Hay, whose carmels
is those? Not saying it exter loud,
prubably being one of the reasons
wy nobody ansered, me thinking,
0 well, if they dont belong to
enybody, findings is keepings.
And 1 ate one and it was so
good I quick ate another one, and
kepp on that way till nuthiiig
wascni left but tho paper bag, me
thinking, G, wat goods that with
mulling In it? And 1 quick stuck
it in my pockit jest as my sister
Gl.iildis came out of the dining
room and started to wawk
the parlor like somebodv
Now
looking for something,
ware did 1 put that. 1 sayin,
was sure I
put it on this table, Uennv. did
you soe enything of a bag of carmels?
A hole bag of them? I sod, and
she sod. No, not a hole bag, but
wats that got to do with it, did
you see it or dident you? and I
fed, Wat kind was they, vnnilier.'
Not wimting to admit 1 took
them Vint j I was sure, and Glad-di- s
srd, No, chocklit, O wats the
diffrents wat kind, a pcrsin mite
think the hole house was strewn
with bags of candy to heer you
tawk, you either raw it or vou
dident.
How many peeces was in the
bag? I sed.
O, !)4r,a, srd Gladdis mad. Wleh
Jest then pop came in and Gladdis sed. Father, will you make
Benny tell mo ware my candy is'.'
wunt to go up in my room and
reed an.l I cant reed without
candy.
Wats this, wats all this,
sed pop, und I sed. How Benny"
did I
know it was her candv, I nsked
whose it was and nobody sed it
was enybodys and I dident wunt
to stand there and see it get
stale,
so 1 ate it, there was
only 6
pocoes, holey union ks.
iJont you consider 5 meny? sed
P"D. mid I sed. No sir, and pop
sed. How fortunate for you, because
in going to give you fi
cracks with my slipper.
Wieh he did, seeming like a
good meny.

la 3

or milk, and stewed prunes or peaches.

Mme. la Comtesse da Noaillcs,
Mme. la Comtesse de Noailles
has just been elected a member of
the Belgian Academy. She is tho
first; woman to receive this honor.
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BENNY'S

Miss Agnes I'lynn died at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Flynn,
South Third
,31!)
street, yesterday morning at 4:40
o'clock. Last Saturday, two weeks
ago. she left the Albuquerque
Music store, at 405 West Central
avenue, of which she was manager,
for her home suffering with a very
severe caso of the flu, which in a
few days later developed into an
aggravated case of pneumonia. Her
attending physician counteracted
tho effects of the flu and pneumonia, and hopes were entertained fof
her recovery. She was rational to
almost tho last iimuitu of her life,
and half an hour before her heart
which had been weakened by her
illness ceased to beat, she called for
Her
and drank some lemonade.
nurse than noticed a change and
within a few minutes, without a
struggle she passed away.
Miss Flynn was born in Akron,
N. Y. She graduated from the
convent, Niagara Fulls. She
had been in active business practiall
her life first in Buffalo,
cally
X. Y., and then In Albuquerque,
where she took charge of the Albuquerque music store, which her
father had already opened here.
The deceased endeared herself to
all who knew her hv her sweet dis

m.-i-

or some most deadly juice; but I
was taught in childhood's dnv
that it's a naughty thing to Slav
without some good excuse.
Mv
fit her used to say, "By jing,
human life's a sacred thing, whet:
we Kt flown to
tacks, and om
should ponder long and well
he journeys forth to fell a
neighbor with an ax." The lessons that my
seen
parents
toolish to a world taught
distraught
.lii'.z mad and murder-strucand
t feel
sadly out of date as I kerf
up my humble gait and watch men
run amuck.
When tempted to
lvmove a friend and thus to
heights of fame ascend and gain
ft movie
crown, I think of dad
vhn always said. "It's wrong t(i
'"d up piles of dead to win a
cheap renown."

IS

P.y ELOISE.
Tweed fringes well and when
some designer
discovered
it he
made several designers happy for
are
idea
in
the
usini;
they
every
conceivable manner this spring.
Fringe finishes hems on skirls,
edges of capes, sleeves of frocks
and anything else which may be
made of tweed including the sports
hat.
This skirt, however, offers something new in tho fringed line, for
the fringe docs not edge the skirt.
Instead it forms two long bands at
tho side front reaching from belt
to hem. Flecks of green, orchid,
lemon yellow, and black
are
woven into this tweed mixture. It
is the type of skirt which will be
worn with the new tailored silk
blouses and pretty colored sweaters.
Entire tweed frocks
be bnd
also, but many women will prefer
the separate skirt and bb'use, for position, truly Chrlstim character
and
The St. Anthey enn be worn later Into the
thony's home of this citv will al-- I
consider
her t,nr of its prnm-jlrieways
and most active henefuc-- j
PRELIMINARY HEARING
tresses. The deceased led the drtve
the sisters n r v yenrs ano for
OF PRIEST PROCEEDS ff
a
the benefit of the orphanage
drive
which netted a most needed
lilt Thf AMiiilnirrt rn- and substantial help.
Montreal, March 14. The preIn her sickness she practiced a
liminary henrlng on the charge wonderful patience.
She never
that Abbe Adelnrdo Tie I.orme complained of her suffering.
The
murdered his half brother. Raotil orphanage sisters, who nursed her,
Do Lorme, proceeded today dosnlte admired
in
the
her
great patience
efforts of the defense to show tint midst of Illness.
the priest was not in a mental conThe deceased is survived
her
dition to know what was going on. parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. by
Flynn:
The crown called several wit- an aunt, Mrs. Anne Onrrison,
of
nesses in tho court of Inquiry to Trinidad, Colo.; sn Uncle, Jame
the
of
tho Connors, of
N. Y., and
testify regarding
finding
body of De Lorme, Ottawa college other relativfs In the east.
student, on the outskirts of this
The funeral will be held tomorcity last January, and evidence row morning at 9 o'clock at the
tending to link the priest with the church of Immaculate Conception,
crime. Then, after
Th.v
ltev. Mandalari officiating.
the hearing was adjournej following will act as pallbearers:
until next Tuesdny.
T. .1. Mabry. Leo J. Murphy, M. T.
W. C.
Korber,
Murphy. Albert
Itart and .1. J. Wegs.
'THE PRAETORIANS"
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bread or crackers.
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Helps
digestion

WElESDAY

By WALT MASON.

MALCOLM
AND JOAN SPEND and It seems to me that is the
THE EVENING WITH MARTHA greatest thing in the world the
love two people have for each
CHAPTER 116.
other."
Malcolm Frost really loved the
"You two are getting terribly
d
Joan, renlly intended
in.
Joan bioko
to be patient and gentle with her. sentimental,"
"You'll make Malcolm expect so
He knew how she had been much that he'll bo
terribly disapbrought up, how she had been pointed in me, I'm afraid.
I'm
indulged, and allowed to follow not as pliable aa you are, Marher own sweet will. He deter- tha."
mined over and over that he would
"You will be when you and
not judge her as ho would the Malcolm are
together."
girls at home, yet ho found him-sn"I haven't your faith," Joan
doing so, wondering if Gloria answered a bit wistfully. 8he loved
Freeman would do as Juan did; Malcolm, yot she Could not
easily
or
what Hoitense Thompson bear
criticism from him no
would think of the free and easy matteranyhow gently made;
neither
ways of the studio.
could she endure to be quesThat Joan was impatient of re- tioned.
proof he very well knew. That
"You see I
been used
she had snapped him up shortly to it," was herhaven't
invariable excuse
several times when he attempted when she
he said.
what
it, was a warning that he tried
Yet how happy thoy were as
to hied, but which ho found difwent home from Martha's;
ficult.
That other boys or men they
how
should make so free with his Joan the gleefully they chatted about
pleasant
thoy had
wasn't to be calmly endured al- spent, Martha's evening
lovo and admiraways.
tion for the professor hla love
Martha and her professor had for her!
relurnrd f:om their wedding trip,
"We shall be Just as happy,
and Malcolm and Joan had spent Joan," Malcolm said
as he patted
I a long, happy evening with them her hand
on his arm.
in their little flat up near the They walkedresting
to the subway, it
college. It was all so cozy and was a lovely night, and they had
comfortable, they were both so so much to talk about. It una
hanpy. that Malcolm wan iutn
too, and not many on the
more eager for Joan to marry pate
train so they continued their conhim soon so that they too might fidences
even in that noisy cavern
have a little place of their own, of speed.
"It is very different' from the
When Malcolm left her he said:
the studio life," Martha said, "I
"It must be soon, Joan. When
am afraid Joan would miss the will
your book be finished?"
boys and girls running in and
"It's coming on fine! Won't
out.
It is quiet, and perhaps Mumsie
be surprised ?"
would be a bit lonely if I didn't
"Yes and we shall be
keep so busy all the time. But Joan, as happy, as Martha happy
and
you see we haven't much money, the professor are shan't we
dear?"
so I have to do the work, then
"I
I try to help the professor in the afraid sincerely hope so, but I'm
have to be awfully
evening. He is doing extra work good toyou'll
me, Malcolm."
at the college."
"I shall try to bo, Joan."
Martha's voice was so
so proud when she spoke loving,
of the
"professor" one could readily Imagine she meant "her professor" FIRST WOMAN TO
and Bhe was so daintily homelike
in her cotton house dress, that
BE ELECTED TO
Malcolm thought he never would
BELGIAN ACADEMY
ask for greater
than
to be with Joan inhappiness
just the same
simple way.
"I don't believe Joan would be
would
lonely
Malcolm
you?"
asked in reply to what Martha
had said.
"One can never tell until one
was Joan's
tries,
answer.
"I am not particularly
domestic."
nnmsr was i, Martha re
,
joined. ".But when it is all your
own, when you both work together why It makes all the difference in the world. One likes to
do things one would have hated
before. Being married seems to
,
one's
change
viewpoint about
many things."
Malcolm
Martha's
thought
frankness delightful and told her

"Why
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cans Kuner's String Beans.
can Wisconsin Club Sifted Peas.
large Jar Pickles.

This Assortment,
1

1
1

93c

jar Geyser Preserves.

No. 2
No.

can Sunkist Pineapples.
can Miss Lou Sweet Potatoes.

2i

This Assortment, 93c
2 dozen good Oranges.

package Jello.

One-ha- lf

This Assortment,

Real Good

93c

No Charges.

dozen good Lemons.

This Assortment, 93c
No Phone Orders. No.
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Lwj? Galleani and Enrico Malatesta Gave Most Trouble by Their
Indirect Suggestions for Outrages Like the Wall Street Bomb
Explosion Attending a Meeting of Reds Fraught With
FT
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Danger, but Fruitful of Results Interesting
Points About Anarchists Cleared Up

,

After all one never learned
much of real Importance by sitting around listening to radicals.
I doubt very much whether Gal
leani or any other prominent
anarchist In this country since
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the Haymarket disaster in Chicago worked up to a bomb outrage from a definite plan. I
mean to say that they do not
start out, as you might, to ac-rnmnifah an end ftnd clpave to a
definite line until that end has

Vs

f'

been

They work devl- -

gained.

ously.
Galleani, for instance, will sug-rest One ot his close com- panions will pass on the sugThe Idea will pass
?cst!on.
hither and yon until eventually
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By WILLIAM J. FLYNN,
Former Chief of the United Statei
Secret Service.

CASE VII.
the most difficult individuals
United States Secret Service
has ever had to deal with, because
lie was the brainiest, was Luigi Galleani.
When the ranK and file of Americans hear
the word Anarchist or are told ot alleged
or proved Anarchist plottlngs their minds
almost Invariably produce the names that
they have learned to consider synonyms
for anarchy Goldman, Berkman, Giovan-nltElizabeth Gurley Flynn (to whom I
have not the distinction ot being related).
Carlo Treses and possibly Enrico Malatesta.
Save for the last named exponent of
chaos I have sufficient reason to believe
that not one ot the others I have mentioned
possesses the virtue of deep sincerity.
Comparing them with Malatesta, I should
almost
classify them as htppodromers,
fakers, who made professions of their accredited political beliefs, who converted
Ideals Into bread and butter
their
Jobs. Goldman, Flynn and Tresca were
bright, but far from intellectual. They
were smart rather than clever. As leaders,
in so tar as an Anarchist can be said to
lead, they lacked almost all the essentials
of leadership save g'ibness.
1 ask that you do not consider me unfair
to these popular names. I merely desire to
indicate as clearly as I may their inferior-

ONE
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Scene, at the
Wall Street

"f

of

i,

when compared with Malatesta, who
an AnarchlBt without reservations.
least he was sincere, possessed of a
mind, capable of clear thinking along
his own line of thought and utterly consistent. When he left America not to
return his placo was filled by Luigl Galleani and entirely tilled.

ity
was
At
fine

Was Kalatesta's Prize Pupil;
Headed Most Radical Group
j
Galleani
tiupll. He
bis group
bombs on
was made
Palmer in
bombers.
conceived

was Malatesta's pupil, his prize
was deported In 1918. It was

radicals that distributed the
the occasion when the attack
upon the home of A. Mitchell
Washington, killing one of wSo
It was the Galleani Reds
and carried out the Wall street
outrage. Both Sacco and VanzettI, the
Kow England radicals, studied in the Galleani school. I am not making these statements merely for effect. The United States
Government has conclusive evidence ot
the truth of what I say. It Is lamentably
true that we cannot single out the murderers woo actually committed the Wall
Street crime, which, by the way, is not
solved, despite the recent dispatches from
of

Warsaw.
But we could get this far: I could trace
the name of Galleani through the preliminary plottlngs that culminated iu the Wall
street explosion up to a certain point, and

then the inevitable Anarchist twist.
To Illustrate, my readers may recall that
Leon Czolgosz, before being executed for
the murder of President McKinley, announced bis belief In the speeches ot Emma
Goldman. Czolgosz declared that ho had
decided upon the assassination after listening to Goldman talk four or five times. But
I was never able to fasten upon Goldman
the direct responsibility. I was never able
to prove that she had said that President

McKInley should have been assassinated,
In brief, we were unable to trace Czolgosz's
crazy deed back to the source defined.
But there wan no reasnnaMB nrcrnmant
gainst the belief that It was Goldman who
planted tho seed in the assassin's mind.
You will recall Andrea Salsedo, the An- archlst printer, who committed suicide by
Jumping from one of the windows of the
Department of Justice offices in Park Row,

blamed by
Ch.ef Flynn on
teachings of
Enrico Malatesta
and Luigi
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Galleani. Above
is Sub Treas-

at right
interior of

ury,

Banking House
of J. P. Morgan
& Co.
Salsedo admitted to us that he was a memI
ber of the Galleani group of radicals.
learned from sources too impressive and
reliable to be disbelieved that it was Gal
leanl who not only sowed the seed that
grew Into the attack upon Wall street but
he plotted the thing and forwarded his
suggestions to America
I might have connected Salsedo with
that outrage more closely than we could
connect Czolgosz's act with Emma Goldman or Emma Goldman with the actual
assassination of President McKInley. but
between the actual outrage and the An
archists we questioned there was. as there
ahvay3 is in such affairs, that vague span
of probability for which we could find no
In other words, evisolid foundation.
dence of the sort the court would require
was missing.
We were certain, but we had little to
hand to a jury. And to say that we tortured or otherwise harmed any of the Reds
was to be to absurd to consider.
They
were well cared for. We held them because
we were after evidence that they were help- ini? lis tn vet
iin wantprt in to hold him
Two thinn caused Salsedo to jumn irom
the fourteenth story ot the Park Row
Of course he was dead three
Building.
months before the Wall street explosion.
But he knew that the plot existed. .
One was that he decided we were getting
too close to bis own trail and the other
was because be feared torture and most
unpleasant death at the hands of the radicals, who believed him to be turning In
former. He had sufficient liberty to make
it possible tor him to receive innumerable
threats from radicals who thought he was

betraying them.
Luigi Galleani came into newspaper
prominence first in Paterson, N. J. During
the silk mill strikes in that town in 1902
he was arrested for inciting to riot. He
fled, not to be found until 1906, when he
was arrested in Barre, Vt. He was tried
in Paterson In 1907 and the jury disagreed.
Thereafter Galleani confined his efforts
to soft, provocative speeches and newspaper work that showed him a thinker and
a ma3ter ot rhetorical effect. He failed to
create furores because the people whom
be sought to reach were of a class in- capable of understanding his fine innuendo
and lnirect urging. He was a master ot
aoUDie meaning anu amoiguous mierence.
He wrote cleverly, profusely and con- tinuously. We watched him until we were
sick ot It. That is all there was to his
Much fun was poked at
case watching.
us for our vigilance, but you must under- stand that had he not realized that we
wrre observing him he would have aban- -

'.

'

doued his ambiguity
ami roundabout
metliorls.
It was rlearly a case of eternal vigilance
being our most effective defenso against a
man ready to start something if left un
Kuarded. To be sure we did certain things
that appeared absurd at the time. Now
that louk back at them they look absurd
to me. Hut you must remember that the
average detective is not a Sherlock Holmes
or a Father Brown; nor is he anything
like any of the sleuths of fiction.
He is nothing more nor less than a man
6ent out from a bureau to learn what he
can about an individual or an incident.
His failures, like his shortcomings, are
many. But he has persistency and courage,
and after all these two qualities are infinitely superior to this sixth, seventh or
eighth sense stuff that our fiction detectives are armed with.
I like to think of the night I decided to
Invade a meeting ot radicals in Twenty- sixth street. Galleani was to be the prin- far as we knew, but prob- pal
1

"L,l

,Lti

S,
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I had been traveling
gram, or leader.
around listening to much vague red talk
and was somewhat proud of my knowledge
of the Malatesta following. There was no
announcement ot the meeting I proposed
attending; in fact, I was not at all certain
there would be one.
Nevertheless I girded myself In the most
I donned overalls, a
approved disguise.
bandanna handkerchief, a queer looking
hat of some sort or other and brogans,
which I took good care should be well
coated with plaster and otherwise made to
look like the boots of a laborer.
street place
I went to the Twenty-sixtand walked in. Probably I had better say
that I brushed in There wafc a long, weedy
man on the door. I said nothing to him
Just brushed past and went in
'How do you do," he greeted me most
courteously.
"How do you do, comrade," I returned.
"Rather surprising to see you here," he
commented.
"Yes," I replied, "I have been away, you
"
see, and
"Quite so," he Interrupted, "and might
I nskto what precinct you are attached

a particularly wild man or woman will
touch off the bomb or ignite the fire. Trace
it back and you become lost in the most
complicated labyrinth of Indirect statements, evasions and plain lies, and you
learn sooner or later that you are destined
to emerge from the maze at the same spot
you entered, having gained nothing.
We know that Galleani was in full possession of all the facts ot the San Francisco
bomb plot, for which Tom Mooney and
ctherB went to jail. At the time that out- rage was perpetrated Galleani was writing
for one of the numerous ephemeral news- papers he either founded or edited. This
particular Journal was tne Vronaca-Sovver- siva. and that he was more or less informed
regarding the San Francisco affair we gathered from one of his editorials, wherein he
declared that neither Billings, Mooney,
Nolen, Weinburg nor Rena Mooney were
guilty.
That statement in Itself was not particularly Impressive, Inasmuch as newspapers
of the
capitalistic class had said
similar things about the affair. But his edl- torlal continued to say that the prepared- ness parade that was bombed that day in
San Francisco constituted "a triumph ot
shame, of vlleness, ot idleness, treason and
"And do you think," the article went on,
"that no one bad the courage to Interrupt
this festivity? That day a man who has
never been known, saturated .with anger
and hate against the untiring tortures ot

h

thme daysr
of courge j ROt out 1Io aldn,t know mg
hut hft knew I was from HnmA hranph nf
the police. He was a very polite man and
aid not laugh until I was beyond hearing,
st any rate. I assure you I was frightfully
chagrined. I bad rather prided myself on
That doorkeeper might
that disguise.
have made his fortune as a sleuth.
-
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Bresci Followed a Writer
Asked to Join Other Groups

"I am flattered," said the Galleani aa-- l
rchiat. "Why do you want me?"
"To write of the Immediate future."
"What la In the airf ',
"Well, I can trust to your discretion,!
We are preparing another bomb plot
something like San Francisco."
"Listen," replied the Brescl man, "yott
people are crazy. If the liberty ot the press
and speech Is further suppressed It Is your
fault."
"Well, that is all there Is to it. You are
stubborn."
"Do you intend reaUy to accomplish this
y

pl?A:"
ot now, because We cannot find the
material, and maybe we cannot find the
material for another job.
yy

naz uasieani

laugnz
In School of Anarchism

Roberto Ella, a follower, ot Galleani end
particular chum of Andrea Salsedo, was
deported some time after the Wall street
explosion. The chances were that It was
he who wrote the leaflet "Plain Words"
found on the streets and in mail boxes the
day ot the Wall street explosion. We had
every evidence that he even printed the
leaflets. But It is quite another thing to
gather the evidence that a jury would demand.

But to get back to the man Galleani, we
find that he conducted something ot a
school at Barre, Vt. There he taught
as he saw it. His pupils when asked
to define anarchy would invariably reply
an-crc-

something like this:
"Anarchy is unimposed government; a
society liberally constituted. Any individual can donate to the society his intelligence, his knowledge and his work and
he will get In return his necessities."
"What is society?"
"Mankind."

"Can't you be more speciflo regarding
anarchy? Will it not do away with all
forms ot organized government!"
"Anarchy is the philosophy of opposition
to that form ot violence known as organized government."
Galleani taught his pupils that he era
bodfed a
phii08opny of 8Ucn of ws
as Kropotkin,
Malatesta,
predecessors
Herve, Bakunln and Ferrer, and topped
all this erudition off with his own superiority of intellect.
"I am the most Intellectual man la
America," was one ot Galleani's modest

m

statements.
I believe the man was sincere in his
belief. I seldom came into contact with
a person quite so 'superior.
encountered discouragement
Galleani
along with the rest of us. Watched as he
was, he lacked freedom of action.

DESERT Is popularly held to he a
region wholly or partly without
vegetation, a region that is rain
less, usually sandy and" commonly not

A

habitable.
ThI. ideft. however, is based upon error.
There Is a failure to recognize the tact

that whether or not a region is habitable
is not a criterion of its aridity. , The development of modern methods of transportation has made possible the maintenance
of dwellings and towns with a considerable
population at one or even two hundred
miles from the nearest supply of water.
Even such facilities are not necessary to
the sustenance ot a population in deserts
of the most extreme type, as illustrated by
the Sahara, which has a population of two
and a half million.
So far as vegetation is concerned the
actual'number of individual is much less
than on a similar area in a moist climate.
This in fact is one of the chief character- -

The New Vork Herald.

Some

time before his deportation we asked him
whether be did not think he was taking
upon himself a rather difficult task when
n essayed to bring about such a radical
cnane n tne American Government,
of Got- "x do not adm,t the
ernment," he replied, "but I do think it is
almost impossible to remove this Govern- um m
menl Bl present, Decauae
condition to live without government.
Whenever men will all be persuaded, then
will come a better form of government-individual- ism,
anarchy. But mankind is
too stupid now." '
This remarkable egotist was horn in
Vercelll, in the province ot Novara, Italy.
He studied law in the University ot Turin.
His social and political theories expanded
faster than his knowledge ot the statutes,
so nsteaa of f tttag his degree h. was
banished by the Italian Government to
the convict settlement ot Pantelleria.
The rocky shores and the forlorn
tlon of this bit of land did not restrain
Galleani one night from putting to sea in
a small boat while the guard was suffering
sui-iei-

During the time we were examining
Andrea Salsedo we corralled members of
both groups and learned that a tew months
before the Wall street explosion one ot
them a member of the Brescl group, met
a Galleani in New Haven.
The former had something ot a reputa-tlon for manifesto writing a sharp, pithy
style that was noted for its ability to stir
up those who believed in that sort of liter-- '
ature. The Galleani man asked tho Bresci
The next land he
to abandon his less direct leader and Join from carelessness.
the direct action mob. and, in coming, to stepped upon was Ecypt. He came to
fetch his trenchant pen along.
America in 1901, when about 30 years old.

Why a Desert Is a Desert

.
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the populace, wanted to tell to the tyrant
and to the slaves equally . . . that If
violence Is benefitting when It reenforces
the dominion of the rich he must protest
on behalf ot his class. And that message
he Intrusted to the roaring of dynamite.'
Later on Galleani told us the men he re
ferred to had left the country.
Inasmuch as I had nothing to do with
the San Francisco affair I am not In a
position to hold forth thereon. But this
t An knnw. whoever did it was well known
to Galleani, and Galleani knew it was
about to be perpetrated and who was to
do the actual work.
When Galleani fled from Paterson after.
the silk mill riots he established himself
In Barre, Vt.. after a year or so in Canada,
He had succeeded to me crown iaiu asiae
by his mentor, Malatesta, and was under
going the same trouoies as naa mat mas'
ter. He was an intellectual, ana as sucn
was surrounded by the radical intelligentHe made speeches warranted to
sia.
bring about action. Just as long as he had
an excited mob to deal with he remained
the idol of the Anarchists, but in more
peaceful days he wrote and talked in a
less fiery and more academic manner.
That was pleasing to other intellectuals,
but the rough clement failed to appreciate
The latter faction was constantly
It.
straying after other leaders. Galleani became Involved in a newspaper wrangle
with one Tedro Esteve, editor ot La Question Soclale, and started his own organ,
the Cronnco Sotwersiuu.
I shall not attempt to follow up this fight
except to say that the battle of phrases
that ensued ruinci whatever unity, peace
and concord there may have been among
the thousand and one Anarchist factions
that Galleani was supposed to hold together. Fearful internal chaos resulted.
Erstwhile popular Anarchists began running oft with tho wives of other popular
Anarchists.
Meetings broke up In general fighting.
As an organized menace the Anarchists became something ot a ribald joke. The
greatest danger lay in the possibility of
any one or dozen of them going a little
more berserk than their normal state had
been and blowing up a town or a ship or
a railroad anything.
confessions of certain ot them
(who were gathered in on various occasions by the police and confronted with
Jail sentences with hard labor and daily
baths attached thereto) read like the small
scandal of a Gopher Prairie. Sometimes
the transcripts ot these confessions read
like ravings.
I have never met an Anarchist yet who
had a sense of humor. I am convinced, as
you would be were you to take the time to
tead these blithering statements, that no
person with a sense of humor could be an
Anarchist at least not the type we had
harp hPr tn Ami.rW
For several years before the Wall street
explosion there were two principal groups
0f Anarchists here In New York the Gal- lean! and the Brescl groups. The former
adhered to their creed of violence direct
action. The Brescl eroun. while bv no
means pacifists or reactionary, were less
ready to touch oft bombs.

lstics of a desert, but it would not be safe
to estimate the total number ot species
much below the average number.
Lastly, it is to be remembered that local
topography has little Influence on the
desert character ot a region, Sandy flats,
plains, valleys and rocky hills reaching
to such altitudes as to become mountains
are Included in some desert tracts. It
follows as a natural consequence ot the
sparse vegetation as one factor that the
surface layers of the substratum, being
usually dry in arid regions, are readily
shifted and worn by winds.
What, then, is a desert?
The term desert may be applied to areas
of the earth's surface which support a
sparse vegetation of a more or lees specialized character owing to Inadequate
rai ifall or to the unsuitable composition
or lack of soil. Of these conditnns scanty
water supply may be regarded as of the
greatest importance, and it is to this factor
that most deserts owe their existence.
Desert conditions arise in any region
-

in which the rainfall Is markedly less than
the amount of water that evaporates from
the surface. As the amount of evaporation
naturally Increases from the polar regions
toward the tropics and is affected by winds
and elevation, it follows that no arbitrary
amount of rainfall may be designated as
an invariable cause or accompaniment ot
arid or desert conditions.
Thus in certain portions of the tropica
a rainfall of less than seventy inches results in aridity, while some of the most
fertile agricultural districts In the north
and south temperate zones receive scarcely
thin amount.
Arid deserts occur In all of the great land
divisions and reach an enormous extent In
Africa, Asia and Australia. , The most
pronounced desert conditions of South
America are found on the western slopes
and benches of the Andes.- Or.o locality,
that of Copiapo, has an average preolpita- tlon of 0.4 inches a year and so far as
known Is the driest spot on the earth'
surface
-
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T EXPORTS
LAST

YEAR

SET

NEW HIGH MARK

j

MORE SENSATIONAL
PREACHING FAVORED
BY BAPTIST PASTOR

Theaters Today

I,

"D" Theater
"Ladies
Must
Live," a great Paramount picture,
with Betty Compson and an
east, is being repeated at the
"B" today:
also repeating the
"Holmes Travelogue"
and "Current Events" pictures.
Theater
Norma Talmadge
Ijyrio
was at the Lyrio yesterday as the
leading character in "The Wonderful Thing," a First National picture; also repeating
"Just For
Fun," a Goldwyn-Brn- y
comedy.
Pastime Theater If you want to
see Constance Talmadge
prance
around as the star in "A Pair of
Silk Stockings," go and see her
today, as this is the last time; also
repeating for the last time the
"Mutt and Jeff" cartoons ami the
"Fox News" pictures.

New York. March 14. In a
letter addressed to "Discriminating New Yorkers," Rev. John
A. Roach Stratton, pastor of
Cavalry Baptist church today
pleaded for the overthrow of
and the
"pulpit

all-st- ar

FOREIGN
BUSINESS OF.

AMERICA

By FREDERIC J. 1IASKIX.
Washington, March 14. Foreign
'
trade follows the lending of money
to foreign governments and cities.
It always has and it always will.
Shipments in 1921 the adoption of more "sensational
This condition is as inexorable a;
Greatest in History, Ac- preaching."
It was from Dr. Stratton's
the succession of the seasons. And
pulpit that William A. Brady,
yet it is but recently that Americording to Report of Derethe theatrical producer,
can bankers and business men
cently defended the morals of
have been convinced of this fact,
partment of Agriculture. the
stage and moving picture
Franklin Adams,
according to
studio In an open debate with
counselor of the
(By The Associated Frm.)
the pastor. The Rev. Dr. Stuart
union.
13.
Wheat
March
Washington,
Since the days of 'primitive
MacArthur,
"A few years ago, if another govpastor emeritus,
men have
was king of American agricultural
recently withdrew from the
ernment approached our bankers
delivered goods to other men in all sorts and manners
exports in 1921.
after criticising
and asked for funds, those governcongregation
An analysis of the 1921 exports
his successor for sensationalments either were turned down abof vehicles. The modem city found the need of a con- ism.
"IiADIFS MI ST IJVK" IS A
of the principal agriof thirty-tw- o
solutely or so much delay was en
Is
use
no
to
"There
In
the
SCR
MASTEIUMEOR
HY
in
cultural products grown
countered that the applicants grew
trying
could make short hauls and many stops!
veyance
heal the cancer of sin with,
GEORGE IX)ANB TUCKER tired and wont elsewhere," says
United States, made publio today
and
low cost.
Mr. Adams. "The condition, which
soothing syrup," Dr. Stratton
quickly
by the department of agriculture,
Declared to be a screen master- existed long before the entrance of
shows that more wheat waa exportdeclared. In his open letter,
To
ed during last year than in any
this
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to
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HERE'S HOPIXG.
The editor of the Journal was treated with great
courtesy by the prosecuting attorney of Santa Fe
No
county and Mr. Edwards, special prosecutor.
effort at hnzlng or heckling was attempted. The
examination was brief and con.sls.ted of a request
for Information as to where to look for wrong doing
in the capltol.
There are indications that an effort is to bo
mada to bring to the bar of justice thoso guilty
of offenses.

We hope so.

OH, FUDGE!
Mr. Ed Safford, slate auditor, says that ho dirt
not know that $507 had been passed to his private
account in the Santa Fe bank as Interest on state
monies which he had deposited there. Tho law explicitly forbids, under severe penalties, any such
practice. There can be no more reprehensible conduct by a state official.
The law requires the deposit monthly, with the
sta.e treasurer, of all funds coming into the hnnd
of ether state officers. Mr. Safford held these funds
for many months, until they aggregated some $70.-00- 0
and drew interest thereon for his private account.
Will all those who believe Mr. Saf ford's naive
statement about lack of knowledge please stand on
their heads? We see nobody move.
Violating the law and, when caught, saying thai
it was inadverent and making restitution, is an asre-ol- d
practice. Having made restitution, there should
be no prosecution, is the logical deduction of some
people. Take the money and give it back if yod
are discovered otherwise keep it, seems to be the
New Mexico way.
Assuming that Mr. Safford's lack of knowledge
is correct (a very violent assumption), the query
yet remains as to who suggested that this money
be slipped into Mr. Safford's account without his
consent? It always raises the question of how general such a practice has been. The private accounts
of Mr. Strong, Mr. Safford, Mr. LIneau and Messrs.
We opine
Hall and Wiley should be scrutinized.
that somewhere down the line some interesting:
things will develop.
It is to be hoped that a keen sense of public duty
will, actuate those in charge of the Santa Fe grand
Jury. By the right sort of public service these gentlemen can help both themselves, their party and
.

the state.

Dr. Jose D. Sena, Insanity expert, was wrong
He stated that the janitor at the Normal University
merely "gave a copper kettle to a woman." At tha
time he made his statement that was presumed tJ
be the "rope." But time changes all things and it
has changed the testimony of the woman In this
case. At the preliminary she testified that the twn
stills found In her house belonged to the janitor
and that she merely harbored them for him. She
stated that he came there and made the whlskev
and carried his "make" away.
Now she says the stills were her own; pleads
guilty and bears the burden. Thereby the Journal
is to be proven a liar and a Hbeler.
But, enters the United States district attorney.
He states that perjury has been committed in order
to extricate the janitor from his dilemma. He begins perjury proceedings against the witnesses
whom he says lied under oath. So the fat is tn tho
fire.
Mr. Sec. Romero, political boss of San Miguel
county, is also United States marshal. The janitor
Is a cog In the Romero machine. The woman is at
the mercy, to a degree, of the United States marafter a certain amount of
shal's office. As
she
with
pleads guilty; becomes
her,
"reasoning"
the "goat;" reverses her testimony and whitewashes
the Janitor.
Meanwhile the Janitor is still Janitor at the command of Romero and the charge that the Janitor
It's a
sold whiskey to students Is uninvestigated.
great world!
The chivalry involved In forcing this poor woman
to assume the blame in order to protect a rotten
political system will hardly appeal to
people.
CAXXOT

GIVE IT

IT.

The obstinacy with which some Frenchmen clln
to their idea of pooling international debts or otherwise unloading the cost of the war upon the world
at large, including, of course, the United States as
the chief burden bearer, is equaled only by their
fertility of imagination in proposing schemes fora
doing it. The very latest has been sprung by
number of deputies in the chamber who gravely
propose that Germany's reparations obligations be
transferred to the league of nations which shall
thereupon emit an international money upon that
security and thereby boIvo the entire problem.
The reparations credits allotted to the allies
would be transferred to the league, which would
establish an international bank authorized to Issue
International money, which would be divided anions
the allies in proportion to their claims for reparations. This money, presumably, would then bo
offered to America for the debts owed by Europo
and we would be exactly where it has long been
the desire of the promoters of the debt pooling idea
to place us.

NEVER TOO OLD TO LEARN.
Seven mothers of girl students at the University
of Nebraska are also taking courses there, in some
cases as classmates ot their daughters. They are
not mere guests or visitors but are regularly
rolled. Two of the mothers were always ambitious
to attend college, but lacked the opportunity in girlhood and did not see their way clear to do so after
marriage until tha children no longer required their
car. In another case a woman and her three
daughters, comprising the whole family, are studying dairying and animal husbandry together. Various reasons are given by the other mothers for entering the university.
Whatever the motive, whether pure love of learning, a wish to Increase their earning capacity, or
Just desira tp bt with their children, the mother
;.
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UNPLEASANT

land General Asphalt and several of I n",,3,
the food specialties. Market street
Switzerland demanddemand,
101
railways prior preferred cancelled Spain demand, 15.45.
reece derecent
of
its
mand. 4.50. Poland demand 0"Vi
part
steady advance.
Apart from the more unfavor1.72 Arable aspect of the labor situation, gentine demand demand,
35.25.
deas indicated ty increasing proba- mand, 13.75. Montreal. Brazil
96 U.
bility of a strike by the soft coal
miners and further wage cits in
NEW YORK METALS.
the steel and textile trades, the
day's news was regarded as encourNew York, March 14.
Copper

THE THEORY THAT ALL BODILY ILLS COME FROM OLD
CROWNS SEEMS TO BE SOMEWHAT INACURATE.

felfs

SITCATIOX,

That Jury service might prove unpleasant for
women was foreseen when it was realized that such
duty should devolve on them as a feature of admisIt was easily Imsion to full rights of citizenship.
aginable how it might prove embarrassing to herd
women and men together In the manner in which
jurors have been accustomed to be kept together
In grave cases.
Experience has shown that the
worst that was foreseen was not more than has
come to pass.
An instance is reported from Minnesota whera
Beven women and five men were kept together in
one room for two days and two nights while they
were endeavorlngto agree on a verdict. The laws
of Minnesota regarding the herding of Jurors may
be unusually rigid. They are too rigid in the caso
of mixed juries when men and women are not permitted to separate even to sleep. It is stated that
the situation reaised a deep howl of protest on the
part of husbands of the women on tho Jury.
While there has been a demand on the part of
some women for full equal rights and theso have
been accorded In large measure, even to sitting on
juries, It might not have robbed tho sex of any real
privilege had women stopped short of seeking service as jurors. Jury duty may not be agreeable for
men, though it is a part of citizenship that canntt
be avoided. Tho character of the case to be heard
may make it specially disagreeable for women.

aging.
London's Kiaiets were steadier,
this being evidenced by the rally
in. foreign exchanges in this market. Local supplies of call money
were unusually abundant and freely obtainable in private loans at
3
and even 3'4 per cent.
The recovery in the London rate
of exchange amounted to fully 3
cents from yesterday's minimum.
French and- Italian rates were
seven to twelv points better, but
neutrals, including Holland. Norreacted.
way and Sweden again
South American bills were depressed on selling at this center for
London account.
Closing prices:
42
American Peet Sugar
45 "4
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 50
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 31
124
American Tel. & Tel
14
American Zinc
49Vfe
Anaconda Copper
97
Atchison
3S
Baltimore & Ohio
64
Bethlehem Steel "B"
25H
Butte & Superior
Sl'
California Petroleum
136
Canadian Pacific

WW

..........

Central Leather

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

FEELING.

Bedtima Stories
For Little Ones
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

(DSIH OS.

WIGGILY AND THE
DANGER SIGN.

UNCLE

"Where are yuu going, today,

RE.IOIOE WHILE WE CAN.
One of tho joyous things about radiophone communication is that the government has not yet laid
a tax on it. Note: The accuracy of this statement
is guaranteed for today only. Kansas City Times.

Jane Fuzay VVuzzy, the muskrat
lady housekeeper, as she saw the
taking
bunny rabbit gentleman
his fur cap, with ear tabs, down

VF.RY, VERY MUCH WORSE.
Margot Asqutth is defending tho younger generation. She says morals are no worse than they were
Our morals
That is true enough.
20 years ago.
are no worse; but our reformers are. New York
Telegraph.

skating?"

t'nelo

asked.

Wiggily?"

Nurse

off tho mantel.
In answer Mr. Longears held
up so Miss Fuzzy
something
Wuzzy could see.
"Oh, skates!" exclaimed the
muskrat lady. "Are you going

"I am if I can find any ice,"
answered the bunny. "It is getADVICE TO
If a few drops spilled on the piano warps the ting so near spring that perhaps
instrument into the shape of a davenport It prob- none of the ponds will be frozen.
ably means that there was too much yeast and it But I feel like skating this mornwas permitted to stand too long. Kansas City ing, so that's where I'm going,
and maybe I shall have an adStar.
HOME-BREWER-

venture."

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
MORE GOODS MOVING.

(From Daily Financial America.)
The first two months of the year usually are
low in trade with retail winter buying nearly
ended. Yet railroad reports have shown a constant decrease in the number of Idle cars. These
0
fell from 623.000 at the first of tho year to
at the end of January, or 22 per cent.
Use of 140,000 more freight cars means that at
least 11,340,000 more tons of freight is being
handled monthly for American business by the railways. That is the measure on the basis of the use
of cars in 1920, The volumo now is probably
obgreater because of the Increased efficiency and
tained by more prompt loading and unloading,
the filling of cars to capacity through the efforts of
The average
railroad managers and employes.
per month. The
freight car moves about, 81 tons
tons greatof
166,000
Its
steel industry for
output
er in January is using a part of these cars. The
ore, coal and coke movement toward the Bteel
works must rise in greater volume than the production of finished goods.
Many of the additional cars are also needed in
the large corn movement, which is helping to pull
The
western farming districts out of difficulties.
movement has run two ao three times that of last
movbeen
season.
Oats
have
also
same
the
at
year
d
greater volume recently.
ing in
More materials are moving toward the increased
building operations, reported nearly 60 per cent
greater than those of a year ago.
Gain in soft coal shipments, compared with a
year ago, is reported by several western lines, reflecting anticipated needs of industry.
probLarger Imports of foreign raw materials
America's total
ably enter into the car demand.
imports for January, Just announced, are valued at
last
eight million dollars moreofthan in January of have
those materials
Prices of many
year.
fallen in the last twelve months, encouraging buy
ing by our manufacturers for coming needs.
489.-00-

one-thir-

"Well, I hope it's a good one,"
said Nurse Jane. "But I'm almost sure It will be an exciting
one."
"So much the better!" chuckled
the bunny, as he hopped away
over the fields and through the
woods with his skates slung in a
piece of wild grape vine strap on
his back.
Uncle Wiggily first came to a
little pond about as large as a
It was well
breakfast orange.
frozen, the ice being very hard,
but the trouble was Uncle Wiggily could put only one skate on
ut a time, as the pond was so
very little.
"I can't do any skating here,"
said the bunny, with a twinkle of
his pink nosS. "I must have two
paws on the Ice. I shall look

further."
On he hopped, and soon he
came to a pond as large as a
baseball field. But this pond was
so large, and there was so much
water In It, that it only had a
thin skim of ice on it.

"And that ice will never hold
me," said the bunny, as he tossed
out a stone, which broke 'plump!'
right through the ice. "I must
look
farther,"
thought Uncle
Wiggily.
On he hopped, and soon he
came to a third pond, as large
as your back yard, and this
seemed to be frozen over Just
right, at least around the edges.
"Ah, I shall have a fine time
here!" said the rabbit uncle, He
fastened on his skates and began
around the
cutting curlicues
edges. Then, as there was no one
to watch him, Uncle Wiggily
(Copyright 1921 by
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Transcript.
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TIIIS MAN WAS HELPED
John Grab. 2639 J.vckson
New Orleans, La., writes: "My Ave.,
kidneys were weak and had a soreness
and dull nain across nr back. I
felt dull and languid and my kidneys didn't act right. 1 began taking Foley Kidney Pills and they
soon put my kidneys in a sound
healthy condition.", Toly Kidney
Pills help tho kidneys rid the system of t ids and waste that cause
lameness, backache, sore muscles,
swollen joints and rheumatic pains.
Tonic in effect, quick in action.
Sold everywhere.

Ciasiai ed Ma
FOR RENT

znvi

from the recent eevore
about due. The market closed unsettled, at the same as yesterdays
higher, with May
finish to
to $1.34 and July $1.15 i
$1.33

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
ROYS, MOKE GRAFT.
Chicugy doctor discovers that the rhronic
Why not
grouch is in reality fatigue intoxication.
a constitutional amendment to prohibit fatigue?

1.1

FOR RKXT
FlNJOmmli'i--

Homn.

Rooms
616

Went

Copper.

,.i

A

A

Iron Steady. Prices unchanged
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 fti) 4.75
Zinc Ouiet. Ulnar. Hf- T.n,.io
U
livory, spot $4.65 4.70.
$4.25.
Antimony Spot,
Foreign bar silver, 63 c.
Mexican dollars. 48 He.

i:a

VERSE OF TODAY
lovely old feeling to feel that you've done
Something each day to bring some ono tho sun.
A lovely old feeling to feel that your heart
Has striven all day to give laughter a start.
A lovely old feeling to have done what you could
For somebody's comfort and gladness and good.
A lovely old feeling to feel that you've borne
To somebody's darkness 'a glimpse of the morn.
A lovely old feeling to feel that you care
Enough to kneel down and thank God in a prayer.
Baltimore Sun.

36 A
61
23
27

Market steady.
Electrolytic
spot
and nearby, 13c; later, 1313VaC
Tin Easier.
Spot and futures!

room, ladles. lh. 2359-W'R KENT Room, wltn n..eplng porch.
KOVfc
Great Northern pfd
203 Nnrth Edith.
40
Inspiration Copper
FOH KENT
Lovely furnished room. 120
71
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
South Waller.
29
Kennecott Copper
FOR J1IS.NT
houseneepins roomi.
...126 . 321 West Llsht
Mexican Fetroleum
Central. 27
Miami Copper
FURNISHED
rooms, bath and telephones
22
no slrk. 417 West Silver.
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
J
FOR KENT
Fu.ilshed
Slg
?? .
South Walfr, phone Ifi7-- J. rojma.
Northern Pacific
FOR KENT Furnished bedroom,
Pennsylvania
lady only. 710 West Lead.
Ray Consolidated Copper....
FOR RENT r.aiKo unfurnished room,
Reading .
61
like new. 124 South Edith.
Republic Iron & Steel
23
Sinclair Oil & Refining
FOR KENT Two rooms tor light house- - V
Pacific
I
Southern
jJH keeping. 42.1 West Iror.; no sick.
Southern Railway
FOR KENT LiKht housekeeping rooms,
over Woolworth, 31 9
West Central.
Studebaker Corporation ....1021-J
FOR RENT Two furnished roomi"for
Texas Company .
62
1727
West Central.
Products
light
housekeeping.
Tobacco
STKAM H1SATED room; reasonable; n
Union Pacific
sick; also (rarage. 821 North Fourth.
United States Steel
63
ROOM and sleeping
Utah Copper
porch, adjoining;
801 Bnuth Edith, phone 1340-J- .
bath
TRADE.
FOR
KENT
OF
furnished
BOARD
Neatly
CHICAGO
sleeping
room, close In, steam heat, 217 South,
Third.
Chicago, March 14. Upturns in FOR RENT Furnished
an3
sleepingtoday
the price of wheat resulted house
housekeeping rooms. (09 South
from enlarged commission
on opinbuying Bused more or less
FOR RENT Two rooms for light houseions that something of a rally
decline was keeping, or rooms and board, Fhone

Erie

Many a poker player has announced he'd be content to die if he could draw one royal flush. A New
Jersey' man died, and did.

GOOD

,

Czecho-Slovak-

-

Boston

CHIVALRY,

-

are to be congratulated. It Is a fine thing to study
such subjects as are taught in universities, and older
persons can get Just as much benefft from it a
younger ones. It would make a better world if
adults generally would give more time to Increasing their education and less to frivolous pursuits
Study, whether o f literature, languages, history,
economics, pulitlcs, the fine or industrial arts, tho
technical or natural sciences. Is excellent recreation
for those whose intelligence is vigorous.
There are a few mothers and a few fathers who
can attend universities, but there are a few who do
not have leisure for improving their minds if they
care to devote it to that purpose.
Moreover, whether they care to improve their
minds or not, all good fathers and mothers dosire
to be on terms of intimacy and understanding with
their children, and it helps to strengthen the bond
of sympathy to stud- the subjects which the sons
and daughters are studying and so to bo able to
discuss with them intelligently matters which piny
a prominent part in the children's lives.

March 15, 1922.
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"It means
said Uncle Wiggily.
something elso is dangerous and
"Oh, ho! You can't fool me!"
"Youre
howled the iiob Cat.
carrying that danger sign, think
me
But
can
Bcare
away.
ing you
I know you aren't dangerous and
hero I come to get you!"
With that the bad Bob Cat
rushed out from shore across the
ice toward tho bunny, who stood
near the middle.
Cat
The
went so fast that he couldn't ston
when ho wanted to, but he slid
right to the dangerous part of
tho pond where the Ice was thin.
went the ice, breaking.
Crack!
and letting tho Bob Cat down
into tho cold water.
sign!"
"Oh, wow!" spluttered the un
Uncle Wiggily found a piece of
white birch bark, and with the pleasant creature.
11a! Maybe you 11 believe
"Ha!
end of a
stick ho
me now!
laughed Uncle Wigprinted on his nlgn the word,
gily. lie put tho danger sign in
DANGER!
as near the
"Now, I'll fasten it on a pole a crack in the ice,
to go, and then,
and stick it up in a crack in the hole as he dared
leaving the Bob Cat in the icy
water, the bunny skated to shore
and hopped safely home.
it was a long while before the
Bob Cat got out. and the animal
children, heeding tho danger sign,
and keeping away from the middle of the pond, had fun skating.
feo everything
came out all rich;.
and if the Lady Bug doesn't try
d
to gee a
ride on
the window shade and have one
of her legs pinched, I'll tell you
next about Uncle Wiggily and
Beetle's good turn.
thought it would be all right to
do a few tricks out in tho middle
of tho frozen pond.
He skated
toward the center, but, all of a
sudden, tho ice began to crack
and sink down in the middle.
Undo Wiggily stopped short.
"I'd better not go out there,"
he said to himself. "The ice isn't
thick enough in the middle. It's
It's all right
dangerous there!
around the edges but dangerous
in the middle. And I must put
Otherwise
up a sign saying so.
when I go away, some of the anicome
mal children will
here to
break
skate and they may
through the ico and slip into the
water. I'll put up a DANGER

s8

"Vou

arerit

merry-go-roun-
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while lower quotations on

a depressing Influence on values.
Closing prices:
Wheat
May. $1.33; July,
Corn May, 61 c; July, 64c.
Oats May, 38 c; July, 40 c.

Pork
Lard

May, $20.00.
May. $10.90;
May. $10.60;

Ribs

July, $11.1.
July, $10.17.

NEW YORK COTTON.
York. March 14. Cotton
closed steady.
"V'
$18.14: May, $17.9i; juiy.
$16.52.
Oct., $16.86; Dec,
LIBERTY BONDS.
New

futures

FOR KENT Three rooms and sleeping
1201 South.
porch, nicely furnished.
Walter.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. 601 goutti
Fourth.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two; as children.
110 South Walnut.
FO K RENT
Two furnish.d housekeeping rooms, uitablc for two adults. 20
S
'h Third.
FOR RENr-Ueautlffurnished roou
In modern home.
Mrs, Fred Hamra,
623 North Second.
FOR RENT Furnace heated front room,
ground floor, adjoining bath. $09 West
Fruit, phone 2042-FOR RENT Sleeping rooms; also light
housekeeping rooms. Imperial Annex,
First and Cer.tral.
FOR RENT Furnished
front room,
steam heat; t.lso room and sleeping "
porcn. Phone Z359-FOR RENT Three furnished rooms and
sleeping- porch,
newly papered and
Phone 1804-pnlnted
FOR KENT
Two furnished rooms for
light house' leplng, reasonable; adults;
no sick.
613 South Arno.
FOR RENT Well furnished bed room,
adjoining bnth, In private home. '14
South Arno, phone 1952-FOR RENT South sleeping porch, with
dressing room, next to bath; also from
room.
Ph ne 414 West Oold.
FOR RENT Nice, clean rooms for house
keeping and sleeping; under new man
North Third.
agement. 121
FOR RENT Nice large room, well ven
tilated, furnace heat; also small room.
next to bath. 108 South Arno,
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms:
rates by day or week. Over Paatlma
Theater. 211(4 West Central.
FOR RENT One large front bed room.
nicely furnished, private family; no
sick. 517 West Gold, phone 1515-ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping ronme and
housekeeping apartments, by tne ney.
R02U West Central.
week or month
Two rooms and kitchenette.
FOR KENT
furnished for housekeeping; gas range.
steam heat; no sick; also garage. C10
West Tljeras.
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
clenn rooms sr.d housekeeping apartments, by daj, week or month, til
south Third.
Two nicely furnished rooms
FOR KENT
for light housekeeping,
heat, lights,
water and phone pattl; also sleeping
rooms323 South Fifth.
will share room and
MAN EMPLOYED,
ob- porch with congenial partner; no
lectlnn tn henlthseelter If not bed pa- iient. 113.60 per month. 21! North High.
well furnished
FOR KENT Exclusive.
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
water heat and bath; centrally located.
2l
Oarage If desired. Phone 1744--

New York, March 14. Liberty
first
$96.90;
bonds closed:
Asrtiited Prese.)
and seconds 4s, blank; first
third
New York, March
14. The $97.46; second
$97.42;
$97.66;
$98.62; fourth
prominence and strength of numerous speculative issues and the un- Victory 8"s, blank; Victory
even movement of shares of intrin- $100.76.
sic value today characterized anNEW YORK MONEY.
other active but professional session on the stock exchange.
New
York, March 14. Call
Dealings approximated 900,600,
but this impressive total was made money Steady. High, low, ruling
up largely of motors and kindred rate and last loan, 4 per cent; clos- West, Coal.
to 4 per cent; call FOR RENT Strictly high class room.
accessories,
sugars,
independent ing bid, 3
per north, east and south exposure, southsteels, secondary equipments and loans against acceptar.cese, 3
east sleeping porch, private lome, best
cent.
utilities, notably the gas group.
residential district; gentleman preferred;
Dividend paying rplla and indusTime loans Firm. Sixty and 90 no
Call 970.
sick.
trials of the same description be- days and six months, 4. to 5 per
4
came fairly active and strong later, cent; prime mercantile paper,
WANTED Salesmen
especially transcontiqentals, coal- to 5 per cent.
with cuas,
WANTKU
Two
salesmen
ers and several of the eastern
hustlers only. Singer Sewing Machine
' FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
trunk lines.
117 West Oold.
Company,
Specifle features of the advance
New York, March 14. Foreign
comprised Consolidated Gas. Stude-bakRooms
preferred, American Sug. r, exchange irregular. Sreat Britain FOR RENT Office 821 Vt West
Cuba Cane Sugar common and pre- demand, $4.30; cables. $4.30; FOR RENT Office rooms.
Central.
y
bills on banks, $4.27.
ferred. American Woolen, Kelsey
8.86
cables, FOR KENT Office rooms, Luna Strieker
Wheel. Cast Iron Pipe, Southern France demand,
cables,
6.01;
demand.
building. Korber Auto Department.
8.86.
New
and
York
Pacific, Reading
Italy
Central, at net gains of one to six 5.01. Belgium demand, 8.22;
W A NTED Apartments
cables, 8.23. Germany demand,
points.
Holland de- WANTED To buy or rtnt smull apartForemost among, the backward
cables,
or heavy stocks were the foreign mand, 37.45; cables. 37.48. Nor- ment house; state price, location, etc
particularly Mexican Petroleum way demand, $17.40. Sweden de- P. O. Box 80, City.

4s,

3s,
4s,
4s, 4s,
4s,

.36;

.36.

er

Trade Mark Registered
-

SlPackers buying lifted the provia.
sion market a little, rlthough for

(By The

ice and the animal children will
keep away, thought the bunny.
He was just placing tne dan
ger sign upright In a crack of
the ice, as near the middle of the
pond as he dared to go, when,
all of a sudden, a most unpleasant voice laughed:
"Ha! Ha! Hal"
Looking toward shore, Uncle
Wiggily saw the Bob Cat.
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" laughed- - the
Bob Cat again. "That's funny!
Very funny!"
"What is funny?" asked Uncle
Wiggily.
"That sign, saying you're dangerous!" chuckled the Bob Cat
"Why, you aren't dangerous! You
can't bite, you can only nibble
You can't
bark and cabbage.
scratch, for you haven't any
claws! What makes you carry a
sign saying youre dangerous?
I'm not afraid of you! I'm com
ing right over there now and
nibble your ears! You arcn t
bit dangerous!"
"This sign Isn't about me!"

Oeore Mttthew

c to
e,
to $1.15. Corn gained
c off to V8c adoats finished
varying
vance, and provisions
from unchanged figures to a rise
20c.
of
Notwithstanding lower quota-no
tions from Liverpool, there was
rush here to sell wheat at the
opening and the fact became quite
evident that liquida'.'on which had
been a conspicuous factor of late
was ended, for at least the time besouthing. Further rains in the
west like the weakness in Livera
transient
as
pool,' counted only
I iv. in,ir,,.
with a few
to
strong commission houses taking
the buving side the market gradtenan
upward
ually developed
the greater
dency, that, during
more than
much
of
the
day
part
offset initial declines in prices.
steadied
by
were
Corn and oats
the action of the wheat market,
Exand by smallness of receipts.
for both
port and domestic demand
was rather
feedstuffs, however,
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S
WHY HESITATE

WHEN

lmguERQUB's

g it

AI- -

qwfii

IV

MR. MOORE"

IN?

FEW MWUTETS

lUtlGH'iEIt?

KANCHKS
Now is "the lime to fret busy
si nil
select that RANCH. We
havo a number of Rood ones
of various sizes, both lniyirov-e- tt
and unimproved, and located in different parts of the
valley. If you bio planning on
troiiinsr a ranch this spring,
us your
pomo in and . ..U tell
n
.riolTr In
t 1111 liuuu
WaiUH. ii'lil.
we
believe
l'Iioono from, ne
can satisfy you.
CLOSE IN. IN TIIE,
IIH'HI.AXPS.
flood adobs house, five rooms,
sleeping porch, modern, screen- v
ed front and back porch,
furnished, arranged for
two families and is In extra
good condition, east front, full
and
tote lot. good
i.i n bo bought at a bargain
with good terms.

....

i

.

'

;

MISS

nO-T'-

i

VOIH KYK

ON

THIS

KOLVMN!
In a few days we expect to
announce the opening of a
BRAN NEW ADDITION on
NORTH FOURTH
STREET.
The very best proposition yet
offered the homeseeker.
D, T. KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Thono 807--

By George McManua

J

if i woz. voo- - 10 TTr

WHCT'S THE

vlTUOOT

iII18

MR,

BARGAIN

FRUIT

paid.
on good

on.
CO.

Second.

TREES
A HOSffi

FOR tJ.100 IX
I'OUITII WAKD.
Four-rooahlngle bunfralow,
bath, two porches, outbuild-inscorner lot. Good terms to
right party. See ua for
s,

RANCH NOT SOLD YET
had better hurry, or if you
want a nice country home, here
it is. Must be sold In SO days.
Phone 2412-J4- .
J. A. GLEASNER.

223

V.

$6,300
$7,000
$5.250
$7,500
204

It.

Loans.
Phone

Insurance,

Gold...

IN

Auto

Franklin & Co,,

158.

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
riionc 657.

LUNA

-

.

DISTRICT.
a beauty.
Just what you want.
a dandy.
see it and you will want
MeCLVGHAX. ltcoltor.
. Hold.
riioiio

000
On of ths finest homes on Ertst
Silver avenue, t rooms and bath, extra large glasned sleeping porch, hot
water heat, largo baeement, fine elco-trlequipment; parage, with ierranL'B
room attached,
Teimi.
nevr wnlt ttucco
$4,300 FIv-roofent-irehavdwnod floorn, built-i- n
garage, Fourth ward; easy tormt.
Furniture alio lor aale.
8

lealter

Areldent, Automobile lKsurnnct,
Hurety Bon Is, l.ouns.
Nn. Ill 8. Fourth St.
Velephone 674.
Fire,

As Long As

YOU ARE
A pleading: bungalow of five rooms
and lialh, double glassed-i- n
modern brick home,
sleeping porph Large front
sleeping porch, front and hack
veranda. A-- l condition. I'rice
porch, lawn, trees, large lot. West
Coal avenue,
$3,800. Terms to arrange.
immediate possession, cash payment, balance like Five rooms and bath, garaue; 60
JcM2. Uood location in Fourth
rent. Office space for rent, see
ward. I'rice only $3,075; on
A. C.
terms
Real Estate and Insurance.
on North Third
319 West Gold.
Phono 108. Right down town rooms
and bath
street; five
completely furnished. Garage.
vaiiianio lot. i'rice ?3,4UU.
A SNAP

A

STAKES,

'

Better

Grade

J15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

2401-11-

5

imi-cia-

Five-roo-

SB4--

GET Illustrated
Learn how.
catalog.
SALE.-Pouitry.- Eggt
Young
Men's Christian Association
Auto School teaches. Los Angeles.
.4. C. H. I. hsd
HAI.E
I'Olt
WANTED
setting eggs,
Experienced trmx
one dollBr per setting. lJhone 187Q-.1- .
on shares, on Irrigated ranch, garduer,
furnish
ffOnl
anil
nu,n
tl(tl,M
all
i.nnlnmnn.a
KOIt SALE
park.
Rhode
Island
for hatcheggs
FOR
ing. 6 cents eaoh. 1017 South Walter.
SALE Apartment
four Address It. E. Farley, Bstancla, New Mexhouse,
furnlihed. ico, or pupnc t)U iiu;, bstancla.
apartments,
completely
3. c. ANCONA end R. I. Red
hatching
Female.
montrn, nig. income; discount ror caen.
eggs, at IJ 60 per 15, 1036 East
l'lvn 1771-JW NTED
Girl for general housewurlt.
i.i.i ivorin jjign.
t'OH SALE
liy owner, suburban home,
Minorca eggs, l.is, a
four rooms and sleeping porch, city WANTED
American
woman for gau- - FOR SA1.K e Black
a 100. Fred Eakes, phone
.
setting;
water, fruit trees, grapa arbor, Post-offic- e
oouee
rnn
JL'Jl youm Artjo.
;409-Jl- .
box 21 H. city.
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
FPU BALE Fertile Rhode Island Red
a month are the
$100 DOWN and
west Copper.
Ijpiy mornings, g.-terms on a brand new shingle bunga- WANTED
eggs for hatching, (1 for IJ.
Phone
for general housework".
Girl
low; two large rooms and sleeping poroh,
Mrs. U
Rloo, IK, North Elm.
B OH SALE
price $!r0. Phone 4f.O.
S. c. Black mlnor-c- a
Pure
bred
WANTED
Olrl or general housework;
FOK SALE
On corr.er, lot 100x142, three
cod erels. Call at Mann's Hort,
noon pny.
Apply at bos West Gold. Ola Town.
room house and two room house, with
.
WANTED
be
For
must
porch-sale
Waitress;
$1,100
sleeping
experiquick
SALE Eggs for hutching, from fine
enced . Apply Wednesday morning, 221 FOR
1708 South Arno.
cash.
stock H. I. heds, SI per setting. Call
FOtt SALE By owner, 718 Wsst Col, West Gold.
mornings, phone Isne-R- .
English-speakin- g
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, I
maid. Ap- FOR SALE Twelve thoroughbred Brown
ply housekeeper, Albuquerque Sanatohrge porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Leghorn hens and one rooster. Phone
rium; do not phone.
Terms If d er red. Phone 18 08-1610-.or call at 314 North Sixth.
five-rooA cook In a family of four; "NAVAJO
A UAROAIN,
Trome in Fourth WANTED
STRAIN" It. C. R. 1. Reds,
good wages for a good cook.
ward; two glassed-i- n
porches, fire Mrs.
Apply
for hatching.
eggs
Highland Poultry
Weinman. 70s West Copper.
place, gas, $3,300; twelva hundred will
nu-7- l
south Broadway.
iaro,
848.
like
rmt. Phona
bundle, balance
new
RENT
SALE
OR
hrana
Six
FOR
I
J'ocas ana k. i. Heels, mm thorough.
four-rooi.o r.-- st
Oliver.
houses, corner Ninth and
hr..rt chickens. iM North Second,
y ,
phono
Coal; will eell one or all on reasonable
neeo-- I j
woman
n.imcu
eiueitj,
tuij
Ben
terms. 8c F. H. Strong;, or I
Ing a home, for light housekeeping for FOR SALE
R.
C.
P.hode
Island
Reds
75
on
os
or
Ph
H5.
et.
widower.

fR

RENJ

FOR

.'

A pa rtrnenU

hat never been
Apartment,
U79-R- .

elderly
Arrange compensation
at Interview, Address Widower,
cars
Journal.
Mulp and Female.
WANTED
Residential agents In Belen
and Gallup, N. M., to take orders and
sell VARNO: best polish on the market!
Oood commission; only
considered. Morrison A Weeks, Albuquer-

que, N. M.
CLERKS,
young men, women,

over 17,
desiring government
positions, $126
worthly; writ for free list of positions
now open.
former
Raymond Terry,
Civil Service examiner), 2
Continental
Blog., Washington. D. O.

WANTED
WANTED
S1S5--

To

apartment, newlull HUNT Furnished
In.
Apply "01
ly decorated; close
North Blxlh.
KENT
Furnlshow or unfurnished
I.'O
two
room, and
modern apartment,
tll'8-M- .

lJhone
aleeplnr; poroh.
V'UK TIISNT
Nicely furnished

apartmont,

glassed

three-roo-

sleeping

lioroh; nn elcH. 709 West Lead.
apartmenl.
i'UIt KKNT Steam heated
In Tark View court. B03 East Oliver,
rnll 3. A. Hammond, phona )5i-FOK KENT Apartment, two nlca front
rooms with hot and cold water, nn car
904 S .uth Third.
Phono 641-Una.
1'OK KKNT Hmall furnished and large

unfurnished apartment! steam heat and
hot water. 1211 West Horn', phone 490-furnishFOK HUNT Three or four-rooed apartments,
modern, too block
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
Foil KKNT Unfurnished , apartment
three rooms;1 steam heat, bath, range.
J023 North
Reasonable.
1nrm porch.
Firth.
FOR KENT Apartment, furnished conf
plete; light, water, heat snd cooking
furnished. Crane. Apartmeita, 2U

hi
,ort,h

'

Heventn.
1002 West CenAT TUB WASHINGTON,
tral, small furnished apartment, for
or
two ladies. Inquire
msrried couple,
at apartment No. 1. for full information.

'

J. p. Eikln. proprietor.
FOK RENT Furnl.hed apartmsnta. confour rooms,
venient to aanatnrlumst
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas: on Fast
Central car line. Call 1321 Knst Central,
or see McMllllon
Wood, phona 4I.

TVPEWRITERS
TTfi'EiVKiTKlU All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ttlbbnns for every me.
tCchine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
J" BoutH Fourth.
.j hsnce, phone BOS-.-

WANTED

Houses

or
t.v
To rent
WANTIJU
Itouso. ritone "97-houses to rent in
WANTKOKurnlslicU
Wood,
all purls ul town, AKMIllion

FOR SALE Eggs ror natclllng; S. C.
It. I. Reds, C. P. Hay strain. 8. C. W.
Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, 1 per set- tlng. 1122 South Kroadway.
FOR SALE Buff Orpington eggs for
hatching; also Buff cockerels, winner
of first and special prises In Albuquerque poultry show. Phone 1710-FOR SALE Anoona eggs for hatching,
II setting of thirteen; goose eggs, CO
cents each; four miles north on Fourth
street, half mile west J. C. Smith ranch.

FOR SALE Eleven laying S. C. H. T.
Red hens and cockerel. 1128 Virginia
Phone boulevard.

Miscellaneous
buy

mllkcow,

ACORN SIGN WORKS.
Signs, banners,
show cards. 219;, North Third, phont
1870-J- .
WANTED
$4,000 to build modern home
In restricted residential district.
Ad-

HKNT
Thunfl
occupied.
n
WT K A M 11 JO A T K D
apartment;
no elok; Karnee If desired. Pho.ie 1U3-J- .
furnished
RENT
Moilera
apart- dress R-i'OU
Journal,
ment; no children. 710 South Arno,
kalsomlns anal paper, waxCLEANING,
Vhone 1907-Wing and oiling floors; work fuarintsed.
I'Oi; KENT Completely furnlihed. two-roo- John
Qoudson.
phone 34-apartment, wltli sleeping porch1. FIRST-CUA8- S
Old hats
MILLINERY.
5;U KnBt Central
new
made
ones mado to order;
over,
Two furimTirQ rooma, tot
ii'OH KENT
reasonable.
West
very
(28
Tijeras,
phono
"lck.
light houielteeplnf; adulta; do
S22-724 South Hecond.
OFFICES
CLEANED
DAILT
Janitor
Three-roofurnished
KKNT
ll
service: house cleaning (with vacuum),
SOU
South
apnrttnent, bath, porch.
floors
best

Third.

and Black Mlr.orra hatching eggs, $1
per setting. 709 North Second, phone
1815--

FOR SALE Pum bred 8. C White Leghorn hatching eggs, 10 cents tech: 19
per hundred; fancy table eggs at market
price. T. 6. Wiley, box 135, olty, phone
2411-R-

FOR SALE S. C White Leghorn hatching eggs and baby chicks, 820 per
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry Poultry Ranch, postofflcs box II!,
phona 1769-TWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old
ranoh. ft. C. White Leghorn chicks,
120 per hundred. Twenty-flv- o
years' exTott Poultry
perience with incubators.
Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 17n-J- .
SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
of references. fFOR
polished;
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
Phono 813-second and third pullet, first cock and
MAX BARGAIN STOItB,, at 818 South second coclterol, special on best female
First, will pay the highest prices for In the Mediterranean class, cockerels
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and and pullets for sale.
Phono 147S-furniture.
Phone 858.
f,18 Fruit avenue.
FUIIN-TURSALE
and
FOR
repaired, upholstered
Hatching eggs; four popular
reflnlshed. Furniture and dishes packvarieties: s. c. It. I. Reds, Mayhood
ed.
ART CRAFT SHOP, It. L, Hanks, strain, 10, II. Su; Famous Silver Cara- 8 an North
Third, phono 953-pines, 35, M.00; 8. C. Light Brown Leg-Dark Brown Leg- THE OLD GOLD STAR Old Town, now horns, 15, 1.60; S.
13.
2.00.
Poblnson, Old Town,
chicken horns 1385
open for business; first-clas- s
home-mad- e
phono
bread
and
dinners; good
Edna Williams, proprietor
KF.D POULTRT IARDS JWue ribbon
plea.
winners, eggs for hatching, from sixRUO CLEANERS
teen grand pens; best wlnr layers; S. C.
8x13 Rugs Cleaned, 11.25.
I. Reds, 15 for 1.B0, 827 83, 15: Barred
R.
MATTRESSES renovated, 83.(0 and np;
fine
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln Rocks, 15 for 83, 3, 3; only ten 413-4breeding cockerels left. Wm. Bleu,
BeddlnCo., phono 471.
West Atlantic, phone 1483-Careful Kodak finishing.
WANTED
BABY CHICKS
n
Twlco dally servico. Remember,
Send your finishing HATCHING KGUSJ Mountain View Reds
guaranteed.
pens headed by prise winners at Kl
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Paso, Albuquerque, Denver; won high
Ik Hsnna. Master Photographers.
honors at Denver, largest Red show
held
in west. A few breeding birds to
FOR SALE Ranchei
P. Hay, 238
North High,
spare.
phono ?230-J- .
A small ranch, three-fourtFOU HALF;
mile west of bridge; modem house, A. BABY CHICKS HATCHING EGGS
.T. James.
From trapnested,
selected breeders
FOR BALK OR TRADE Some good with flock record of 230 ergs. All stock
of
Tears
onfreo
rsnge.
experience have
rsuch and town prupnrtv. In Colorado.
thst are
Whet have you' Phone S0S-taught us bo . to listch chicks We
our
have
customers.
to
BPi OPFNJNO of farm and s'or-- lands satisfactory
It will
know
and
our
confidence
stock
jn
In ti-- s
beautiful Cliama Valley this
we
want
the
If
best
you
you.
"
please
.its K. Heron, Chama, New have them, the two most popular and
spring.
Mexico.
varieties. S. C White Leg
profitable
FOR BALE Thlrteen-acr- e
ranch, on Old horns and R. I. Reds. Write for circu
Town boulevard; good
house lar and reduction in prices. The largest
nnd out buildings; alfalfa; all kinds of and oldest successful hototiery In the
fruit and berries; owner leaving account southwest. Yesllia Valley Hatchery, Las
nf health. I'linno 348. or owner. MIT-HICruces. N. M. Mrs. H. v. Hunay. owner.
FOH HALh Uanch' twu miles from
SALEfbiT
on
main ditch, double
four acres,
house, garage, milk hem-- o, good chicken
bouses, blooded chickens and turkeys:
w a ho ti, tTirse-foth
tnlls wet of
also furniture and tools; terms. Phone
br..Rft. A. J. JamcMi.
24H-JKX CH A N O E Lot In Univeiiily
FOR SALE i It LEASti 2a.000.scre past- VOU
Hotfchti, on used RtitnmoMl, In food
ure and farm land, fenced, with good
J7
Condition.
PhoTitj
three
and
water,
Improvements, grass
I.UiiitifM wairoti
For particulars see POM SA LM Oil Til A D
nille from railroad.
n. M. Wen-- . 70; Wett Slute, Albuquer-4'je- ,
and
vy
aptinjr
hg
wiiom, thr
New Mexico.
fourth milt wcvt of bridge, A. J. Juiiki.
,

fBr

tr7.de

FURNISHED

Realtor,

West Gold.

I'liouo

porch with two swings, back
porch, basement, lawn, sidewalk, , trees, garage, plenty of
fences, etc, all
outbuildings,
on a corner lot nicely located
011 South
Walter street. Good
furniture can be had with this
home If desired. This home
must sell at once; naturally the
price is right and good terms
may be arranged.
If you want a real home in
Highlands you will want to
nee this.

-

COTTAGE

Three rooms, hath, porch, parage, nearly new; 50 foot lot,,
near car line, $2,100, with $500
down and $30 month.
A.

.1.

821

E. Sliver.

I1AM.HO.V1).

riione

1522-1-

TNIVFUSITY IIIilGIITS LOT'S
Are all aUx!42 feet, level and
restricted. That is where you
New
Mexico's pure air
gejf
clay and night. If you are here
for your health, why not locate
where you will be able to derive the fullest benefits.
If you are not here for your
health why not live where it's
the best for the bealthsceker.
Then too. those of you who
come from other cities know
that the Heights of any city la
its most desirable residential
section.
If you are not ready to build
better pick your lots now. Ten
dollars a month secures one tor

FOR SALE
C II E A P

.

pressed brick
v.ith
two
bath
house,
rooms and large sleeping
poroh. All modern and in
good condition.
A

or

J, D, Kelelier,

-

WEINMAN

D.

70S West Copper, Ctty

Or

any real estate

agent.

you,
Wo have nine atitos at your
service to drive you over the

410. jV.

addition. I'hone, write or drop
DESIUAUl.i: LOWS
in, let's talk It over.
wanted on new and
.Main Office. Second and Gobi.
Beautiful now home on East,
modern
home in the
10 or H.lU.
I'honcs
four roonia, basomenl,
Kourili ward, value
Crntnil,
$4,500.00
garnge, $3,,"il)((.
S.000,,00 wanleft on modern new
Seven-roomodern lulolt in
home, very close in, Third ward.
Tlilril ward, liootr n.r.itlon ami
Value
$1,200.00
BEAUTIFUL, MODERN
worth iiivefllgatlne, $5.0iu.
.1.
I).
Keallor
t'onitortable homo on Virginia 111 VVc- KM,i:ili:it.
410. Biumulow home, built of Itoman
riionc
(.oift.
n
Idcul
!iixl4L'.
boulevard.
and
brick,
living
dining
and chicken proposition,
room, 30x14. open fire place,
down hitlanco like
only
built-iwaxed
cases,
library
rent.
oak flooring throughout. Fully
A real bargain that should sell
FOR
SALE
sun
equipped bath,
parlor,
on sifjht.. Third ward,
hot water heat. Located in
lot
100x14",
Attractive New Home
house.
llaraBe,
choice
where
neighborhood
other
chicken house and
whitft stucco, furvalues are going up. Charm$ 1.700; only $200 down.
or
nished
room.
unfurnished:
This is
ing breakfast
strictly
Why pay rent.'.1
new and priced $1.00U lrss
modern throughout with beauTho bett buy on the IIeisht.fi,
built-i- n
than
can
it.
build
tiful
features
nnd
you
large
adobe. fie rooms,
new slucco
Fic-roofireplace; dandy basement with
and bath bungalow,
Ktrictly modeni, hardwood floors,
furnace, newly put-i- n
nice
location
in
garage,
hot water heat, Karaite, (.'lose to
lawn.
has
been
House,
occupied
Fourth ward. Price $3,075.
car line, $j,50. Terms.
ell
only a year, owner must
Terms.
at once. Fine location. Good
McMillion & Wood,
JOSF.IMI COLLIFK.
terms.
LoatiN.
Hcaltors.
Insurance.
iOT W. fiolil.
IMionc Tit.
8I! NOKTU Si:Vi:TI! ST.
UOG V. (iold.
l'hoiic 3IS.
Harbor liullt Houses.

OPPORTUNITIES

J!.ntio.OO

....

g.'ir-do-

0;

n

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

terms.

&

two-fami-

brick
house;
FOR SALE Five-roomodern; well situated on car Urre In
ftlr
bot
house
has
heat,
Mghlands;
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, and is comvery. reaaon
pletely furnished. Price ! 1S2I-Jn Me: good tprme.
Phona
HALE New
FOp.
University Helghta
house; furnished or unfurnished;
conveniences; furnace, fire
Vlace, electric range, breakfast nook, sun
parlor, 117 Princeton. Phona 1523-A POIN'TEU,
not a toothpick Four new
furnished homes, for cost of materials.
If you have not from threa to seven
thousand, don't worry mej no monthly
akin game payments; Just spot cash. Do
you hear me? Boom 7, First National
Hank building: a 3.1 per cnt Investment.

ARK YOU LOOKING
FOH A NICK NEW HOME?
If Hi), we have it right now.
It's,
lifting finished ana is a
datitly. Hus living room with
book cusps either side of fireplace, dining room with built-i- n
thiiKi rlOHpts and bay
kitchen with cuoboard.
etc.; sun parlor has southwest
exposure, bedroom, bath, glassed sleeping porch, ulofets; oak
floors throughout; all rooms
nice sized; Areola heat; soutli
beautiful
front,
large front
porch, back porch, garage;
nice sized lot. located nicely In
Fourth ward. You'll admit it's
vortli tile' price. Attractive
terms If desired.

-l

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

Will pay 20 per cent net on purJOKKl'U COLLI Kit.
chase price and aall for a big 207 w. ;oiii.
riimic 7ii.
profit any time suitable for priFOR RENT
vate homo or ror a"
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE -home. Strictly modern, brick anil
V
reul homo of five rooms and
AUTOMOBILES,
Male.
good as new. Very valuable lot
bath. Completely furnished, with
North Edith. Phona
&X),EltT rail'ator repairing. O. K, hhei the very best of furniture. New
Bell boys, at Aivai'ado Hotel. on paving and choice location. Inroit SALE Brick, mna large roomi, WANTEU
217 Nrtli Third.
Meni.vorks.
(i,000.
and modern.
18,000;
Buttery man, experienced vestigate this today. Trice
cash, l:i Bouth Y'ANTEIJ
VOH BALK
Buick tnurliigHrar;
only. Joyce Battery Service, 107 South Terms.
liond-on co
Fifth.
conuinon,
'ACKKKSOX & (amiiTii,
modern
home,
iiAIjR
city
.JOSEPH COJX1ER.
.Man for dairy
OFFICIO
Realtors.
cloie In and convenient to sbopa. 420 EMPLOYMENT
207 W. Gold. CAilL l'lUClirt fur uai'd curs, aiiy uontii- - 120 S. Fourth SI.
ranch- - and handy with carpenter toolj, Phone 744.
Woit Coal.
T'liotic 411.
tiun. Mcintosh Auto Co.. yil West
UP South Third, phone
I'Qtt SAJjE Jiw flvtnn, in new part of
town, neur itove and aoma furniture,
t a barjfpm. Ifi09 North Third,
FOIL SALIC By own;r,
modern
house, two large porches; terms if
1137 Weit Kent, block weit Rob-Inri-

e.

Also ft
small
pressed brick
home in the South Highlands for
which we tried to induce the
owner to accept
this
$2,000;
home has two largo screened
porches and a glassed In slopping porch, now something very
unusual lias happened and fur
Immediate sale we offer it fnr
$1.(100. furnished.

211

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

HERE

How

brand new modern
minute home on one of t lie Kood
streets
in University
Heights,
splendid floors and large rooms
features
and the
and built-i- n
price iB cut from $3,700 to $2,910.
THIS IS WHAT Wf! CALL
A REAIi BATtGAIN'.

i

1mc

fiATtmc StRvice.

FORCED SALES
A

It

Five-roo-

Good

ar Int'l

1922

Ideal for Hcalthseeker
shop man.

SAVE RENT MONEY

FOK SALE

FLEISCIBI1EK,

CO.,

Itealtors.
Heal fixtate, Fire and

HOMES

DIECKM.iX
HEALTT'CO.
Kealtors.
Heal Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 Y. Gold. Phone 070.

is the time
to begin
planning: for the sprint: garden
;mrt yotiriR chicks.
build out
liny the lot and
whoro things grow Anderson
Additions.
down and 10 a month.
N'(iw

Owner U leaving town and
must sell within a few days.
Terms.
,

FOR IlEXT

modern
bungalow,
furnished. Ban, furnace, garage,
only J50.00 per month.

What About the Garden
and Chickens?

Why pay rent when you ran
modern bunbuy this
galow, ''.ely furnished, garage,
full t.t,f lot on paved street.

'

j '3 Jo
;

Six-roo-

You

'.(?'

HOME,

A. L. M.VIIT1X

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Youu Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOCNO A CO.
Albuquerqim, IS'. M.

G,

OVVXDU LEAVING CITY.
And will sell this splendid home
of five rooms, bath, lovely front

HUNTER

Can be had at a bargain
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH,
terms. Don't wait. Come
Realtors.
SHELLEY KEAIrr
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
Realtors.
115 8.
Phone 72T--

A.

ti

fflS-

HVt) CLOTHEb

A REAL1

ZAPF & CO,
Realtors.

CHAS,

-

stilngis buriralow, built-i- n
bath, electric 11k'.. ta, with vary Large brick, with porches, suitnice furniture; ol.u ohluken house and able for four
apartments, on a
yard. All for only 1 3,000.
lot worth
3,0l)0. Paving
Five-roo-

-

R11KV

Rosy
OLO- TOP ?

Mm

com-pletei-

T.OTS
LOTS
LOTS
We have some very desirable
lots in all parts of the city and
will be glad to show you any
time.
Wo have two corner lots In
University Heights that are a
bargain.

NOO

1951 by the International
News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Olflce.

r

m.

A KEEN HOME.
Located in a very fine restricted district on East Silver avenue, which will soon be the
finest street in Albuquernuo,
This is one of the most complete homes in the city and
contains
five veil arranged
rooms, two wonderful sleeping
porches, two fine bath rooms,
an ideal kitchen,
basement
with good heating plant, a large
attic for storage, good fireplace, extra large front porch,
screened back porch, garage
This house
and
is one of the best constructed
homes in the city and a look
will- convince you. If you are
interested in a good home call
us at once for an appointment

?KV- -

VCUL ARE

WILL
EE DOWN IN j

DINTf

JUST STA RTKD AND
JT1 IE FUTURE NEVER

HAS

Copyright.

four-roo-

Five-roo-

1

Copppf.

FOIt SA 1,8 Bt'ine extra goud used cari;
Mcintuilt Auto Co., 31 1
easy termn.
Went Copper.
FOK HALE.
Kurd louring,
m good runnine order.

Ford,
7lu

Thirtepnth.

truck.
Nortii

FOR

RENTDwellingi

Thrfe-rooi''Ult KKNT
hoiito,
fd. ilecplng porch and hath.

furmali

li2

South

Tline-r.,oiii- ,
if UK
KENT
furnlthud
VOU II CSi;f
WANTED
CAR, will pay
huune, sleeping porches; keys at 704
bout cash nrlrn.
ViMiliiti iirnm, r.cm I'.fi.tt
Ke.
Soutli Second.
FOH KENT Unfurnished, half of double
FOH FAT.I3
w hiip aecond-lianKord
house, two rooms and sleeping porch.
o. K. fcheet
honeycomb radiators,
Knst mural,
Metal workn, 217 North Third,
F(L'It KKNT
Furnished
cottage
FOH feAl. K 1 id It Fuvri
Avilh
Dodge
or
Phono 18a-porch.
Urothers' rimdnter, to trnde fur Ford ''ftll 120Sslet'plng
Knst Copper.
touring car, wltU atarur. 407 West "op-p- f Vo K HE N 'i"
rce-- n i47nr a r iiTshed
r.
S'.'4 East
Hfe .1. A.
VOH HALK One-luford truck, $30u. Silver, phono 1&2H-- Hammond,
lltrht Iluirk.
w.ir.n drive:
r!0: FOK KKNT Furnished
house, two n'nmii
Ford louring. U'5; Ptudebnl.fr.
and sleeping porch; lights and garage.
pnprpr. $2.lo.' in, Worn Oold.
$1S.
f'hnna 2af.S-V- .
I''OK SALK Ford touring or Ford speed- Three-roohouit, coiivhh-leter. both In A- -l shape; or will trade b'O' KENT
fhighlands, only
Ford light truck. Call at 207 Kust $15 a to ;:hops, In the
month. Phone 410.
Central at noons, or after 5 p. m.
Tlirte furnished rooms,
Fun BALE 1!21 Ford roans. er, In first- - FOK KKNT
light and sunny, south sleeping porch;
class running order. Car has starter.
716 Knst Hazeldine,
demountable rims, two new casings, one no rhftdren.
modern furnished
extra; will trade for good louring. Phone VOH KKNT Five-roohouse, three large pnrehes; wlil lease.
S1: Xrth Sixth, phone L0S7-SAVJO iu to
per cenv on u.sed pans.
furnished
tires
..tieeis magn
bearlnp!, FOK KKXTTlirce-r.Mjii- i
with sleeping pnrrh; water jild;
Our stn-grows larger
springs, etc,
Kouth Edith.
far Overlands, 90, t'JO per month.
dally. Parts
80; Chalmers. Maxwell trunk an pleasure FOK KKNT
Three-roofurnished cotca.., Chevrolet. 410, Paiso 4, Keo 4, Stude- tage, $18 per month. 412 Southern
haker 4 and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co., aveniio. Inquire 1709 Smith Killth.
511 West Copper.
Klve-rooFOH KKNT
ltirnlshel
WHEN IN NEED Of
i.17. Inat 407 Houth Seventh.
T1RES, rims, tarburetors, springs, mag- quire 21") North Ninth, pln-n-;nci 1?74-Tnetos, generators, wheels, gears, axles, VOn RENT Three, four and ftva-roobearings, horns, aneesm.rleR.
houses and apartments, soma furnished.
COME TO PA RTrt HEADQUARTERS.
M. MIllion St Wood,
West Oold.
We have salvaged to date tie followBuick,
Maxwell,
ing cars:
Chandler, LIST your vacant houses with the City
OverRealty Co., for prompt and efficient
Mitchell, Chevrolet 490 and K B.;
207 West Gold, phone W7.
land, eery mnflcl; Hup, Olds, Crow, Ei'c-ha- service.
Four-rooKeo, Dort, Saxon, Stutlebakor, both FOH HKNT
unfurnished bun
4 and 6.
heat. Apply
Ralow, mrdern
except
VTAOrCT GARAGE.
12:'d North Fifth, rear.
Phone 1
J.
600 SOUTH SECOND,
Five-rooFOU
KENT
t.rick houe,
largest parts houne in the
furbath, sieor S porch, parage,
nish ed, $4 5, t ater f r ee. S?Q :orth Hi g h ,
BUS1.NES3
ThreeTrnoiu
FOH RENT
modern furiirk-buiiJlii'g!
BALE Two-stoi- y
nished houi. glassed-l- n aleeplna; porch,
81J fioulh First; location good for any newly decorated; no children. Jlul South
"Wnlter.
k!nl of business.
First-clas- s
FOP. SAI.K
shoe shop, full FOH RENT Furnished modern four
11ns of machinery; price very reasonrooms,
with two screened-l- n
bath,
Address 8. H., porches; houss at 1201 Kail Copper,
able; owner leaving;.
oars Journal.
or 194t-phone 237S-FOR SALE Plumbing supplies,
pipe, FOR KENT An Ideal 'urnished bungan far am! bus fare to
low for convalescents,
Dumoa. nnlnta
In hirhlamls,
Mountain road. W. C. Thaiton, 1111 near sanatorlums and street car. phor.a
1273-or call at 17 Etouth Walter.
North Fourth, phons 475-for six months, partly furIUEAIj LOCATION for small grocery V.'II.I.
en
store. In tood residence seetlon; will
brick house,
nished, fiva-rooreasonable.
to
North High;
suit parlv, for lease,
build,
araga, furnaca heat. 175
S1
Call
W.
.'.
per month.
Pllver, or phono 1949-Leverctt, phone
FOR "6 A LE Restai?raji7. orioslte Santa 1S38-F depot, or will sell fixtures and rent FOR KENT Nicely furnished small oustoreroom for other business purposes.
tage of ona room: nice sleeping porrlr
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain, snd front porch; all screened In; aou:l-eawhich can be bous;nt separate.
exposure; not modern, lnquira SOI
WANTED To loan J10.000 on Improved Smith Edith.
real estate, threa to five years, at 8 FOU RENT March-- 26. cottage of five
rooms, two sleeping porches, basement;
per cent; business properly preferred:
no commission.
Address Fox 68, care furnished, Including piano, electric washer and sewing machine. 208 South Cedar.
Journal, with full particulars.
U22-M- .
ttoneral mer- phone

rajft:r,

tte.

CHANCES

For

rest

FOR S..I.E Dandy small
chandise business, in Rood, health
town near by. Tl-i- s business Is making-monenow and has unlimited possibilities
for future; clean salable stock of
Address Merchant, "are
cheap rent.
Journal.
FOR SALE Intllun trading euro and
ranch, ton acres under cultivation:
fenced; one section land leased; stone
bulldlnif, 00x20 feet; three Mvinst rooms,
storehouse, corral is; fine well of water;
gasoline engine: three heavy horses, bar-neand wagon: twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, ons fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
miles, from Gallup. New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad: a bargain: dlssolvt
ln partnership.
Address postofflce box
873. Albuqueroue. New Mexico

PERSONAL

For'. RENT New four-roohouses at
southwest corner of Coal avenue and
Ninth street; frams, modern, with bath,
J25 per month, F. H. Btrong or L. C.
Hennett. phone 711 or 145.

FOR SALE
FOH

KAlSlJuroo

Livestock
"oolrLsu"ws.

Plions

M1M-1.

FOIt

West
Breeding rabbits.
MeKlnlpy.
FOH SALE
Cheap, gentle driving mare;
must sell. 1J01 North First.
n
FOH BALE Ona extra good young
row.
Phone 24,l-ri- l.
FOH SALE
Bucks and does; also fry
Inn rahblrs.
Ill) West Lead.
FO.l SALE Jersey cow, Just fresh, gives
exceptionally rich milk. 1301 Norlh
rt.

I. K

310

I'lmne 2CS.
AUKNCT.
First.
THRKI3 HHAVBS A WEEK, II. at your FOR 8AI.E Young rabhlls. bred does
homes.
Perkins tiros., phone "0.',8-.and hutches. 611 North Third, plions
2135-Pl.ATKA
NAMK
FOR
so
are
pup.
houss numbers, signs that
FOH SAI.K Ona extra good pair of four,
Hunter At Schuluion,
ear-ol- d
ular, pliune lr,-mara mules; raised hero. J.
4ns, North Arno.
B. Nipp. phone g421-it- l.
for hugs, good
FOR SALE Or trad
an be
work horse, weight about 1 1 00
FOIl HK.N'i
Twenty-acr- ;
ranch, pan In seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
miles Itlo Oranrte Mvrt. Phone S400-R-alfalfa, under main riltch. two
north of town. Postofflce box 513. city.
FOR HUNT Twalve'-arrranch, under
ditch, mile and quarter .nullr of:
drctistnaklng. Phone lsj-W- ,
bridge; one sere fruit. Ihrre acres atrai-fa-M. DliKSSMAKINO
Hy the day or at home,
low rent. K K, Pteidlev. t.amv. V.
J03 West Iron, phona 1320-WANTED
Mrs. Fester , i0J
Hewing.
North Fourth, phora 1239. W.
KMS'l'ifiTH
U
1NO.
WliiiiuV''alil.
nu clsantnv. furniture repairing, fur
llnery, tat Kouth Broadway, ph. 777-- J
nlture pack Ins. Phoos 471. Ervln Bd-dtni- r
PLKATlNtj. i:conHoii. aids and ituji
Cftm'jsny,
N. t.'rane.
mall ortlera.
;i,f North
Journal Want Ads bung rcbulia Heveiuti. dune. Apartments, ptiovs 311.
PR'IKi'TIVK

FOR RENT

Ranche.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

iTATliSslttTn

-

Putin.

FOR SALE
I'Ult tiAl.B

Foil

WALIi

XHV BODL1V
Phon-

FOH

-

Miscellaneous

Uliubiirl)

BnUii
H

in.

tiKjiH,

I'hune

surgum.'

llUbr

MILK,

ii;-k:-

Rent-RooiTi-

IN TOWN.

liOOM AND HOAltU.

611

South Broad'

It.iuins
inlli board.
Ilrondway.
BOARD A N ) KOUM; private Tamil
South Arno.
month,
FOK

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

with Board

u

vay.

2413-H-

SALii

For

KENT

MS

A

JOHN

Kuifer

Vnltcr, phone

canaries.

218

Suull)

1HS7-.-

Kaster uards, collar

sls,

aprons,

FOU HALF Plumbing
W.
pumps, points.

4i

new hods. .I!
R')OM AND HOATSO-- All
South liroaOwny. plionp 1H71-CA NVA8 site ping pi'fcli.
with bum-1 1:07
Ka hl. Ontral.
$l'r ppr woyk.
lioiiVd",
full KKNT iJlHBHc-i- i in
114 North Mapln,
suit utile
two.
'
KOlf 111CNT--Iluwith l7ounline-ni- f
In.k from fiir line, flit North Sixth.
HOum" A I ' BO'a'h l
souTirtfaMedTln

f'r

supplies, plpo,
puioh, adjoining hath ; also garage.
T..axton. 1111 IH.iil KnFf iVntrnl. Tterlucefl rates.
Nortii Fourth.
Foil KKNT Nicely furnlshM rinis with
FOH SAI.K Wooden dry goods boxes and
first-clas- s
tublo board. Ill) Souili Arno,
Kahn's p hone 3 7 W.
packing cases, mostly large.
109
Store.
North First.
POK KKNT Nicely furniiheii front room,
nil makis,
TVPBWK1TEHS,
ir, and up;
sultaldn fnr one or two. 618 West Fruit,
$J per month, Albuquerque Typewriter nimn M7:-V- .
fioutlr Fourth
Exeliange,
I tlC NT
Itnum a no s.ecpniK porch.
Foil
t?a ct m.
UsTd
FO nS AT-6M aiTfl
with hoard
frintlemen ctnivalts- with gang plows.
Hardware pcntfi, I'hone lti7
K
&
or
her
Co.
J.
Department.
FOIt OO.N'VAl.KSi'KNTS, acCMiiinotlulioiis
FCH KALE Cheap, combination kum and
now available.
Urftrinats mntse In at- coal Majestto range, perfect condition. tfndnncp, ("nsa d? Oro.
West Copper.
Inquire mornings, 710
MRS." ni;Kl5" hai moved to 30 J tjuih
ut
I errnl I k
FO R8 A LKFresh-ba nd cot-taB mad way and has lovely rnuins
cheese; also fresh milk In gsllon leepins pnrehes with board for c.nvt- lots.
Bwavnea Dairy, phone lfir,-M- .
Phono
lpscent.
Two-horFOFl SALE
power Kasoline - KOit T1KXT D'juI-IHlfpinti' irth and
Iwnengine vith pump and forty feet
larpr bed ) 0111, adjoining bath;
10'.'
Incl. inpe.
North Sixth, phone meals, euitftbli; for omipln or family of
1560-W- .
.
tlirpe.
("all 14?0 East Silver.
MILK
FOR SALE I'CRE
WHOLE
MIR AMOS
KKA
with all the cream, delivered to you na A 6ANATOH1UM-HOTEfor tubercular
It comes from ths cows.
HICK'S DAIRY.
coDvaieicente; icraduate nurse In st- phonsj!50.
rrndanc; rules by the weeii or month
FOR MALE
tJood team of young mules. Ciiti 340A-J- I.
also all kinds of second-hanwagons HKSKKV ATIQN8 may nw l hud at St.
and plows, price right. Sintou Garcia,
John's Sanatorium ( Epiicopal ) : rates.
mo- - North Arno.
$17.00 to $25 per week; Includes private
FOR HA L E (JouoTTic"lTgTra't in k f rum room with sleeping
connected to
Toggenburg goats; also K. I. lied eggs bath and toilet: medical care, medicines,
for setting; 1', fnr $1: hens well marked. general nursing; excellent meals, tray
1115 North Fifth, phone 1M7-M- .
service; no extras. All rooms have steam
hot and cola running water. Hev.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions heat,
Phone
prevent fallen Insteps: cures all foot W, II. Ziegler, Superintendent.
troubles, fl. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. in.
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
Position
FOR SALE University Holghta, practi- WA rilUN'(Jti" duii
ul J U SoulU Uroad- cally new Ppanlsh type bungalow, furway.
nished, five rooms, two porches and
WANTED
slousewurk
by
basement. 1f5 Princeton.
ths day.
Phone lf.45.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
VVANTiilJ Position, by
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, tl per galcapable niHii,
Phono 2S71-lon. The Mansano
8"uth
Co., 110
a
built
Walnut, phone 114 J. Try
up WANT Kb
'itr.nogmpljio ai.d clerical
roof, will last as long aa the building.
wcrk.
rnll i:,(in-vV- .
FOR SALE Everbearing and Black Cap WANTKi
To care for children, by the
hour. Phon. 004; W.
raspberry, gooseberry, grape and rhubarb plants; Hay strain R. I. Iteds, Tom WANTED
Uousfworic or ehamberwork,
Barrow White Leghorn eggs, 15 for Jl.
half days. 130S Pnuth Walter.
Cherry Blossom Ranch 203 East Trum-bu- l,
W A NTED
.
Wasltlng und Ironing to take
phone lOSS-lfidi Wfnt Mountain road,
hnnie,
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
r w'tix'iitt.
VOW
HOUMU
r,
Vale-paCLEANING,
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel.
lawn work, call J
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Paint,
Plymouth Cottaga
WANTKU
Bookkeeping, etenograpliio or
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Satclerical pooltlon: threw ears' experiisfaction assured. Thos. P. Keleher Leath- ence. Address
72Ti
South Arno.
er Co., 408 West Centrsl. phone 1057-.WU AUWT, CHKCK. OPEN, CLOSK and
&
BANG,
books.
WILLIAMS
keep
FOR SALE Real Eitate room 8, Mel.nl building, Phone
d
twelve-year-olChoice
(.11x142
lot,
Foil 8AI.E
fuel, nine W'lJOW. with
daughter,
Ap-pl- y
7u0.
hundred block West Silver,
wishes position as ho..sekeper; motherK20 West Silver, phone 1486-Addrcus Mother,
less family preferred,
FOR SALE
Nina acres good land, under care Journal.
man cook, vsauii to
ditch, half In alfalfa, hair mile from GOOD
street car. J22T, per acre. Phone Owner,
take rhnrge of your i s In or out of
2417-R- l,
or S4I.
town.
Write 1M West Marble, Call 1 CI 1
Ni'O corner lot, water In, North Third.
FOH SALE
prlra t'Mi: Sin rash and tio per THOItOtj'Um, V KXPKKIENCEU stanog-raphe)- ,
S
like exl r.i
month;
per ceni. discount for cash,
cinpl'. wd, wuuld
fall at 170- - East c.ratnl.
work, legal or otherwise. Address J. B.,
100 feet,
FOH SALE
fr.nili.lir Ml"' cnr Journal.
or
avenue, by 13s feet, fronting llltfhtf.nd VAXTKU
clerical
It'.ukktlJii.g.
other m'irk. three afternoons a week:
park; level, on gratia and fine view,
A.
on
Hammond.
terma.
J.
Aildress Univercheap:
eay
evenings or Saturday.
'4 Essr Sliver.
sity Ktudefit. cure jt turns I.
woman desires work
American
ItKKlNKl)
MONEY TO LOAN
in private homo; cheerful disposition;
good conk and practical nurse; no oh
'JO LOAN On wuictiva.
UU.fa.Y
to sick; good wages.
Phon
giint and Vflrythtng vtlunol, .lection
M.V.T.
Mr. B, Marcus, ti'-- Stuih Ftrat.
MONEY TO LO A N n 'diamund, waiuttct
nOl go'd Jewelry: liberal rellKble.
con
n e db cTJobm an.
fldemlal. G"ttlth Jswilrr Co.. 105 M. 'it
All kinds of work.
tnone K73-- J.
loans tin Jwtirr. dtaCONFIDENTIAL,
mnnd
watches, Liberty bonrli, plants. WANTni) Odd Jobs carpt nterlngr. bouse
siitnmohMrs.
l.owett rates. Mnt h man's
painting and repairing, at reasonable
117 Wmjrn
Phone I4r.-First. Boin1t.J tn ih stale. prices,
i
To
limn
WAXTKD
PAINTING,
paper hangm i.n J
llj.miu vti Improvi-L. W
in ing; all wo k qintianteed,
real Htate. t h re ti five years, at t
South
nor cert: business
Owens,
fi(8
RdHh, phone
preferrtm
ni rommlsslnn. AtMrees Host G, cars f WANT ).u to investigate my low prlcr
,T inrtial,
with full pnrHcular.
ou any kind nf a building proposition
A. E. Palmer. Punga
you have In view.
WANTED Agents
low Builder, box 41. ry, nhne 17G8-W- .
11
LA U li SllIllT MANl'l'ACTLiUKU
waiut BUiLDINO. alteratluira, repairing, large
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
agents to sell complete tine of shirts
KxcluMve patterns. the day;
direct to warcr,
prices: work gunr- Free aampl'-a- ,
Fllg value.,
iladitut)

A

"

Wanted

pEnonDT

fls

"

'

If.

Horner.

CuCdin.
II 53 J.
til K4.KONS.

1o. mi 15. 17 and IK, Cromwell

Phons

I'HVHICMNH
AND
Oil. S. I.. lit K TON,

lilMMri nf tfb Sfomsrh.
Bull. It. Itnrrmtt Bulldfir.
i f LAKKK,
Kjrn, V.ur, Nos snd Throat.
Barneit Burdlnc
Plin SSI.
Office Hours
to 13 a. m., snd 2 tu 8 p. m.
iK. MAKKAIU'r cXitTiTRlOHT,
Kesidencs 1K3 Kast Centra U Phone tTl.
PJyne 671.
Hit.

H.

WTlvl. SHERIDAN, M. D."
prantiro Mmitod lo
CKVITO . t'HINAHV D1SEASF9
AND DISEASKSi OP THE SKI.N

U':isserraafli

Lrtlroratory In C'onntx'tlon.
Dlilg. IMmno H8ft.

CmtiBnnk

tr

i.

n'UHNKs

tVILSOV,

Ki.ut h

SAXAI'IKJNCS
and Hums, new . .mi used
Fi-f- l
It. Ellis, phone SOJ-- J
suit.
Foil SA l.K l.atlies' hlue
site 3. s!u,r antOiat. :M8 Wost Silvrr.
FOK SAI.K- - (lood liKht oak bftl. mat- tress Btirl Bpl'lllKS. 315 Went
WOMAN'S ExolmnKO, V. W. I'. A Foods.

Mills,

IV.

f.

K.

t,

Alt MEN,

f hlropracloT

llsnd

ArinU

FOR SALE

Rnlhllns;.

Furniture

Phone 471. Krvln Bedding Co.
Ing.
I'O ri S A U'3 Prefers. ?"ll.:(U up; high
(fradt- - used furniture, nrw mattresses;
South
'o us before buyitg anyililng.
Kirsr.
l''OH SAUO SihkIc iniitueaM, double mattress und spriiiKs; three-piec- e
oak bed
room
ft, t j iijckein, kitchen table.

Phone ?H1-.T- .
ni"rnlnge.
t'Olt 8AL13 Kurnlture at factory priori
which makes It con lees than recmd
hand goods. Come and eee for yourself.
American Furniture Cu., 223 tjouih beo- -

ond.
iiK .udliig tables.
I'UH HA LK
t'tiaii s, drenslng table,
stoves. chi k
protector, mirrors, rugs: tninar out f
businees.
Burnum Studio, 2 y
West

Ce;ittal.

VOH H ALUBeautiful
IW
uiatiuKuny
room set; also K"S Wilton rug. cheap:
alight)) used; good a new. 51 1 Nortu
KK'h.
Home Siindn, or see Mr. Town-sen.T.

C.

Penney

C.

LOSTA NlHioUND
Tan und while tox terriur. Phoitu
11
West Tijeras: rewp.M.
FOI'NP Lady's handbbg. Tall Ht Red
Ar r"W. i d entl fy nn d pay f o r ad
LOST
oontaUiiTig money1;
Podtetbook,
reward If returued tu Una bpauldlng.
loi! Kaat Cnpper.
T1IK PAHTV
hj stole the overcoat out
of a Wh4te sv'eedster car, Saturday
evening- In known, and to avoid truuM
had better return
It at ours to HO:

l.ijsr
'.'53.

North eighth.

LONE STAR AUTO LINE
The orange colored ears. Engie,
Butte Dam and tint Hyrlnga, N.
M.
Meet all train
at Engle, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 3:30 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars en
ths Dim line. W drive ur own ears.
Write for reservations at our expente.
HEFFEHNAN BROS.. PrApt.
Hot Springs, N. 11.

T1MK CARDS

T

Train.
Nu.
Nu,

J

Na

T

Nu.

Na

It

No. 17
.Vo.

1

Nn.
No.

4

Nv

ESTBut.srj iMlly.
Arrlv,

lrrt.
pm

Tha Sc'Ut.... 7:31) pin 1:30
Cliif. UiiilieJ.!u:?0 am tl:i
Faigo Fasl..l0:,0 am 11:20
Ths NavJ,.. 1J:J3 an 1:0)
SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Eip

pm
11:11 am

I'a.o Bid

EASTBOL'ND.
TIi
Navajo.. 3:10 pm
Cant, l.imlt.d. t.OO pm
V. Ei!it.. 7:!
pm

19.
111 1.

tlN'M.... Till am

Nn, II Tn,m Fl Pso :S5 im
So. to from Kl Paso 1:00 am
No. m (jonn.cti at Talan with
for Clnvls. I'soas Valisy.
O

Cnst,

No. 5J eftinsct.

frm

rinvls sn

3:40
1:40
1:10
7: SO

Nix.

Kvu

at ?lljn

am
am
am

wit

pm
pm
pm

ST

II
n,l

No.

Ii

potnta .mat and ao.i'H
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INDIAN MISSIONS
CONFERENCE
HERE
IS WELL ATTENDED

mm,

When You Want to Buy High-Grad- e
Groceries at the Lowest Prices You Will

AGENCY

OF

Not Find a Better Place in All the

vSJany delegates are attending the
conference being held at the Y. M.
('. A. by the .1oint committee oh Indian Missions and Hume. Missions

Council of Women for Home Missions.
of addresses have
been given and various phases of
past and future work among the
Indians has been discussed.
Plans are being made to make
the conference an annual affair
and it is probable that this Will
a reality. In connection with
the conference, a, number of talkH
have been given at city churches
on the subject of Indian missions.

HERE NEXT WEEK

Country Than

Eugene Meyer, Jr., national manager of ths Agricultural Loan
agency, will be in Albuquerque
some time next week, probably
about Thursday, or a conference
with the officials
of the local
branch, according to Information
received nt the local office of the
agency yesterday.
NOTICE.
A meeting of the board of directors is planned for the time of Mr.
My wife has left my home and
T will
not
be
wm
be
responsible for any
Meyer's visit, and a banquet
Plans 'will be bills contracted by her.
given in his honor.
oT
J L'AN HERNANDEZ.
completed as soon as the length
Mr. Meyer's visit is learned definiteMr.
the
c.
discuss
work
will
ly.
Meyer
it. coxjrrm, si. n. D. o.
of the agency with the officials
Osteopathic- Specialist.
here, and will be told of problems Stern Bldg. Tel. 701 J, 2033-which have arisen in the work In
this state.
M
Taxi &
,

e

Ward's Cash Store
508 West Central Avenue.

t

--

"NIGHT
LEWIS

IN DREAMLAND"
RESERVED
SEAT SALE
OPENS THIS MORNING

BBaam
SELZXICK PRESENTS

TALMADGE

CONSTANCE

j

Entitled

In a Lively rarndc of Lingerie nnd

"FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day.
"MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS"
ADMISSION PRICES

REGULAR

LOCAL ITEMS

nayer rianos,

Records
Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

Crafonolas and

j

Musical

Coal Supply Co. iUion 4 and 8.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hchadel, Silver City, a son. Mrs.

tichadel was formerly Miss Keba
Starr, of this city.
The Lady Maccabees will meet
this afternoon at a 30 o'clock at
Strong's undertaking pallors to at- t.
tend the funeral cf Charles M.
:

At a meeting last night of Turner Adair post number 401, Disabled Soldiers' league, plans for a
membership drive were discussed.
The bonus question was also debated upon. A banquet is to he
given soon under tve direction of
a new entertainment committee.
Dr. Murray, osteopathia
physician. N. T. Arrr.rjo Bldg., phono 741
There will be a meeting of the
executive board of the New Mexico
Wool Growers' association this afternoon at 3 o'clock in the chamber of commerce building.
The Young Ladles' Sodality of
the Immaculate Conception church
yesterday announced that a meeting wouid be held nt 8 o'clock tonight at 319 South ""hinl street to
recite the rcsary for Miss Agnes
l'lynn, who died yesterday.
Albuquerque Temple number 8,
Pythian Sisters, will meet tonight
at 8 o'clock in the K. P. hall.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Har-folof 1520 North Second street,
a boy.
Factory wood, fi,tl truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,

phone

VI.

Horace J. Johnson, Indian superintendent, of Espanola, la in town
cn business.
He is about to be
transferred to the Yanktown Indian
school insSoutb Dakota.
John W. Atwater. inspector for
the department of the interior, is
In town on business.
1!. Sedillo and his son, Manuel,
were in town yesterday on their
Peralta.
layTheto Krai
emu Aid Union will
meet this evening at 7:45 o'clock at
I. O. U. F. hall.
Cottonwood drove No. 2, Woodmen Circle, will hold a regular
meeting this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock in I. O. O. F. hall.
The Young Ladies' Sodality will
meet this evening after the regular services at the W. j. Flynn residence, SI 9 South Third street.
1

i

For a durable, comfortable, guaranteed corset, call your Nu Bone
torsetiere, Mrs. Williams, 20S9--

ROTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
First

117 S.

Phone

St.

I

917-.-

BOWLING

IN

MATCH

Bears trimmed the Lions two out
three bowling games last night
their match in the Y. M. C. A.
Blind rollbowling championship.
ed 198, which was high score fo:'
the bears and Lindey led the Lions
with 191.
The scores follow:
I. Ions.
13H
H7 171
Hussey
175 191 152
Lindey
1S2 188 144
Kartehmen
147
Ilusch
lr,5 185
163 169 185
Marsh
of
In

Totals
Johnson
Blind .

I'rankln
Blind

.

802

850

837

127

1C4

172
127
147
145

l'JS
175
164
155

ISO
185

Pears.
.

Bo yen .

.

Totals

HtWINE Clifton P. Huffinr
a university student, died at a local
hospital yesterday afternoon at the
age of 18 years. IPs father, mother and brother were here with him
and took the body to Raton, N. M
Strong Brothers were in charge.
LOrLICRET
Charles R. Louie-re- t
died at his apartments yesterday afternoon at the age of 3
His wife was with him.
years.
Funeral services will be held nt
Strong Brothers' cha:ol this afternoon nt 2:30 o'clock Rev. Thoma"
Interment will
Harvey officiating.
be in Fairvicw cemetery.
BABE RUTH Is'cHOSEN
AS YANKEES' CAPTAIN

We dehve any sTze any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

DAINTY

In
Ma-

I

New Mexico Potatoes, 45 lbs. $1.00
flew Mexico Potatoes, 10 lbs... 25c

Star Flour, 48-lStar Flour, 24-l-

b.

b.

bag.. $2,35
bag...S1.25

The only fancy short patent Flour on this market which means more pounds of bread per sack.
14 cans Sunbrite Cleanser
$1.00
Glass Jar Sweet Potatoes, No. 2'.j, can
29c
Armour's Milk...,
5c and 10c
St. Charles Milk
SVic and 11c
Carnation Milk
5V2c and 11c
Hebe Milk
4V2c and 11c
Horlick's Malted Milk, hospital size
$3.20
Horlick's Malted Milk, $1.00 size
V...77c
Horlick's Malted Milk, 50c size
39c
Whole Klim, 2pounds.,..
$166
Whole Klim, 1 pound
80c
Skimmed Klim, 2Vi pounds
$1.19
Skimmed Klim, 1 pound
55c
3 lb. pkg. Whole Wheat Flour
30c

TON
$11.00
WHY?

Johnson Coal Co.
First

Phone

388--

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.
Suits, Cleaned and Pressed.
Hats, Cleaned and Blocked.
1(1.1 Krlrhcr Avrnoe, I'linne lOKtl--

Airship Pineapple, No. 212 cans, can
25c
Airship Pineapple, No. 2 12 cans, 6 cans
$1.45
Airship Pineapple, No. 212 cans, 12 cans. .. .$2.85
Silver Bar Sliced Peaches, No. 2V2 cans, can.. 25c
Silver Bar Sliced Peaches. 2i cans, 6 cans $1.45
Silver Bar Sliced Peaches,' 2
cans, 12 cans. $2.85

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered Free.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. SKINNER

NOTICE
the

Bids for
proposed city paving program will be received
by. the city commission Wednesday night.
JAM US GLADIHX,
City Manager.

We

Sell

SiCIFWEtfS other Macaroni Products

apartment

Inquire.

also

with

two-roo-

m

kitchenette.

Mrs. Turnbull,

T

RUTHERFORD& GOEBEL
GEXERAT;
CONTRACTORS
517 S. Broadway. Phone

1505--

DANCE
COLOMBO HALL
TONIGHT
Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators.

ODAY

ft

Seme

Come In

,

ROBERT JONES,

'

WE DELIVER.

822 South Walter.

hand-mad-

1

"'fc-- y-

S

-

- -

Oj)sito I'ostofflee.
Have you seen the new "Elfin
Oil" paintings
by
Raymond
Drew? They surely are pretty
and artistic. Wo do all kinds
of picture framing.

Court

s
rent,
apartments, steam heat, gas, etc.
New and clean, liberal discount
on year leases.
J. A. HAMMOND, Agent.
S21 K. Silver.
Phone 1522-R- .
high-clas-

E

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
All the sides of modern woman's life! Her ?Iorv. Her
foibles, her ways with the world and men! In a gorgeous,
intimate picture of things not everybody knows.
AD3ED ATTRACTIONS:

$0.S0

... .$10.50
... .$11.00

"HOLMES' TRAVEL PICTURES"

PHONE 35

CURRENT
i.niiliwinii-ii-

EVENTS

REGULAR PRICES.

in m

Reserve Your Seats
NOW!
3

e a

1

AT MATSON'S

4

Park View

Production

BETTY COMPSOH

HEW STATE COAL

- 313

"THE ART SHOP"

es

"Ladies Must Live"

cam

Sugarlte Fancy Chestnut .
Swastika Kgg
Swastika Lump
CARS ON TRACK TODAY

Gallon. Packed,
mid delivered, $1.00.

Phone

the Paramount Plctare-'LidiMusfc Live "
Betty Compsoa-- A Geotge Loane Tuc2Wutibtt!

Mayflower Photoplay Corporation Presents

Guaranteed Coal
Sign 01 coflo

Thomas' Ice Cream

CONTUfftJOTJS

TICKETS, $1.00
NO TAX

18-1-

P.

M.

i"

'bit

Crystal Theater
MARCH

1 TO 11

TODAY AND TOMORROW

THE "AMERICAN LEGION SHOW
WITH DASH AND GO"

BARGAIN

7

A Real "Winter Garden" Show

Many "Broadway" Hits

Price $850.00
Phone 710
if
i

' ii

MttJ.

41

KmvimmsMW&asr
I

CvS1-

Bar.

iTliel

nTifT

it

....

A

Norma Talmadtfe
in" The Wonder fill0 Thing '

fa )j

i

"The Wonderful Thing"

Auto
e

B84--

t0

In the state-ste- am
hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $3.60 single anu
double $3.00.

A First National Attraction.
ALSO

Elias Breeskin

heat,

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked,
Rugs
cleaned
bj latest process.

148

I'M

IN

rooms

Phones

fr

WITH

fcaitftfikiAiirii.iWriitiM

iV:f"ir.XK

ELMS HOTEL
Finest

t

JD

3

George Loane Tucker's

Phono 682.

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Free call and delivery.
tops $15 and up;
work shoes $5.00.
005 S. Second.
Phone

?

frm

featuring

Also On Thursday

fire- pay good prices
such as Rifles.
Shot
Must be in
iarms Pistols.
condition.
21S South First Street

For

f St

w,

Ben Hnr Coffee Will Re Demonstrated
Come In, Get a Cup
or Two or More of That Good Coffee.

WANTED
for

We

it

410 West Gold.

Will Hold a Demonstration of Mazola Conking Oil
Wo Will 9m Glad to See You.

HERE AGAIN

I

,. V

av

i

4.V

OF QUALITY"

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egf Noodles, Spaghetti and

two gentlemen:

mmmmmM.

"TIIK TACXDnV

205 S. First St.

visiting mcmliers

their friends Invited.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

room,

$1
$1

-

6 cans J. S. B. Corn, Ho. 2 can $1.10

All members,

Been run 150 miles, has
starter, dash light, extra tire and cover, complete kit of tools and license for this year.

Coal
Gallup Lump
A
900 N.

Flew Mexico Potatoes, 100 lbs S2.15

tainment
Friday, March 17th.
8:30 p. m.
St. Mary's Hall.

nicely furnished

suitable for man and wife, or

W

K. OF C.
St. Patrick's Enter-

TODAY AND TOMORROW

FOR RENT
Large,

THEATRE

Proprietor.

Let Us Send a Manl

nut
"SIXshii:'
GUT PACKAGES.

Ladies' Half Soles
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
Men's Half Soles
90c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone 567-Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

and

1

A, A. Roberts, decorator, hns re- chine shelled, Pinon nuts,
;
l'annlc
moved his business to 222 South S. Spitz, 323 North Tenth street.
Kx'ond street,
802.
Telephone

Red

ADFUNERALS

The Superior Building company
has Ju.t completed the foundation
work for a beautiful new five room
Oxygen breathed in by any perCalifornia type bungalow on Corson can ho measured by a newly
nell avenue.
Many residents of the addition designed apparatus.
are much interested in the proposed Arbor day observance and
are securing trees to plant on that
i
day.
The last two business lots In the
To replace that broken window
addition were sold last week, one
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
party contemplating putting up a
Phone 421. 423 North First.
building suitable for electrical supplies.
The

DYERS AND HATTERS
HUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

Fine Shoe Repairing

SHOP.

Zciser,

EiPiUE Cleaners

WISEMAN'S

161

UNIVERSITY
DOINGS

J.

Red

W, E,

panto-

17(1
(By The Amnriatrd Pre.. )
New Orleans. I,a.. March 14.
101, Selection of "Babe" Ruth, homo
run king, as
of the New
720 850 897 York Yankees captain
for the 922 season,
wna announced here today by Manager Huggins.
HEIGHTS

.

BILL'S

Man

J.

Songs, dances, comedy,
mime, spectacular scenic and light
effects. A bit of jazz In striking
contrast to more serious thought
expressed in scenes exceedingly This week only we will put " K
artistic, classic, full of rythmn and on crystals for
XOC
poetry. The perfect blending and
In
harmony of the production
S 2nd
which so many things from "jaz)i 215
to the classic'' are used required
the expert builder of plays, the
master craftsman and musician,
Albuquerque has seen in Director
Wellington.
LUMP
EGG
NUT
The Rev. Winfred H. Ziegler en$11.00
$10.50
$9.50
dorses the play very highly, it hav
GUY'S TRANSFER
ing been given In his parish In
Lous Trliis Solicited
Pennsylvania several years ago
Phono
a24 S. Second St. J
371,
The Play was also staged in las
warmduces In February, and
ly commended by the Chamber of
Commerce of that city.

DEATHS

BEST LIONS

BEARS

And got his suit dirty. We
cleaned and pressed it. Twenty- two years experience.

Sale of reserved seats for "A
Night in Vreamjt.nd," the musical
extravaganza to be staged under
the auspices of the American hp-- j
glon at the Crystal theater, March
16 and 17. will open this morning

love, life and youth.

Pianos,

FELL DOWN

at Matson'a
"A Night In Dreamland" Is a
musical extravaganza presented in
three parts with eight scenes, ac-- :
cording to a circular issued by the
legion. It is built very much on
the plan of the New York winter
garden show, wrtr.out a plot, but
with a theme which speaks of

"A Pair of Silk Stockings"

Transfer 158

alone

I

Business

Reliable

Wishes to rent on April 1st,
four or five room furnished
house, with sleeping
porch.
Highlands preferred.
PHONE 1523--

March 15, 1922.

and 449.

Russian Violinist
Brunswick Artist

Monday,

March 20 at 8:30
lAft concert of the series offered bv the Fort n pli Hi, ivr,,i
I
Club for the season of aa
I

ADMISSION $2.00

A

:en years of development

HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM

1

"JUST FOR FUH"

THE ONLY WASHING MACHINE ON THE
MARKET TESTED AND APPROVED BY
THE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE
It Is not a new machine or an experiment, but represents

k
and refinement.
Dozens of homes in Albuquerque are equipped with MOLA
It
and
has been tested and proven to the satisfac-4o- n
machines,
of these housewives.
We would be pleased to place one of these excellent marines In your home and have you test It without any obligation on your part. Then should you wish to purchase It at
the very low price for which it sells, we will arrange terms to
luit your convenience without any interest charge on deferred
payments.

Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

.L..,.,?...
EXPERIMENTS ARE COSTLY
Over a Quarter of a Century CICRRIIXOS COAI, Has Stood
Found the Best.
Every Test nnd
Ik-e-

If

LIVINGSTON & CO.

CERRILLOS EGG .
CERRILLOS LUMP

2t

All tickets exchanited for
reservations
at Matson's.
Kecords may be' heard at
Albuquerquo Music Store.

Goldwyn-Bra- y

flJuME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

...........

All Pure Conl

'

$10.50
11.00

Economical Because It Burns linger
Prodnces Most Heat.
PHONE 91 FOR QUAIJTV ITEL.'

Kahn Coal Company

and

Phone 91

3

